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INTRODUCTION

The decade of the Seventies has been remarkable

in many ways. Among the extraordinary changes

that have occurred, certainly the series of events that

have combined to alter long-standing relationships

between the United States and the nations of Asia

must rank among the most important. Several of the

more dramatic events come immediately to mind: re-

newal of direct contacts with the People's Republic

of China, the emergence of Japan as a super-state,

the turmoil of Southeast Asia, and the shift in the

balance of world economy to the oil-producing na-

tions in the Near East. Such changes have caused

Americans to look at these areas of the world with

renewed interest and respect. With the increasing

awareness of the importance of American political

and economic contacts with Asia, the significance of

expanded cultural understanding has received great-

er recognition than at any time since the years imme-

diately following 1945.

To learn more about the cultures of the Near

and the Far East, Americans have been turning to

museums, libraries and universities in steadily grow-

ing numbers. Each year during the past decade has

seen a rise in the number of visitors to the Freer Gal-

lery of Art. There has been a comparable increase in

requests for information from scholars, students, and

the general public. In light of these developments,

there is every reason to believe that American inter-

est in Asia will continue to grow well into the next

century.

This exhibition, A Decade of Discovery, which

presents a selection of the objects acquired during the

years 1970-1980, gives eloquent expression to the

Freer Gallery's continuing research into the cultures

of Asia. The works of art in the exhibition span the

period from the second millennium B.C. to the 19th

century A.D. and represent civilizations that extend

geographically from the shores of the Mediterranean,

to the sub-continent of India, and to the islands of

Japan. The vastness of time and space encompassed

by the exhibition, in itself, should alert visitors to

the great variety that is characteristic of Near and Far

Eastern art. Religious images, ritual objects, secular

paintings, personal ornaments and household fur-

nishings—each different and yet in some ways simi-

lar—give visual expression to a diverse array of aes-

thetic concepts. Displayed side by side, the artifacts

from those cultures provoke invaluable insights into

the peoples who made them and the countries from

which they came.

With the remarkable degree of foresight that

characterized all of his endeavors, Charles Lang Freer

recognized the importance of acquiring new objects

for the collections that he bequeathed to the nation

in 1906. Freer's primary concern was to obtain art

objects of the highest quality. To insure that his em-

phasis on quality would be maintained. Freer speci-

fied precisely how additions were to be made. He

stipulated that any additions to the collections should

be approved by the Secretary of the Smithsonian In-
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stitution, by the members of the National Commis-

sion of Fine Arts and, during their hfetimes, by four

personal friends whose names were included in his

bequest. Throughout the more than fifty years since

the Gallery opened to the public, the acquisition pol-

icy has remained the same, with the result that more

than 2,000 objects now complement the original

Freer bequest.

Gifts to the collections have become increasing-

ly important in recent years because rising inflation

and the decline in income from the original bequest

have restricted the amount of funds available for pur-

chases. Among the important gifts, the generous be-

quest from Eugene and Agnes E. Meyer was particu-

larly outstanding. One piece from the bequest, a

Chinese jade dating from the Shang dynasty (cat. no.

5), is included in the present exhibition. The death

of Harold P. Stern in 1977 brought forth gifts from

a large number of people in memory of the director

whose dominant presence was felt during this de-

cade.

Throughout the years, objects of special interest

for research have been added to the Freer's Study

Collection. Although artifacts in the Study Collec-

tion are not exhibited, they are available for examin-

ation as comparative material, for laboratory analy-

sis, and for the use of researchers. Some of these ob-

jects have assumed greater importance as the result of

research or new archaeological finds. When mem-

bers of the curatorial staff deem it appropriate, these

objects may be transferred to the regular collection.

Acceptance into the regular collection is given by the

Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution and by the

members of the National Commission of Fine Arts.

Each of the five directors of the Freer Gallery

has guided the growth of the collections, frequently

giving emphasis to areas of particular interest. John

Alexander Pope, who served as the Freer's third di-

rector from 1962 to 1971, was responsible for as-

sembling the Freer's Yuan and Ming dynasty blue-

and-white porcelains. His research into the develop-

ment of Chinese ceramics generally and of Chinese

blue-and-white porcelain specifically is reflected in

the fine examples included in this exhibition.

Harold P. Stern succeeded Pope as director in

1971. A noted scholar of Japanese art history. Stern

was instrumental in bringing together some of the

finest Japanese artifacts in the collection. Although

the original Freer bequest had included an important

group of Japanese paintings, sculpture and ceramics,

relatively few additions were made in the Japanese

area until Stern joined the staff as a research assistant

in 1951. Throughout his twenty-six years at the Gal-

lery, and especially during the final period of 1971-

1977 when he was director. Stern concentrated on

the Japanese portion of the collection and succeeded

in acquiring an internationally famous group ofJapa-

nese objects. The marked emphasis on Japanese art in

this exhibition reflects Stern's outstanding efforts.

Although the current director's training has

focused on Chinese art history, in view of the excep-

tional strengths of our present curatorial staff and of

the existing collections, the general aims of acquisi-

tion during the coming decade will include an effort

to complement the collections and the staff in all

areas. To maintain the high tradition established by

preceding directors would be a satisfying achieve-

ment.

The goals first set forth by Charles Lang Freer

in 1906 and subsequently interpreted by each of the

Gallery's directors are as valid today as they were

when they were formulated at the turn of the cen-

tury. Those same goals will continue to guide the

Gallery's activities during the remaining two decades

of the twentieth century. As an internationally rec-

ognized center for the exhibition of and research in

Asian art, the Freer Gallery has a compelling obliga-

tion to the public. To properly fulfill that obligation

demands truth, patience and diligence. Here again,

Charles Lang Freer and the previous directors of the

Freer Gallery deserve our deepest respect, for their

enlightened vision and enduring scholarship have

been instrumental in setting standards of quality to

which we shall continue to strive.

Preparation of this exhibition of selected acqui-

sitions was supervised by Julia K. Murray, and this

catalogue marks her first major pubhcation since

joining the staff in June of this year. With character-

istic quiet assurance, she selected the individual ob-

jects and wrote the entries in collaboration with

members of the curatorial staff. Aside from her envi-

able ability to express clearly her ideas about such a

wide range of artifacts. Miss Murray's understand-

ing of stylistic change and formal nuance are appar-
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ent throughout the catalogue. Her concern for intel-

lectual precision and her stress on scholarly detail de-

spite time pressures exemplify high standards of art-

historical research. For Charles Lang Freer, who

planned the Gallery as a center for research and, in

the largest sense, as an educational institution, this

exhibition and the accompanying catalogue certainly

would have been sources of profound satisfaction.

Yoshiaki Shimizu was of invaluable assistance in

providing information for many of the Japanese en-

tries, and Ann Yonemura, Esin Atil, Shen Fu, and

Shreve Simpson all contributed useful material to the

catalogue. In addition, they offered many helpful

criticisms of various entries in draft form. The un-

pubUshed research notes of Hin-cheung Lovell and

Josephine Knapp contained in the folder sheets for

various objects in the exhibition also were consulted

for productive leads. Those entries which were sub-

stantially written by persons other than Miss Murray

are signed with the author's initials.

James Hayden and Stanley Turek of the Freer'

s

Photographic Studio prepared special photographs

for this catalogue with their usual good-natured pa-

tience. Elsie Kronenburg bore the brunt of the typ-

ing burden.

For the exhibition, Takashi Sugiura, Ryo

Nishiumi and Kumi Kinoshita prepared the scrolls

and contributed their unique expertise in matters re-

lating to the display cases. Conservation of the ob-

jects was undertaken by Lynda Zycherman and Ilona

Bene. Robert Evans, Building Manager of the Gal-

lery, and his staff, Santi DiBlasi, Clarence Lee, Cor-

nell Evans and John Bradley, contributed their ad-

mirable talents to the construction of cases and dis-

play materials. Martin P. Amt and Craig Korr in-

stalled the objects with the care that characterizes all

of their efforts. Richard Louie has been involved in

every phase of the preparations for the catalogue and

the exhibition. To everyone on the staff of the Freer

Gallery, I would hke to express my whole-hearted

appreciation.

Thomas Lawton

Director

October, 1979
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1. KNEELING WATER BUFFALO

1

KNEELING WATER BUFFALO too

China; Shang dynasty, ca. 1523-1028 B.C.

Marble

H: 8.4 cm. (3-1/4 in.); L: 15.3 cm. (6 in.);

W: 8 cm. (3-1/8 in.)

Roughly hewn from a block of marble, this water

buffalo presents a monumental, forceful appearance

despite its modest size. Although its features are no

more than summarily indicated, the creature's iden-

tity is assured by the unmistakeable pair of curved

horns on top of its head. Examples of the kneeling

water buffalo are known from excavations of Shang

sites at Anyang.' While these excavated figurines

often bear secondary designs and styhzed features in-

cised on the surface of the stone blocks, in shape and

general handling of the stone medium they are close-

ly relatable to the Freer piece.

Study of the incised examples indicates that the

animal is in a kneeling posture, baring its teeth. The

protrusion on each side of the head, furthermore, is

clearly revealed to be an ear. A white marble ele-

phant found in excavations at Anyang before World

War II may also be used in a comparison with the

Freer water buffalo.^ Of approximately the same

size, the elephant also is left with unadorned surfaces

instead of being covered with incised patterns. By

shape and indication of its most characteristic attri-

butes, the identity of the animal is conveyed, leading

many writers to describe Shang sculpture as "ab-

stract" or "symbolic."

Published: C.T. Loo and Co., An Exhibition of Chinese Stone

Sculptures (New Yorlc, 1940), cat. no. 4.

1. Umehara Sueji, In-kyo (Tokyo, 1964), pi. 136/2 shows a

white marble water buffalo somewhat larger than the Freer piece ex-

cavated before 1949 at Anyang. Another of the same type found re-

cently is reproduced in the excavation report from Tomb no. 5 of Fu-

hao at Anyang {Kaoi^u Xuehao 1977 no. 2, pi. 34/1 and p. 83, fig.l). An
unprovenanced example formerly belonging to the Sedgwick Collec-

tion is reproduced in Laurence Sickman and Alexander C. Soper, The

Art and Architecture of China (2nd ed.; Harmondsworth, England,

1956), pi. 2b.

2. Umehara, op.cit., pi. 136/1.
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JADE PENDANTS

Ancient jade, usually nephrite, is a very hard sub-

stance not native to China but imported from far-off

regions such as Khotan in East Turkestan at the foot

of the K'un-lun mountains. Even in the Neolithic

era, Chinese lapidaries worked jade by wearing it

away with abrasives. Although it is harder than

most metals, jade can be "cut" with such flimsy

tools as bamboo and wood drills when used in com-

bination with quartz sand to grind down its surfaces.

Among the wealth of study material accumulat-

ed in China by the 1923-1934 expedition of Carl

Whiting Bishop for the Freer Gallery of Art is a

group of small, archaic jade pendants. Used for per-

sonal adornment, these jades were worn possibly in

the girdle or in the headdress. Displaying consider-

able variety in their forms, they frequently are shaped

like animals, birds, fish, and fantastic creatures. In

addition to their somewhat abstract silhouettes, they

may also be decorated in incised patterns that some-

times further define body features or else provide

autonomous surface ornament.

BIRD PENDANT PLAQUE 7125.

china; Shang dynasty,

Anyang period, ca. 1300-1028 B.C.

L: 3.8 cm. (1-1/2 in.)

A very small and simple piece, this bird plaque is

carved in profile from a thin slab of semi-translucent,

greenish jade. Lacking the incised details frequently

seen on pendant plaques of the Anyang period, the

bird is identified almost completely by nuances of its

shape. Plain surfaces, however, are also found on

jades excavated at Anyang, notably a small elephant

plaque found before 1949.' In a position correspond-

ing to the bird's eye, there is a biconical drilled hole

for suspending the plaque. Holes of this sort are

common in the group ofjade plaques excavated from

the tomb of Fu-hao, a find that included a number of

bird-like pendants with incised surface details.^

Sprightly perching birds are a motif occasionally

encountered in other media, particularly bronze,

where they sometimes indicate a southern prove-

nance. They serve not only as ornament for the ves-

sel body but are also used three-dimensionally on the

top of covers, handles, or even as legs for vessels.

1. Umehara Sueji, In-kyo (Tokyo, 1964), pi. 140/4.

2. Kaogu Xuebao 1977 no. 2, pi. 33. Bird plaques from other An-

yang sites are illustrated in Kaogu Xuebao 1979 no.l, p. 100, fig. 74.

FISH PENDANT PLAQUE 7929

china; Shang dynasty,

Anyang period, ca. 1300-1028 B.C.

L: 5 cm. (2 in.)

FISH PENDANT PLAQUE 79j8

China; Shang dynasty,

Anyang period, ca. 1300- 1028 B.C.

L: 5.5 cm. (2-1/8 in.)

Flat fish plaques' appear to be somewhat less com-

mon in excavated sites than the longer, more tubu-

lar-shaped fish. These two pendants, both cut from

mottled green jade, display a straight contour, unlike

the arching fish (possibly representing a leaping carp)

that was found in Fu-hao's tomb.^ On the flat sur-

face of both fish are incised cursory descriptive de-

tails, such as eyes, fins, scales, and mouth—features

also commonly seen on the longer, narrower fish.

The splayed tail that divides into two curves is also

typical of both groups. Here it offers a stylized con-

trast to the pursed "lips" of the fish. Both plaques

taper at the mouth, where a one-sided conical hole

for suspending the pendants is drilled. They bear a

marked resemblance to a fish pendant found in a

Western Chou tomb at Ling-t'ai, Kansu,^ suggest-

ing either that the early Chou people prized Shang

jades or that they carried on Shang jade-working

conventions.

1. A similar though not identical fish plaque from a subsidiary

tomb at Wu-kuan-ts'un, Anyang, is reproduced in Kaogu 1977 no.l,

pi. 5/4, item 10 (233:1). Others, also from Anyang sites, are repro-

duced in Kaogu Xuehao 1979 no.l, p. 100, fig. 75, nos. 3, 6, 10, and

13.

2. Reproduced in Kaogu Xuehao 1977 no. 2, pi. 32/6 and fig. 18/5

(519).

3. Ibid., pi. 16/ 16 (2:65)
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2.-3. JADES

CURVED FISH PENDANT 79J2

China; Shang dynasty,

Anyang period, ca. 1300-1028 B.C.

L: 7.3 cm. (2-7/8 in.)

CURVED FISH PENDANT 79.34

china; Shang dynasty,

Anyang period, ca. 1300-1028 B.C.

L: 9.2 cm. (3-5/8 in.)

FISH PENDANT 79J0

china; Shang dynasty,

Anyang period, ca. 1300-1028 B.C.

L: 6.9 cm. (2-3/4 in.)

Long, narrow fish appear frequently in the archaic

jade repertoire, perhaps because fish have been an im-

portant protein source in China since prehistoric

times. These rather tubular fish pendants possibly

were intended to be affixed to the headdress and al-

lowed to swing freely when the wearer walked.'

Numerous examples have been found in controlled

excavations at Shang sites. ^ These three belong to a

sub-type that have blade-like extensions after their

tails. ^ Fins and eyes are indicated by deep incisions

into the rounded bodies of the fish, made more

prominent by a reddish substance that has been

rubbed in. All three fish pendants have been polished

to a soft luster and have a perforation at the eye for

suspension.

1. Umehara Sueji, In-hyo (Tokyo, 1964), Eng. summary, p. 10.

2. Ihil, pis. 139 and 157/4; and Kaogu Xuehao. 1977, no. 2,

pl.32/6 (1112).

3. A recent theory suggests that they were used as bodkins; see

Kaogu Xuehao 1979 no.l, p. 99. Similar examples found recently are

reproduced in ibid., p. 100, fig. 75, nos.2, 7 and 8. An unprovenanced

comparable fish pendant with tail extension is reproduced in S. How-
ard Hansford, The Seligman Collection of Oriental Art, Vol.1 (London,

1957), pl.LVII, cat. no'.B13.
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MINIATURE DAGGER-AXE (KO) 79J3

china; Shang dynasty,

Anyang period, ca. 1300-1028 B.C.

Jade

L: 8.3 cm. (3-1/4 in.)

Another item recently accessioned from the Bishop

study collection by the Freer Gallery is a pair of

diminutive ritual jade blades, or ko (only one of

which is displayed). Although they originated in

simple Neolithic shapes, jade ko developed in the

Shang as imitations of the bronze dagger. Some ex-

amples dramatically illustrate this typological depen-

dence by being mounted in bronze handles, often in-

laid with turquoise stone. ^ Jade ko had a ceremonial

rather than a military significance and were often

very large and heavy objects. Many of the large jade

ko have been excavated in Shang sites, and numerous

other unprovenanced examples are to be found in

museum collections,^ including the Freer collection.

Like other early examples, this small ko is very

simply shaped with a few facets, beveled edges and

a hole, possibly for mounting to a handle, although

many ko were actually never intended to be so af-

fixed. Drilled from both sides of the blade, this hole

is biconical in shape, tapering inward toward its cen-

ter rather than being entirely straight-sided. Smooth-

ly polished, the cream-colored jade shows natural

mottling as well as accretions of earth and slight cal-

cification, a degenerative process by which the jade

loses its hardness and becomes powdery.

While miniature jade ko are rarely encoun-

tered,^ in contrast to the larger type, this piece may

be compared to an example in the Winthrop Collec-

tion at the Fogg Art Museum, one that actually con-

sists of two miniature joined along their top edges

by a thin filament of stone.

1. A recently excavated example came from Tomb no. 5 of Fu-

hao at Anyang. Kaogu Xuehac 1977 no. 2, pi. 14/6 (438).

2. Numerous kc in the Winthrop Collection are reproduced in

Max Loehr, Aticietii ChineseJades (Cambridge, 1975), cat. nos. 26-86.

3. A miniature ko with a rather more slanted tang was unearthed

from Tomb no. 1 at the Shang site of Su-fu-t'un, I-tu, Shantung. Re-

produced in Wen Wu Press, Cultural Relics Unearthed in China

(Peking, 1972), p. 124.

4. Loehr, cp.cit., cat. no. 68.

4

DAGGER-AXE (KO) tsji

China; Shang dynasty, ca. 1523-1028 B.C.

Jade

L: 27.7 cm. (10-15/16 in.); W: 11cm. (4-5/16 in.)

Unlike some ko that have completely smooth con-

4. JADE DAGGER-AXE



tours, this example shows two pairs of projections

from the side of the blade, between which are evenly

spaced serrations.' In addition to the customary hole

in the center of the blade, at the point where the

tang begins, there are also smaller perforations on

the rear pair of projections, possibly for affixing the

blade to a shaft. About two-thirds of the surface of

the piece is incised with a pattern formed from fine

parallel lines. ^ A reddish substance in the incised pat-

tern causes it to stand out more clearly against the

mottled, buff-colored surface of the jade.

Published: C.T. Loo and Co., Exhibition of Chinese Arts, Novem-

ber 1, 1941-April 30, 1942 (New York, 1941), cat. no.234.

Otto Kummel, Chinesische Kunst (1930), Tafel XVIII.

1. Comparable serrated edges appear on a large ko excavated at

Anyang, reproduced in Umehara Sueji, In-kyo (Tokyo, 1964), pi.

34/3.

2. The large jade knife found at the Early Shang capital of Erh-li-

t'ou shows a similar incised parallel-line pattern with some cross-

hatching; reproduced mKaogu 1978 no.4, pi. 12/3.

5. JADE RING-SHAPED AXE

5

RING-SHAPED AXE 70J9

China; Shang dynasty, Anyang period, ca.llth c. B.C.

Jade

H: 19.8 cm. (7-3/4 in.); W: 22.5 cm. (8-7/8 in.)

Gift of Eugene and Agnes E. Meyer

An unusual shape, this ritual jade has been variously

called a pi (circular disk), a flanged pierced disk, a

battle-axe disk, and a collared disk. It may have been

a collared disk that, possibly because of damage to

one of the edges, was reworked to make it one of the

ceremonial type in which the pi is combined with the

traditional axe and called either a "disk-axe"' or

"ring-shaped axe."^ Scattered examples exist in

Western collections, and the type has turned up at

Anyang.^ However, none of the other examples has

the raised inner perimeter seen in the Freer piece,

suggesting that it might originally have been a sim-

ple collared disk. The notched flanges at both sides,

occupying less of the circumference than in other

ring-shaped axes, also are more deeply cut than oth-

ers of the type. The bottom edge, longer than the

top arc as is the case in some of the other examples,

is sharpened, and the upper edge left blunt.

Published; Freer Gallery of Art, Eugene and Agnes E. Meyer

Memorial Exhibition (Washington, 1971), cat. no. 2.

1. Max Loehr, Ancient Chinese Jades (Cambridge, 1975), cat.,

nos. 22-23.

2. Jessica Rawson and John Ayers, Chinese Jade Throughout the

Ages (London, 1975), cat. no.

5

3. Wen Wu 1958 no. 12, p.31, fig. 13 (mside back cover).

WINE VESSEL (TSUN) 7^29

china; Shang dynasty,

Late Anyang period, 12th-llth c. B.C.

Bronze

H: 29.2 cm. (11-3/4 in.); D: 22 cm. (8-5/8 m.)

This wine vessel of the type tsun is somewhat unusu-

al for the treatment of its decorative elements. In

contrast to other tsun of the period that feature back-

grounds filled with lei-wen ("thunder patterns") to

emphasize the main elements of ornamentation, this

piece shows smooth-surfaced designs on a bare

ground. The principal motif in the upper of the two

decorative bands is a dissolved t'ao-t'ieh, or "mon-

ster" mask, and two pairs of confronting birds

adorn the lower band. A Late Shang date for the tsun

is advanced on the basis of the discovery of a very

similar piece in Ts'ang-shan Hsien in Shantung

Province.'



6. BRONZE tsun

Set on a high foot characteristic of Late Shang,

the vessel is built up in three horizontal segments,

each with its own degree of curvature. The divisions

are emphasized by plain flanges that match the

height of the horizontal bands of decor, creating a

harmony between shape and ornamentation. These

flanges subdivide the friezes into four equal sections

and help organize the motifs.

Flanking the decorative friezes are simple bow-

string lines. The rest of the tsun is bare of surface or-

nament, unlike comparable pieces of the period that

exhibit cicada blades rising to the brim of the flaring

trumpet mouth. ^ A smooth, light green patina

covers the vessel.

Published: C.T. Loo and Co., Exhibition oj Chinese Arts, Novem-

ber 1, 1941-April 30, 1942 (New York, 1941), cat. no. 34.

The Taft Museum, Best of Fifty, March 22-May 8, 1977 (Cin-

cinnati, 1977), p. 22.

1. Reproduced in Wen IVu 1965 no. 7, p. 30, fig. 13. Similar

though unprovenanced examples belong to the St. Louis City Art

Museum, reproduced in J. Edward Kidder, Jr., Early Chinese Bronzes

in the City Art Museum of St. Louis (St. Louis, 1956), frontispiece and

pi. Ill; and to the Victoria and Albert Museum, reproduced in Martin

Feddersen, Chinese Decorative Art (New York, 1961), frontispiece.

2. For example, the Freer tsun (acc. no. 44.1), reproduced in John

A. Pope, Rutherford J. Gettens, James Cahill, and Noel Barnard, The

Freer Chinese Bronzes, Vol. 1 (Washington, 1967), cat. no. 13; i tsun in

the Matsuoka Museum, reproduced in Selected Masterpieces of the Mat-

suoka Museum of An, Inaugural Exhibition (Tokyo, 1975), mono-

chrome pi. 2; and a tsun in the Idemitsu Museum, reproduced in

Chugohu hodai no bijutsu (Tokyo, 1978), cat. no. 40.

7

WINE VESSEL (YU) 7£3i,

china; Shang dynasty,

Anyang period, ca. 1300-1028 B.C.

Bronze

H: 31cm. (12-1/2 in.)

During the Shang dynasty, ritual wine containers of

the type yii were made in a variety of shapes, includ-

ing round, ovoid, square, and animal-bodied. This

pear-shaped flask, round in section, represents one of

the rarer forms. Two examples of the type have been

found in controlled excavations at Anyang,' and a

number of comparable yu exist in the collections of

other museums.^ In addition to displaying a round

rather than flattened shape, this kind of yu is distinc-

tive for its bail handle. Attached by a pin and lug on

each side of the flask, the handle closely follows the

vessel's contour up to the mouth, where it stands

away from the body in a wide, flat-topped arc. A
domed lid and conical foot complete the elegant out-

line of the vessel and handle.

Decoration of the surface is restrained and taste-

ful. A band of angular spirals executed in thread re-

lief circles the foot, while the neck displays a narrow

t'ao-t'ieh frieze bisected by a small flange. Above this

band are bowstring lines, a motif echoed on the lid

and knob. The flat surface of the bail handle is pat-

terned with a chain of boxed rhombi suggesting the

body of a snake; stylized snakeheads adorn the ends

of the handle, where they conceal the mechanism

joining it to the wall of the vessel.



7. BRONZE yu

The casting of vessels of this sort, which Max
Loehr has named with handles,"^ seems to have

started during the Middle Shang period, as attested

by an early yu that came to light in excavations at

P'an-lung-ch'eng, Hupei Province, in 1974/ Be-

cause yu of this type have not been found in post-

Shang sites, and none with long, Chou-type inscrip-

tions are now known, the shape probably died out

toward the end of the Anyang period.^

The Freer yu shows signs of having been buried

in a cloth wrapping, for impressions of textile and

rush matting are discernible on its upper surface.

The vessel has a fine, shiny patina with prominent

deposits of malachite (green) and cuprite (red).

Published: C.T. Loo and Co., Exhibition of Chinese Arts, Nov. 1,

1941-April 30, 1942 (New York, 1941), cat. no. 35.

Archives ofAsian Art, Vol. 29 (1975-1976), 118, fig. 59.

1. h. yu virtually identical to the present piece, with the addition

of a single-character inscription, was excavated in 1950 from grave E9

on the eastern ledge of the royal tomb at Wu-kuan-ts'un; reproduced

in Kaogu Xuehao 1951, pi. 16/1. Another similar yu from Anyang

came from tomb M238 at Hsiao-t'un; reproduced in Kaog^u Xuehao

1948, p.8/2a-c.

2. Comparable yu belong to the following: former von Lochow
Collection, reproduced in Gustav Ecke, Sammlun^ Lochow: Chinesische

Bromen, Vol. 2 (Peking, 1943-1944), cat. no. 10; The Art Museum,

Princeton University (acc. no. 65-5), reproduced in Eleanor von Erd-

berg, Chinese Bronzes from the Collection of Chester Dale and Dolly Car-

ter (Ascona, Switzerland, 1978), cat. no. 46; Idemitsu Museum, repro-

duced in Chugoku kodai no hijutsu (Tokyo, 1978), cat. no. 29; Hell-

strom Collection, reproduced in Bernhard Karlgren, "Bronzes in the

Hellstrom Collection," Bulletin of the Museum of Far E'^stern Antiqui-

ties, Vol. 20 (1948), pi. 15:1; and the Brundage Collection, reproduced

in Rene-Yvon Lefebvre d'Argence, Ancient Chinese Bronzes in the

Avery Brundage Collection (Berkeley, 1966), pi. XVI. A yu from an un-

identified collection is reproduced in Mizuno Seiichi, Bronzes andJades

ofAncient China (Tokyo, 1959), pi. 47.

3. Max Loehr, Ritual Vessels of Bronze Age China (New York,

1968), p. 64.

4. Reproduced in Wen Wu 1976 no. 2, pi. 3/2.

5. Virginia C. Kane, "The Chronological Significance of the In-

scribed Ancestor Dedication in the Periodization of Shang Dynasty

Bronze Vessels," Artihus Asiae, Vol.35, no. 4 (1973), 363.
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MIRROR 74.i2n

China; Eastern Chou dynasty,

Warring States period, 3rd c. B.C.

Bronze

D: 11.7 cm. (4-5/8 in.)

This is a well-made example of a mirror type that has

turned up in Warring States-Han dynasty tombs

from the widely-scattered regions of Sian, Shensi;

Ch'eng-tu, Szechwan; Kuei-hsien, Kwangsi;

Ch'ang-sha, Hunan; Shou-chou, Anhui; Loyang,

Honan; and Lo-lang, Korea. ^ Possibly originating rn

the Ch'u region around Ch'ang-sha, these mirrors

are distinctive for the large slanted "mountain-

shaped" (shari-tzu hsing) tridents that dominate their

surfaces. Executed in plain, broad bands that curve

up slightly at the edges, these motifs are arranged

symmetrically around a thin, fluted central loop.



8. BRONZE MIRROR

which in turn is enclosed in a square made from the

same type of bands. The shghtly concave outer band

adjoining the thickened rim is similarly plain, con-

trasting effectively with the textile-derived feather-

ing pattern that forms the background for the plain-

band motifs.

While the meaning of the trident symbol is ob-

scure, most likely it had some sort of auspicious sig-

nificance. Whatever its import, the trident may ap-

pear as few as three or as many as seven times around

the central boss, with four being the most common
number.^ In addition, a secondary pattern of petals

bisects the space between tridents. In more evolved

examples of this type of mirror, the petal pattern

gains in complexity and size.

The earliest mirrors are found in Shang tombs

of the Anyang period, but there is a gap of several

hundred years until they reappear in Eastern Chou

tomb furnishings. This resurgence produced a great

variety of types that continued to evolve in Chinese

art until the Sung dynasty. Being made of a type of

bronze that contains a relatively high proportion of

tin, the mirror face could be highly polished, and the

back was usually extensively decorated as in the pres-

ent examples. They are thought to have been worn

at the waist, suspended from a tassel that passed

through the central loop. Because they are common
in grave furnishings of the late Warring States-Han

period, mirrors may also have had funerary signifi-

cance.

1. Excavated examples are published in the following: Shansi-

shetig ch'u-t'u t'un^^-ching (Peking, 1958), pi. 5 (very similar to the Freer

mirror); K'ao-ku l'Hni<-hsun 1957 no.l, pi. 20/2 (virtually identical to

the Freer example); and Wen Wu 1978 no. 10, p. 28, fig. 7 and p. 39,

fig. 39. An unprovenanced mirror like the Freer's belongs to the Bos-

ton Museum of Fine Arts (acc. no. 50. 2078), reproduced in The

Charles B. Hoyl Collection Memorial Exhibition (Boston, 1952), cat. no.

480. Bernhard Karlgren discusses and reproduces numerous mirrors

of the type in two articles, "Huai and Han," Bulletin of the Museum
oj Far Eastern Antiquities no. 13 (1941), and "Some Pre-Han Mirrors,"

ihil, no. 35 (1963), 161-169.

2. Li Cheng-kuang, "Lo-t'an Ch'ang-sha ch'u-t'u ti Chan-kuo

shih-tai t'ung-ching," K'ao-ku t'ung-hsun 1957 no.l, p. 99.

9. BRONZE LION-AND-GRAPEVINE MIRROR
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LION AND GRAPEVINE MIRROR 74_i2i

china; T'ang dynasty, 618-907

Bronze

D: 11.7 cm. (4-5/8 in.)

This small but heavy mirror is the fourth of the lion-



and-grapevine type to enter the Freer collection.'

Originally misidentified as Han metalwork, this

group of mirrors has within the past few decades

been reattributed conclusively to T'ang craftsman-

ship, thanks to numerous finds in T'ang-dated

tombs. ^ Four lion-and-grapevine mirrors are also

part of the Shosoin collection in Nara, Japan, which

was formed ca.756 A.D. The dominant motif, com-

monly misnamed "seahorses and grapes," consists

of varying numbers of pudgy lion-Hke creatures ar-

rayed among grapevines, sometimes with the addi-

tion of birds and insects as in the present example.^

The central boss also takes the form of a crouching

lion and is executed in even higher relief than the

surrounding figures. Around the rim is a zone of

decorative triangular lappets whose bas-relief surface

is a foil for the rounder forms closer to the center of

the mirror.

Most often circular in shape, lion-and-grapevine

mirrors may also be square, lobed, or foliate. The

surface is frequently divided into two concentric

areas by a single or double ridge. Mirrors nearly

identical to the present example, with the same sil-

very color, belong to the Denver Art Museum'' and

the former Seligman Collection.^

1. The others have accession numbers 05.60, 09.277, and 44.5.

2. Shansi-sheng ch'u-l'u t'ung-ching (Peking, 1958), pis. 110-114.

Of this group, excavated near the T'ang capital at Sian, the mirror re-

produced in pi. 112 is closest to the Freer piece in decor and size. A
similar mirror, probably an "antique" when buried, was uncovered

in the excavation of a Liao tomb dateable to the mid- 10th century.

Wen Wu 1975 no. 12, p. 32, fig.6.

3. It has been suggested that decorative schemes including birds

and insects sometimes were associated with mirrors given to newly-

weds to ward off evil. Nancy Thompson, "The Evolution of the

T'ang Lion and Grapevine Mirror," Artihus Aside, Vol. 29 (1967), 38-

39.

4. Reproduced in ihid,, pi. 14.

5. S. Howard Hansford, The Seligman Collection of Oriental Art,

Vol. 1 (London, 1957), pi.XL, cat. no. A75.
10. STANDING hodhisattva
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STANDING BODHISA TTVA 702

china; Northern Wei dynasty, 6th c.

Stone, with traces of polychrome

H: 65.5 cm. (25-7/8 m.); W: 26.7 cm. (10-1/2 in.)

Many of the surviving examples of early Buddhist

stone sculpture were originally carved on the walls

of cave temples, some of which, such as Yiin-kang

and Lung-men, can be visited. In the first half of this



century, however, many such sculptures were re-

moved from these sanctuaries and sold to Western

and Japanese collectors, often causing grievous dam-

age to the objects as well as obscuring their original

context. The present example is the figure of an at-

tendant hodhisattva which, on the basis of stylistic

comparison, probably came from the cave temples of

Kung Hsien, near Loyang, Honan.' Sculpted in high

relief, it is still attached to a fragment of wall.

The hodhisattva, somewhat more simply adorned

than closely related figures, stands holding a lotus

bud in its right hand and part of its skirt and long

sash in its left. The lotus theme is repeated in the

headdress, which is composed of vertically placed lo-

tus petals and medalhons. Like other Kung Hsien at-

tendant figures, its hair is a smooth cap slightly

notched in the middle to suggest a central part.

Wearing the typical flaring collar and shawl on the

upper part of its body, the figure probably also once

had a belt-like dhoti tied at the waist, although dam-

age has now obscured this feature.

Although many stone sculptures now exhibit a

rather somber, dark surface, most of them were once

painted in bright colors that heightened their dra-

matic impact on the worshiper who saw them in the

dim light of the cave interiors. On the Freer hodhi-

sattva there remain many traces of red and yellow

pigment, which chemical analysis has identified as

iron oxide. ^ It retains much more of its polychrome

than another sculpture in the Freer collection that is

beheved to be from the same site.^

Representing a more mature Northern Wei

style than the cave sculpture at Yiin-kang, Kung

Hsien sculpture tends to show a softening of the

archaic severity that is so evident at the earlier site.

As the foreign tradition of representing the Buddhist

pantheon was assimilated into native Chinese artistic

modes, religious images became more like secular

representations and subject to the same stylistic

trends. The fondness for linear, nearly symmetrical

patterns in sixth-century Buddhist art mirrors the

contemporary fashion in depicting other types of fig-

ures.'* In the present fragment of a hodhisattva, we

may discern the dominant rhythm set up by the

crossing scarves as a manifestation of the trend. The

hodhisattva' s smiling expression is typical of Kung

Hsien images, and its features are carved in gentler

curves than on earlier sculptures.

Published: C.T. Loo and Co., An Exhibition of Chinese Stone

Sculptures (New York, 1940), cat. no. 8; reproduced in pl.V.

Osvald Siren, Chinese Sculptures in the von der Heydt Collection

(Zurich, 1959), p.64.

1. See Honan-sheng wen-hua-chii wen-wu kung-tso tui, Kung

Hsien Shih-k'u-ssu (Peking, 1963), pi. 67, for one of the very similar at-

tendant bodhisattvas still in situ in Cave 1. Other closely comparable

figures also from Kung Hsien may be noted. One, now in the Kyoto

National Museum, is reproduced in Nara National Museum, Sources of

Japanese Buddhist Art (Nara, 1978), Sculpture section, cat. no. 17; an-

other, formerly in the Grenville Winthrop Collection, is reproduced

in Osvald Siren, Chinese Sculpture, Vol. 2 (London, 1925), pl.l05A; a

third, formerly in the L. Wannieck Collection, is reproduced in ibid.,

pl.l05B; and a fourth, formerly in the C.T. Loo Collection in Paris,

is reproduced in ibid., pi. 106.

2. In addition to these traces of original paint, extensive white

and yellow overpaint was applied when the figure was repaired. X-

ray photographs reveal the sculpture to be in four large pieces held to-

gether by metal pins.

3. Acc. no. 52. 15.

4. Donor figures offer convenient examples of secular represen-

tation for comparison. See, for example, "The Empress as Donor

with Attendants," from Pin-yang cave at Lung-men, now in the Nel-

son Gallery of Art (acc. no. 40-38), reproduced in Handbook of the Col-

lections in the William Rockhill Nelson Gallery of Art and Mary Atkins

Museum ofArt, Vol. 2 (5th ed.; Kansas City, 1973), p. 31.

HEAD OF A BODHISA TTVA 77.17

China; Sui dynasty, 589-618

Grey limestone

H: 25 cm. (9-3/4 in.); W: 20.3 cm. (8 in.)

A fragment of what probably was once a lifesize fig-

ure of a Buddhist attendant deity, this head shows

the strong, careful modeling typical of the short-

lived Sui dynasty, a period of vigor and prosperity

for Chinese Buddhism. Carved from fine-grained,

dark grey hmestone, the head exhibits somewhat

stylized features, such as long, arched eyebrows;

convex, crescent-shaped eyelids; and deeply cut lips

that turn up in a characteristic Sui form of the "ar-

chaic smile." Although not so naturalistic as faces

would become in the succeeding T'ang dynasty, the

head represents an advance over the abstract treat-

ment of features in sculpture of previous periods.

Therefore, it belongs to a transitional stage in the de-

velopment of a mature, plastic style.



11. HEAD OF A bodhisattva

The figure wears an elaborate crown with three-

dimensional tassels hanging down from incised

roundels that resemble the circular jewels so popular

in the Northern Ch'i period (550-577). These roun-

dels, which usually consist of large jewels set into a

ring of small bosses, may have originated in Near

Eastern art. Sui sculptors frequently used these orna-

ments in the long jewel chains that cover their

statues. Because the bodhisattvas were thought to

have been aristocratic princes, Buddhist iconography

conventionally portrays them with these trappings of

wealth, in contrast to the unadorned figure of

Buddha.

At the back of the head there is a square open-

ing probably used as a socket to attach a mandorla.'

There are indications that the face has been repaired

in certain areas, especially the nose, which has been

made somewhat too thin and sharp for the face.

Other examples of Sui bodhisattva heads agree in dis-

playing a less severe, broader nose that harmonizes

with the gentler appearance of the mouth and eyes.^

Published: Osvald Siren, Chinese Sculpture Vol. 3 (London,

1925), pl.304A. (There is more damage visible on the head in this

photograph than exists at present.)

1. A fragmentary Sui bodhisattva from T'ien-lung-shan, now in

the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York (acc. no. 26. 65), sug-

gests how the mandorla might have looked originally. See photograph

in Alan Priest, Chinese Sculpture in the Metropolitan Museum of Art

(New York, 1944), cat. no. 29.

2. See, for example. Priest, op.cit., cat. nos. 26, 27, 29, 30 and 31.
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STANDING BODHISA TTVA j±6_

China; Southern Sung period, 12th- 13th c.

Wood, with traces of polychrome

H: 172.2 cm. (68 in.)

Lifesize wooden bodhisattva figures have survived in

large numbers from the later period of Chinese

sculpture, generally defined as everything postdating

the T'ang dynasty (618-907). On the basis of a very

few dated examples, the rest are loosely labeled

"Sung," "Chin," "Yuan," and "Ming," but

definitive criteria for these periodizations have never

been established. A conservative tradition largely ig-

nored by the educated elite who wrote so profusely

about other types of art, such as landscape painting,

religious sculpture was the concern of professional

artisans who supplied China's temples with icons.

Future stylistic studies will no doubt be aided by

Carbon- 14 testing on extant examples of wooden

statuary.

The Freer bodhisattva is a plump, androgynous

figure standing firmly on bare feet. The figure is

heavily clothed and does not have the bare chest

more often seen in this type of deity. The largely

symmetrical garment folds are deeply undercut in de-

scending parabolas down the front of the body,

somewhat enhancing its fleshy quality. The head is

made to seem larger, perhaps to balance the effect of

the heavy body, by the high headdress and topknot.

The sculpture is usually assigned to the South-

ern Sung dynasty because of the soft expression of

the rounded face, in contrast to the severe, squared

features typical of the contemporaneous Chin tradi-

tion in the north.' Supporting evidence may be

found in a few iconographically different figures,

such as the 1099-dated dry-lacquer lohari in the

Honolulu Academy of Arts.^ Its face appears to be

exactly the same shape, and the features are depicted

on its surface with the same proportions and depth



of carving as on the Freer figure. Also comparable

are two undated statues of the hodhisattva Kuan-yin

seated in royal ease that are generally considered

Sung works, one in the Metropolitan Museum of

Art^ and the other in the City Art Museum of St.

Louis.'' The treatment of the faces again is very close

to the Freer hodhisattva, and they also share its com-

bination of round body with stiff posture. Finally, a

late 13th-century standing Kuan-yin figure carved in

stone at the cave temple of Yen-hsia-tung, near

Hangchow,^ bears important similarity to the Freer

statue, even providing a clue to the identity of the

objects originally held in its hands. The left hand

may well have held a long-stemmed lotus, and the

right, possibly a bottle-vase turned sideways.

1. See the following for various examples: Ludwig Bachhofer,

"Two Chinese Wooden Statues," Burliti^ion Magazine, Vol. 73 (Oct.

1938), 142-146; Royal Ontario Museum, Shansi Wall Painiings and

Sculptures from the Chin and Yuan Dynasties (Toronto, 1969); and

Robert B. Hawkins, "A Statue of Kuan-yin: A Problem in Sung

Sculpture," Record of the An Museum, Princeton University, Vol.12,

no. 1 (1953), 3-36.

2. Reproduced in Laurence Sickman and Alexander C. Soper,

The Art and Architecture oj China (2nd ed.; Harmondsworth, England,

1956), pi. SOB.

3. Acc. no. 28. 56; reproduced in Alan Priest, Chinese Sculpture in

the Metropchtan Museum oj Art (New York, 1944), cat. no. 66.

4. Reproduced in Sickman and Soper, op.cit., pl.SOA.

5. Reproduced in Tokiwa Daijo and Sekino Tadashi, Chu'^oku

hunka shiseki, Vol. 4 (repr. ed.; Tokyo, 1975), pi. 60.
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SARCOPHAGUS 78_33

china; T'ang dynasty, 618-907

Limestone

H: 32.7 cm. (12-7/8 in.); W: 21.8 cm. (8-9/16 in.);

L: 48.5 cm. (19-1/8 in.)

Miniature sarcophagi like the present example were

used as Buddhist cineraria, sometimes containing

within them still smaller reliquaries.' The form and

ornamentation of this one resemble the stone outer

coffins found in T'ang burials.^ Incised on all four

sides are motifs with cosmological significance: on

the back panel the tortoise and serpent of the north;

on the front panel the bird of the south; and the

dragon of the east and tiger of the west, each accom-

panied by a standing figure on appropriate side pan-



13. MINIATURE SARCOPHAGUS

els. Between these primary motifs are cloud and

floral patterns. The surfaces of all these elements are

smooth and poUshed, while the background texture

has been made matte and rough for contrast.

The rectangular bottom part of the miniature

coffin and the low plinth that extends under it were

carved from the same piece of stone. The edges of

the two long sides project past those of the short

sides, an effect echoed in the extension of the top

edge of the lid. The arched and slanting top fits neat-

ly onto the bottom part of the sarcophagus, forming

a single architectonic unit with it. The shape is one

that appears in other media, such as silver.'

A suggestion of the richness of T'ang pictorial

ornament is preserved today in the decoration of ob-

jects such as this stone sarcophagus, as well as in the

borders of stone stelae, tomb doors, and metalwork.

The T'ang artist appears to have been equally profi-

cient in executing figures, fantastic creatures, ani-

mals, and a variety of plant forms to cover available

bare surfaces. Embodied in the line itself is an exu-

berance that is a fitting reflection of the cultural

vigor of the age.

Published: C.T. Loo and Co., An Exhibition of Chinese Stone

Sculpture (New York, 1940), cat. no.29 and pi. XXII.
"

Osvald Siren, Chinese Sculptures in the von der Heydt Collection

(Zurich, 1959), cat. no.8.

1. Nara National Museum, Sources ofJapanese Buddhist Art (Nara,

Japan, 1978), p. 357.

2. Compare with the stone coffin from the tomb of the T'ang

Princess Yung-t'ai (d. 701, reburied 706), reproduced in IVen Wu
1964 no.l, pp. 26-33; or the sarcophagus from the tomb of Wei
Chiung (d. 692, reburied 706). reproduced in Wen Wu 1959 no.8,

pp. 10-13, 17, figs. 7-12, 15 and 20; and discussed on p. 18.

3. For example, the Northern Sung miniature sarcophagus exe-

cuted in silver, belonging to the Nelson Gallery (acc. no. 69-10); re-

produced in the Handbook of the Collections in the William Rockhill Nel-

son Callery of Art and Mary Atkins Museum of Fine Arts, Vol. 2 (5th

ed.; Kansas City, 1973), p. 92.



14. SILVER BOX
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COVERED BOX IN SHAPE OF
SIX-PETALED FLOWER 709

china; T'ang dynasty, probably mid-8th c.

Silver-gilt

H: 3 cm. (1-1/8 in.); D: 10.7 cm. (4-1/4 in.)

Gift of Honorable and Mrs. Hugh Scott

Exquisite objects made of silver repousse have recent-

ly been excavated from a mid-eighth century hoard

found near the modern city of Sian, the site of the

T'ang capital Ch'ang-an.' Once the treasured pos-

sessions of the Princes of Pin,^ more than 200 con-

tainers and vessels reveal the ingenuity w^ith which

the Chinese silver craftsmen adapted techniques,

shapes, and motifs brought from the Near East by

the trade route known as the Silk Road. The Freer

petaled box is very similar in workmanship and

decoration to some of the Pin pieces and like them

probably dates from the era of cosmopohtan pros-

perity known as the High T'ang.

The matching top and bottom of the box are

identically ornamented with engraved curvilinear

vines and leaves that enclose in alternation a duck or

a blossom. At the center of the design is a six-petaled

rosette, and the background area is covered with

ring-matting. The smooth surfaces of the main mo-

tifs are parcel-gilded. On the sides of the box, there

are gilded floral scrolls similar to those on the top

and bottom. To conceal the backside of the orna-

mented surfaces, a plain liner has been soldered onto

the interior of the box and cover.

Published: Hugh Scott, The Golden Age of Chinese Art (Rutland,

Vt., 1967), cat. no.23.

Paul Singer, Early Chinese Gold and Silver (New York, 1971), cat.

no. 45.

1. Selected silver and gold vessels from this excavation are repro-

duced in Wen Wu Press, Cultural Relics Unearthed in China (Peking,

1972).

2. For a discussion of the site and its identification, see IVen Wu
1972 no.l, pp. 73-74.
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BOX WITH COVER to^

China; YOan dynasty, 1279-1367

Lacquer

H: 15.2 cm. (6 in.); D: 19.5 cm. (7-3/4 in.)

An elegantly shaped box with large cover, this beau-

tiful container displays a lustrous black lacquer en-

hanced by pewter edging and an inserted central

medallion. A type of ware popular in the Sung

dynasty (960-1279) and deeply admired in Japan,

monochrome lacquers are more restrained and subtle

than the carved or polychromed lacquers of the Yiian

through Ch'ing (1644-1911) dynasties. Numerous

examples are coming to light in recent archaeological

excavations,* although as yet no box of this shape

has appeared.^ In form, the box is reminiscent of

fohate silverwork, and it may have been inspired by

an example in this other medium.

The sides of both the top and bottom parts of

the box are divided into nine stylized lotus petals

that are decoratively pointed in the center. The top

and bottom edges of each petal are bound with a

pewter rim, both for protection and to serve an or-

namental function. On the flat top of the lid, there

appear four rings of pewter which have no necessary

protective purpose but provide a contrast to the foli-

ate outer rim. The mother-of-pearl medallion in the

center of the lid, which is engraved with a coiled

dragon, may not belong to the same period of manu-

facture as the vessel itself.

The interior of the box and cover is coated with

red lacquer. Numerous cracks visible inside the piece

are the result of differences between the wood core

and the lacquer coating in their respective rates of ex-

pansion or contraction in response to temperature

and humidity changes.



15. LACQUER BOX

16. LACQUER BOX
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Published: Hin-cheung Lovell, "Sung and Yiian Monochrome

Lacquers in the Freer Gallery," Ars Orientalh, Vol. 10 (1973), pi. 15,

fig.30 and pi. 16, fig. 32.

1. An excellent summary of recent excavations, reproducing

photographs of lacquers found, is provided by Hin-cheung Lovell,

"Sung and Yiian Monochrome Lacquers in the Freer Gallery," Ars

Orieriialis, Vol.10 (1973), 121-130. See also Wen Wu 1979 no. 3, pp.

46-55.

2. Closely comparable but unprovenanced examples include the

Seattle Museum's slightly larger box with plain central panel (acc. no.

72.Ch.8.27), reproduced in Archives of Asian Art, Vol.27 (1973/74),

107, fig. 45; and a box formerly in the collection of Sammy Lee, which

has an incised central medallion, reproduced in Sherman Lee and

Waikam Ho, Chinese An Under the Mongols (Cleveland, 1968), cat.

no. 284. Both pieces have ten rather than nine-petaled foliations.
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BOX WITH COVER

china; Ming dynasty, Wan-li period, 1573-1619

Lacquer

H: 18.7 cm. (7-3/4 in.); L: 34.6 cm. (13-5/8 in.);

W; 19.3 cm. (7-5/8 in.)

Popular at court during the 16th century, this type

of "filled-in" lacquer exhibits motifs painted in

several colors of lacquer on a brown lacquer back-

ground. Before the colors were apphed, the outlines

of the designs were incised; after the colors were put

on, these outhnes were picked out with gilt, giving

the surface a richly worked appearance. This type of

ornamentation probably derived from a technique

used in Sung and Yiian dynasty lacquering known as

ch'iang-chifi, in which the decor is entirely gilt or sil-

ver without other colors. According to traditional

sources,* ch'iang-chiri originally referred to mono-

chrome lacquers whose bases actually were made of

gold or silver; however, the few extant pieces with

gold or silver patterns on a monochrome ground

actually are lacquered over a wooden base.

This box is rectangular in shape with lobed,

rounded corners. On each side of the box and cover

are slightly recessed panels painted with tree-peonies,

prunus and rocks. Between the panels on the borders

and sides of the box are lotus scrolls. The top of the

cover shows a pair of five-clawed dragons symmetri-

cally arrayed among clouds over chevron-like rocks

and stylized waves, separated from the background

diaper pattern by a foliate frame. This ornamental

scheme also appears on a group of related pieces,

some of which have Wan-li dates. ^ In modified

form, the same decorative theme survives in Ch'ing-

dynasty imperial ornament and is often seen on cere-

monial robes.

The colors used in painting this box are red,

black and brown, over a brown base coat. The in-

terior of the box is coated with red lacquer, as is the

slightly recessed bottom.

1. Huang Ch'eng, Hsiu-shih ht (1958 ed.), p. 123a.s.l31, and

Yang Ming's commentary (dated 1625). See also Wang Shih-hsiang's

remarks in Wen Wu 1979 no.3, p. 52; and excavation report in ihid.,

pp. 46-48.

2. 1601-dated brush holder, reproduced in Fritz Low-Beer,

"Chinese Lacquer of the Middle and Late Ming Period," Bulletin of

the Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities, no. 24 (1952), fig. 97;

1605-dated square box, reproduced in Soame Jenyns and Wil-

liam Watson, Chinese Art: The Minor Arts (London, 1966), no. 171;

1610-dated box of a shape close to the Freer piece, belonging

to the Asian Art Museum, Avery Brundage Collection (acc. no.

B66M5), reproduced in A Decade of Collecting (San Francisco, 1976),

cat. no. 46, p. 53;

1619-dated square box, reproduced in Low-Beer, op.cit., fig.

99. A five-lobed box and cover from the Garner Collection with a

Chia-ching mark, but thought to belong to the Wan-li group, is re-

produced in Harry Garner, Chinese and Associated Lacquer (London,

1973), cat. no. 168.

NEOLITHIC POTTERY

In the present exhibition both examples of pottery

from China's New Stone Age come from Kansu

Province in northwest China and represent what are

called the Kansu Yang-shao cultures. As such, they

are the earhest Chinese artifacts in the exhibition, al-

though there is nothing "primitive" about them.

The Kansu Yang-shao cultures are thought to have

evolved originally as a western offshoot of the Cen-

tral Plain Yang-shao culture, represented particularly

by the Miao-ti-kou culture of Honan Province.

While the sequence of development in Kansu re-

mains to be clarified by further archaeological exca-

vation and, especially, by many more thermolumi-

nescence and radiocarbon tests, at present scholars

believe that the first major NeoHthic culture to ap-

pear in this area west of the Yellow River was the

Ma-chia-yao, followed by the Pan-shan, Ma-ch'ang,

and Ch'i-chia, and then by the Eneolithic Ssu-wa

and Hsin-tien cultures. The chronological range

from Ma-chia-yao through Ma-ch'ang may be

roughly from 3000 B.C. to 2000 B.C.



Ceramic artifacts have been found both in tomb

areas and in dweUing sites in Kansu since the 1920's

when J.G. Andersson, a Swedish mining consultant,

led an investigative expedition to the province. Al-

though Andersson personally was able to excavate

only one site, he succeeded in buying a large quantity

of painted pottery from local dealers who were sup-

plied by fortune-hunting farmers and professional

tomb robbers. It was necessary to await scientific ex-

cavation of the region under the People's Republic

of China before archaeologists could begin to under-

stand the stratigraphy and other important features

of the sites and the phases of Kansu Yang-shao cul-

tures represented.

Pottery of both crude and fine types are found

in the region, many of the latter painted with black

and/or reddish-purple pigments. The painted de-

signs, consisting mostly of geometric patterns with

occasional zoomorphic motifs, are startlingly bold

and frequently embody great vitality of motion. The

clay bodies tend to be buff, buff-reddish, or brick-

reddish in color and slightly irregular in shape, for

the pieces were built by hand from coils of clay and

pounded smooth. On some of the later examples, a

template may have been used for shaping the circular

mouths of jars and urns, but the pottery wheel was

not invented until a later period. Fired to a tempera-

ture ranging from about 800°- 1000° C, Kansu pots

have surprisingly fine-grained, hard bodies for earth-

enware. It is thought that many of the carefully

made and elegantly painted vessels were intended for

burial in tombs, a context from which the majority

have been excavated so far. Some of the designs, as a

result, may bear funerary significance.
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JAR 75.13

China; Neolithic period, ca.2000 B.C.

Kansu Yang-shao culture, Pan-shan or Ma-ch'ang phase

Pottery; earthenware with painted decor

H: 18.4 cm. (7-1/4 in.); D: 22 cm. (8-5/8 in.)

In contrast to the other Neolithic pot in the exhibi-

tion, this medium-sized kuan jar displays a highly

polished surface. Vessels of the Pan-shan type often

were burnished with a hard, smooth tool after the

clay had dried and before they were painted and

fired. The sheen on this particular jar, however, may

have been enhanced by polishing or waxing by a re-

cent collector.

A well-proportioned container with a low-

slung, angular belly and vertical, strap-like handles,

this jar has a body of buff-colored, fine-grained clay.

Its decor consists of designs painted in black and

somber red, extending from inside the mouth almost

to the base. On the neck a straight-line lattice con-

trasts with festoons in alternating colors on the

body. The borders of the broad black lines are ser-

rated, hemming in the thinner red curves.' Once

called the "death pattern" because of its appearance

on urns from tombs, the design is also found on pots

in habitation remains. A band inside the mouth of

the piece is painted with a triangular pattern.

What is most striking about the jar is that while

its painted decor is purely Pan-shan style, comparing

well with classic Pan-shan urns,^ its shape is one typ-

ically found in sites assigned to the Ma-ch'ang cul-

ture.' Because considerable uncertainty remains con-

cerning the chronological and geographical extent of

both cultures, the possibility that they coexisted for

a time within proximity of one another cannot be

ruled out. A recent article pubhshing the strati-

graphy of Liu-wan, a site containing layers of Pan-

shan, Ma-ch'ang and Ch'i-chia remains, points out

the considerable overlap between pottery of the Pan-

shan and Ma-ch'ang types.* The authors specifically

mention the continuity of painted motifs between

the two cultures. Moreover, while two-handed kuan

jars like the Freer piece are numerous in the early

Ma-ch'ang levels, they dwindle dramatically by later

phases of the culture.

The kuan shape, of course, is often found in

Pan-shan cultural remains. Although very similar to

the Freer jar in proportions, strap handles, everted

mouth and small base, Pan-shan jars have more

rounded bodies. The sharp taper between the belly

and the foot distinguishes the Freer piece from com-

parable Pan-shan examples and links it to a few Ma-

ch'ang pieces.^ Thus, the suggested resolution is to

regard the jar as transitional.



17.-18. Neolithic pottery jars (75.13 and 73.18)

Published: Archives ofAsian Art, Vol.30 (1976-1977), 124, fig. 54.

1. This particular painted design is seen on vessels of other

shapes obtained from uncontrolled excavations and designated Pan-

shan by J.G. Andersson; see Nils Palmgren, Kansu Mortuary Urns of

the Pan-shan and Ma-ch'ang Group [Paleontologica Sinica, Ser. D, Vol.3,

fasc.l), (Peking, 1934), pi. XIV, nos.5 and 9.

2. See, for example, urns excavated from Ti-pa-p'ing, Kuang-ho

Hsien; reproduced in Kaogu Xuebao 1978 no. 2, pis. following p. 210.

3. For example, a vessel from Liu-wan M281, reproduced in

Wen Wu 1976 no.l, p. 76, fig. 21, right; and one from Yiian-yang-

ch'ih M64, reproduced in Kaogu 1974 no. 5, p. 305, fig. 12/3.

4. Archaeological Team of the Cultural Bureau of Ch'ing-hai

Province and Peking University History Dept. Archaeology Special-

ists, "Ch'ing-hai Lo-tu Liu-wan yiian-shih she-hui mu-tsang ti-i-tz'u

fa-chueh ti ch'u-pu shou-huo," Wen Wu 1976 no.l, p. 69.

5. See especially Palmgren, op.cit., pis. IX, no. 8; XIV, no. 11; and

XVII, nos.9-10, which in addition have similar lattice patterns paint-

ed on the neck.
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JUG 73_18

China; Neolithic period, ca.2000 B.C.

Kansu Yang-shao culture, Ma-ch'ang phase

Pottery; earthenware with painted decoration

H: 24.5 cm. (9-5/8 in.); Body D: 21.2 cm. (8-3/8 in.)

Gift of Mrs. Anna C. Chennault

In both shape and decor, this jug is descended from

the somewhat earher painted urns from Pan-shan.

However, its body is more globular and the neck

elongated and emphasized compared to the typical

Pan-shan urn. Also, its painted decor has less of the

swirling quality so striking in the earlier type, fea-

turing a plainer combination of fewer patterns. The

central motif around the body consists of four large

circles divided into quadrants by an inscribed cross.

Inside each quadrant, projecting from the arms of

the cross, there is a filler pattern consisting of 12

evenly-spaced lattices that interlock with a swastika-

like unit. The four-medallion motif, a development

from an earlier Pan-shan scheme known as the four-

spiral nuclei, is also seen in a similar urn bought by

Andersson in Lanchow, now in the Stockholm Mu-

seum of Far Eastern Antiquities.' Assigned to the

Pan-shan phase by Andersson's assistant Nils Palm-

gren, that urn illustrates the continuities between

Pan-shan and Ma-ch'ang cultures. While its shape is

typical for late Pan-shan, its decor carries over into

the succeeding period.



A vessel identical in shape to the Freer piece,

with the same asymmetrically placed handles, was

excavated from a Ma-ch'ang tomb at the stratified

site of Liu-wan. 2 In addition, the painting on the

neck of the vessel appears to be exactly the same as

that seen in the Freer jug, although the body decor is

somewhat different. A Ma-ch'ang attribution for the

Freer piece is further supported by the quality of the

body, which is made of slightly less fine clay than

Pan-shan pots, and often has a dry, matte surface ap-

pearance. The painted decor extends into the inside

of the neck, producing a striking contrast with the

body pattern when the vessel is viewed from above.

Published: Freer Gallery of Art, Masterpieces of Chinese and Japa-

nese Art {Wnsh'mgion, 1976), p. 61

Ksdansha, Ltd., Oriental Ceramics: The IVorU's Greatest Collec-

tions Vol.10: Freer Gallery ofArt (Tokyo, 1975), monochrome pi. 2.

1. Nils Palmgren, Kansu Mortuary Urns oj the Pan-shan and Ma-

ch'ang Group (Paleoniologica Sinica, Ser. D, Vol.3, fasc.l), (Peking,

1934), pi. XXII, no. 3.

2. Reproduced in U^en Wu 1976 no.l, p. 76, fig. 21, left (from

M281).
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BOTTLE-SHAPED VASE 73_i

china; T'ang dynasty, 1st half of the 8th c.

Pottery with "three-color" (sati-ts'ai) glaze

H: 25.7 cm. (10-1/8 in.); Body D: 11.5 cm. (4-1/2 in.)

Its elegant shape derived from that of Buddhist

bronze water flasks, this vase is an example of T'ang

sari-ts'ai ware, or pottery with three-color glazing.

The colors most frequently encountered include

green, blue, yellow, brown and white, and those on

this vase are green, amber and yellow. These lead-

fluxed glazes are dripped around the body of the ves-

sel, usually over a white slip, and produce a pattern

of their own when the piece is fired to about 900° C.

in the kiln. At present, excavations with the earliest

dateable finds of T'ang san-ts'ai put its introduction

into the third quarter of the seventh century.'

This distinctive shape with an ovoid body, a

long neck with an everted mouth, and a low, spread-

ing foot appears to have developed during the sixth

century in both bronze and ceramics. Examples are

19. san-ts'ai bottle-shaped vase



known from dateable sites in both China^ and Ja-

pan/ where they were exported. The shape is some-

times seen among the types of water flask carried by

the hodhisattva Kuan-yin. According to one theory,

such vessels were made after a description in the Fan-

katig-ching, a Buddhist sutra translated into Chinese

in the early fifth century/

While the sixth-century examples excavated

from Northern and Eastern Wei and Northern Ch'i

tombs tend to have squat shapes and thicker, shorter

necks, later pieces like the Freer vase are more ele-

gantly elongated. The raised line differentiating the

body from the neck is preserved in late pieces, and

the shape reflects a metallic inspiration throughout

its evolution.

A san-ts'ai vase formerly in the Eumorfopoulos

Collection appears to be nearly identical to the Freer

piece. ^

Published: Freer Gallery of Art, Masterpieces of Chinese and Jap-

anese Art (Wahington, 1976), p. 64.

Toki zenshu Vol.25: Mizuno Seiichi, To Sansai (Tokyo, 1965),

monochrome pi. 13.

Kodansha, Ltd., Oriental Ceramics: The World's Greatest Collec-

tions Vol.10: Freer Gallery of Art (Tokyo, 1975), monochrome pi. 13.

1. See the excavation report for the tomb of Cheng Jen-t'ai (d.

664) at Chao-ling and the tomb of Li Feng (d. 674) at Fu-p'ing,

Shensi, in Wen Wu 1979 no. 2, p.55.

2. Northern Wei examples reproduced in Kao^u 1972 no. 5, pi.

8/1 (bronze); andKaogu 1957 no. 3, pi. 8/1 right.

Eastern Wei examples reproduced in Kaogu 1977 no. 6, pi.

10/3 (1:114); mdKacgu 1977 no. 6, pi. 6/6 (gilt-bronze, ca.540).

Northern Ch'i example reproduced in Kaogu 1972 no.l, p. 46,

fig.2.

3. A bronze one with a lid was found in a late sixth-century

tumulus at Kannonyama, Gumma Prefecture; reproduced in Nara Na-

tional Museum, Sources of Japanese Buddhist Art (Nara, 1978), Applied

Arts section, cat. no. 22.

4. Ibid., p. 172.

5. R.L. Hobson, The George Eumorfopoulos Collection, Vol.1

(London, 1925), pl.XLIX, cat. no. 328. A comparable piece with ex-

tensively mottled glaze belongs to the Boston Museum of Fine Arts

(acc. no. 50. 1992); reproduced in The Charles B. Hoyt Collection

Memorial Exhibition (Boston, 1952), cat. no. 91. Finally, an example

executed in silver, also in the Boston Museum, is reproduced in Paul

Singer, Early Chinese Gold and Silver (New York, 1971), cat. no. 73.

20. YUEH WARE EWER
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EWER 75_6

china; late T'ang-Five Dynasties, late 9th- 10th c.

Pottery; Yueh ware

H: 17.1 cm. (6-3/4 in.); D: 13 cm. (5-1/8 in.)

Yiieh ware is a high-fired grey stoneware covered

with a greenish feldspathic glaze. It developed in

kilns of the Northern Chekiang - Southern Kiangsu

region during the early Six Dynasties period and

reached its peak of development at the end of the

10th century. Shapes found in Yiieh ware, such as

this ewer, are simple and elegant, often suggesting

influence from a metal prototype. Vessels of this

type have been found in excavations in Chekiang of

sites dating to the end of the ninth century.' Despite

the fact that the ewer was acquired as a Northern

Sung piece, it may be slightly earlier, perhaps repre-

senting the fabled pise ware, or "secret color" ves-

sels made for the ruler of Wu-Yiieh.

^

The pitcher stands on a low, straight-sided foot

and has a handle formed from a double roll of clay.

The curved spout is luted onto the bulbous body just

below the flaring neck. Due to careless placement in



the kiln, perhaps, the pale olive-green glaze covers

the vessel unevenly, leaving one spot on the body

practically bare. Extensive, non-uniform crackling

visible in much of the glaze actually provides a deco-

rative touch in the absence of appHed or incised orna-

ment on the vessel.

Other vessels of this type, possibly slightly

more advanced and later in date, are found in the

Peking Palace Museum^ and the Norton Gallery of

West Palm Beach.'' In addition, examples have been

found in Japan. ^

1. Kaogu 1975 no. 3, p. 193, fig. 12/2 reproduces a comparable

Yiieh ewer from Tsun-i-lu, Ning-po, that was found with a brick

bearing the date 898.

2. A pise ewer very similar in shape to the Freer piece, found in

Hangchow tomb M26 of Wu Han-yiieh, dateable to 951, is repro-

duced in Kaogu 1975 no. 3, p. 191, fig. 9/4. Wen Wu 1965 no. 11, p.

31, fig. 4/2 and p. 33, fig. 6/1 publishes a very similar ewer from Hsi-

shan near Wen-chou, attributed to the Five Dynasties.

3. Reproduced in Ku-kung po-wu-yiian Is'ang tz'u hsiian-chi,

(Peking, 1962), pi. 13.

4. Reproduced in Archives of Asian Art. Vol.28 (1974-1975),

126, fig.42.

5. One vessel reproduced in Genshoku Nihon no bijutsu Vol.30

(Tokyo, 1972), pi. 55, was found in the ruins of the Jomyoji.
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SPOUTED BOWL 76^

china; Yiian dynasty, 1279-1367

Pottery; ch'in{i-pai ware

H: 3.8 cm. (1-1/2 in.); L: 11 cm. (4-3/8 in.)

A shape that disappears after the 14th century, this

spouted bowl is found in a variety of wares through-

out the Yiian period. According to one theory, the

form was derived from the Persian silver pourer that

was invented in the Seljuk period of the late 12th to

early 13th century. ' Chinese examples in silver that

follow the Persian prototype faithfully are known

from the 14th century.^ Some pottery imitations pre-

serve metalwork characteristics, such as the scrolled

handle below the pouring spout. Others adapt the

shape more freely and give it a purely ceramic charac-

ter.

^

The exterior of the petite vessel bears a simple

molded pattern of six styhzed lotus petals with a leaf

inside. It was probably first constructed as a whole

21. ch'ing-pai SPOVTBD BOWL

round cup, with the pouring spout inserted after-

ward. This is evident from the sudden interruption

of the lotus-petal pattern in a manner that suggests

the removal of a portion of the body in order to add

a spout. The piece was then glazed and fired.

Ch'ing-pai ware, produced especially in Kiangsi

province where the blue-and-white wares later cen-

tered, is a type that appeared during the Sung dynas-

ty. It is thought to be one of the precursors to blue-

and-white ware, which arose in the early 14th cen-

tury. This piece shows the thin sugary body charac-

teristic of ch'inq^-pai, and the unglazed base and rim

reveal a light buff color resulting from iron oxida-

tion in the kiln. Uneven in color, the glaze ranges

from greenish blue to pale blue, with a few skips and

bubbles evident in its surface. The interior of the

bowl seems to have been wiped while still wet, leav-

ing a broad streak under the glaze.

Published: Adrian Joseph, Chinese and Annamese Ceramics Found

in the Philippines and Indonesia (London, 1973), pi. 19.

1. Margaret Medley, Metahi'ork and Chinese Ceramics (London,

1972), p. 15.

2. Several examples have been excavated in the People's Repub-

lic of China. Six were found at Ho-fei, Anhui, in a hoard dateable to

1333; reproduced in Wen Wu ts'an-k'ao tz'u-liao 1957 no. 2, pp. 53-54.

This find is discussed by Laurence Sickman in "Chinese Silver of the

Yiian Dynasty," Archives of the Chinese Art Society ofAmerica, Vol.11

(1957), 80-81. An unprovenanced example belongs to the Nelson Gal-

lery; reproduced in T'ung Wu and Jan Fontein, Unearthing China's

Past (Boston, 1973), cat. no. 104.

3. Examples of the former type include four pieces reproduced

in Sherman Lee and Waikam Ho, Chinese Art under the Mongols

(Cleveland, 1968): a blue-and-white, belonging to Jean Gordon Lee



(cat. no. 133); a white-on-blue, belonging to the Victoria and Albert

Museum (cat. no. 158); an underglaze red, belonging to the Philadel-

phia Museum (cat. no. 169); and a spotted celadon, also owned by Jean

Gordon Lee (cat. no. 84). Examples of the type without the scrolled

handle are a celadon in the former Lady David collection (cat. no. 61);

a chiin example in the Baur Collection in Geneva, reproduced in Med-

ley, Meialu'ork, pi. 14b; and a gilt-on-blue found in a hoard at Pao-

ting, Hopei {IVen Wu 1965 no. 2, pi. 2/4).

22. CELADON COVERED JARLET

deeper color of the glaze pooling in the grooves. The

edge of the mouth and foot rim of the jar are left un-

glazed as is the projecting underside of the Hd. The

other parts of the jarlet, including the interior and

base and center of the underside of the lid, are all

glazed.

A considerable number of these Lung-ch'iian

jarlets have been excavated in recent years outside of

China. In the Philippines alone, 17 jars and four

covers have come to light,' and others were salvaged

from the wreck of an early Yiian ship off the coast of

Sinan, Korea. ^ The shape appears in other wares as

well,^ apparently dying out after the 14th century.'*

1. Leandro and Cecilia Locsin, Oriental Ceramics Discovered in the

Philippines (Tokyo and Rutland, Vt., 1967), reproduced on pp.16, 17,

20, 21, and pi. 57.

2. Seoul National Museum, Special Exhibition of Cultural Relics

Found off the Sinan Coast (Seoul, 1976), monochrome pi. 315 shows a

group in various sizes. Also see Suzanne G. Valenstein, "Some Chi-

nese Celadons Reclaimed from the Sea," Oriental Art, Vol.25, no.l

(Spring, 1979), 92.

3. For example, a blue-and-white jarlet in the Sir Harry Garner

collection, reproduced in Sherman Lee and Waikam Ho, Chinese Art

Under the Mongols (Cleveland, 1968), cat. no. 128; and examples in

spotted white ware, ch'ing-pai, and lead-glazed ware, see Locsin, op.cit.,

pis. 87 and 158.

4. Locsin, op.cit., p. 77.
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COVERED JARLET 77_n

china; Yiian dynasty, early 14th c.

Porcelain; Lung-ch'iian celadon

H: 8 cm. (3-1/8 in.); D: 8.3 cm. (3-1/4 in.)

The green-glazed pottery known as Lung-ch'iian

ware has its origins in the Yiieh ware that began in

Chekiang in the third century. Lung-ch'iian ware

first appeared as an identifiable type in the late Five

Dynasties period with the decline of Yiieh ware,

reaching its peak of perfection in the late Southern

Sung period. Popular as export ware as well as for

the domestic market, Lung-ch'iian celadon is marked

by its unctuous glaze, which may range in color

from greyish or bluish to olive or powdery green.

This olive-green jar is a miniature version of a

kuan shape to which a "lotus-leaf" lid is added. The

jar is molded in two sections and is ornamented with

a regular pattern of vertical ribbing from shoulder to

foot. Where the glaze is thin on the top of these

ridges it appears much whiter, in contrast to the
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DISH TO

China; Yiian dynasty, mid- 14th c.

Porcelain; blue-and-white ware

H: 8 cm. (3-1/8 in.); D: 45.5 cm. (17-7/8 in.)

Porcelains painted with designs in cobalt blue under

a clear glaze seem to have originated in the 14th cen-

tury. The tradition of decorating pottery with de-

signs under the glaze, however, goes back at least to

Sung dynasty Tz'u-chou and Chi-chou stonewares.

Artisans at the Ching-te Chen kiln center in Kiangsi

made much of the new ware, which was decorated

with blue pigment imported from the Near East, for

export to the Persian and Arab markets. The ex-

tremely large and vividly ornamented plates and con-

tainers made during the early phase of blue-and-

white ware represented a different aesthetic than the

restrained ceramic tradition of the preceding Sung

period.



23. BLUE-AND-WHITE DISH WITH FISH PATTERN

This plate with a fish-and-eelgrass motif is a fine

and typical example of the early blue-and-white tra-

dition. Sturdily potted and boldly painted, it com-

pares well with other fish-and-eelgrass plates pre-

served in the royal Persian collection at the Ardebil

Shrine, now in the Archaeological Museum, Teh-

ran,* and in the Ottoman palace collection in the

Topkapu Sarayi Muzesi.^ The central design on the

Freer plate, in comparison to these and other exam-

ples of the type,^ shows greater regularity and less

cluttering with other water plants. Perhaps, then, it

represents a more mature form of the motif. The

14th-century date is unmistakeable, nonetheless, be-

cause of the boldness of the central design, the pres-

ence of an early type of concentric wave pattern on

the flattened rim, and the large, continuous lotus

scroll in the cavetto. Further support for the date is

provided by technical details like the simply cut foot,

unglazed base and the frequent appearance of "heaps

and piles" in the cobalt. These blackish spots in the

underglaze painting, a sign of incomplete technical

mastery of the tricky pigment, were the fault of un-

diluted bits of pigment that had risen through the

glaze and oxidized in the kiln.

The motif of fish among eelgrass enjoyed a wide

popularity in the Yiian period, appearing not only

on other ceramic shapes in various wares but even in

other media, especially painting. Perhaps, it remind-

ed viewers of a passage in the Taoist text Clituni^-tzu

concerning the "pleasure of fish.""* The representa-

tion of fish also alludes to the appealing story of the

Taoist hermit Ch'in Kao, who rode away on a carp.^

Published: Archives ofAsian An, Vol.26 (1972-1973), 84 fig. 22.

Margaret Medley, The Chinese Poller (Oxford, 1976), fig. 133.

Freer Gallery of Art, Masterpieces of Chinese and Japanese An
(Washington, 1976), p. 71.

Kodansha, Ltd., Oriental Ceramics: The World's Greatest Collec-

tions, Vol.10: Freer Gallery ofAn (Tokyo, 1975), color pi. 28.

1. John Alexander Pope, Chinese Porcelains jrom the Ardehil Shrine

(Washington, 1956), esp. pis. 9 and 11. Pope mentions "several" fish

plates among the 805 Chinese porcelains in the collection (p. 66).



2. Pope, Fourteenth-Century Blue-and-White (rev. ed.; Washing-

ton, 1970), pi. 8.

3. For example, a comparable but unprovenanced fish plate m
the British Museum, reproduced in Sherman Lee and Wai-kam Ho,

Chinese Art under the Mongols (Cleveland, 1968), cat. no. 149.

4. Richard Edwards, "Ch'ien Hsiian and 'Early Autumn,'"

Archives of the Chinese Art Society ofAmerica, Vol.7 (1953), 80, note 4.

5. Saito Kikutaro, "The Yuan Blue-and-White and the Yiian

Drama in the Middle of the 14th Century (Part I)," Kohijutsu, Vol.18

(July, 1967), 36-38.
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DISH 74J2

China; Yiian dynasty, middle to late 14th c.

Porcelain; blue-and-white ware

H: 6.5 cm. (2-1/2 in.); D: 35 cm. (13-3/4 m.)

The theme of the lotus pond was a popular one in

14th century blue-and-white ware, permitting many

variations. This large plate displays the lotus pond as

a central decorative motif that spills out even slightly

beyond the blue-circled boundaries around the in-

terior of the plate. The design is rather neat and sym-

metrical compared with slightly earUer renditions,

like those seen on examples from the Ardebil Shrine,

now in the collection of the Archaeological Muse-

um, Tehran,^ and on plates in the Topkapu Sarayi

Muzesi.^ The Freer plate shows the motif painted

more sparsely and lacking the ducks that frequently

are part of the pattern.

The shape of this type of plate, with its flat-

tened and foliate rim, may originally have derived

from Near Eastern examples in metal. ^ It has further

been suggested that such a plate must have been

made in a double mold rather than turned on a wheel

in order to produce this rim, the deep cavetto, and

the wide, flat base.'* The divisions engendered by the

shape of the plate are utilized in the arrangement of

the painted decoration. Around the flattened rim

there runs a "classic scroll," and a garland of chry-

santhemums fills the cavetto. Parallel lines reinforce

34



the natural separation of these decorative grounds

from one other and from the central lotus pond. The

exterior of the cavetto is ornamented with a bank of

stylized lotus petals that enclose leaf-shaped motifs.

Like the fish-and-eelgrass plate, this dish is

heavily potted and has an unglazed base that has

burned buff in firing. Around the border where the

glaze stops is the characteristic orange zone that indi-

cates iron oxidation. There is a slight bluish tinge to

the glaze, and some of the underglaze pigment

shows the black spots of oxidized cobalt typical of

early blue-and-white ware. The foot of this plate is

slightly beveled, in contrast to the straight-cut foot

on the fish plate (see cat. no. 23).

1. John Alexander Pope, Chinese Porcelains from the Ardehil Shrine

(Washington, 1956), pis. 7, 8 and 22 lower left and right.

2. Pope, Fourteenth-Century Bhte-and-White (rev. ed.; Washing-

ton, 1970), pis. 4-5.

3. Margaret Medley, The Chinese Potter (Oxford, 1976), p. 180.

4. Medley, Yiian Porcelain and Stoneware (London, 1974), p. 43.

25. BLUE-AND-WHITE BOWL
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BOWL i3_5

china; Ming dynasty, 1368-1644

Porcelain; blue-and-white ware

Cyclical date probably corresponding to 1576

H: 7.6 cm. (3 in.); D: 14.4 cm. (5-3/4 in.)

This very deep bowl with everted rim is a type

known in late 16th-century ware.' Its casually paint-

ed decor also is typical for that period, and the cycli-

cal date written on the bottom of the bowP probably

should be taken as corresponding to 1576, as op-

posed to a date 60 years earlier or later.

The main decoration inside the bowl, enclosed

by a single line, consists of the large figure of a schol-

ar seated on a rock under a pine, playing his flute as

the moon rises over slender mountain peaks. Probab-

ly inspired by contemporary painting on silk or

paper, the composition is subtly adapted to conform

to the circular format, producing a curved horizon

line. The scene is executed in thin lines and pale

wash, all applied under a clear glaze before the dish

was fired.

Around the top side of the everted rim is a dia-

mond diaper pattern enclosing white crucifix-shaped

motifs with a smaller cross drawn inside. While the

diaper-patterned enclosure is similar to that on a dish

in the Ardebil Shrine collection,' the use of the cross

as a decorative motif in the Freer piece suggests its

suitability for the Christian European market.

The outside of the bowl is painted with a care-

free frieze of deer, monkeys, and birds in a naively

proportioned landscape, bounded by lines at top and

bottom (see Fig.l.). The base is glazed, and spur-

marks for firing the piece are visible on the inside of

the bowl.

1. See, for example, the bowl published in John Alexander Pope,

Chinese Porcelains from the Ardehil Shrine (Washington, 1956), pi. 95;

and the Wan-li-dated bowl in S.T. Yeo and Jean Martin, comp.,

Chinese Blue and White Ceramics (Singapore, 1978), pi. 68, cat. no. 124.

2. Ping-tzu nien tsao, "made in the year pin^-tzu."

3. Pope, op.cit., pi. 87, bottom.

FIG. 1 PROFILE VIEW OF NO. 25



26. "SWATOW" BLUE-AND-WHITE DISH

26

DISH 76_13

China; Ming dynasty, late 16th-early 17th c.

Porcelain; blue-and-white "Swatow" ware

H: 9.8 cm. (3-7/8 in.); Mouth D: 39.7 cm. (15-5/8 in.)

A type of export ware that shows great variation in

quahty and decor, "Swatow" ware is somewhat in-

appropriately named for a town in Kwangtung Prov-

ince.' Made in southern China during the late Ming

dynasty for the Southeast Asian, Near Eastern, and

European markets, these ceramic wares are character-

ized by a rough sandy foot, a lardy glaze ranging in

tone from greenish white to opaque grey, and freely

executed designs. Heavily potted and somewhat

warped, the porcelain body is supported by a slant-

ing foot-rim that is also a typical feature in these

wares.

While some types of Swatow ware are painted

in red, green and turquoise enamels, another cate-

gory is painted in underglaze cobalt blue like this

dish. This plate has features in common with anoth-

er contemporary export type of blue-and-white, a

ware called "Kraak porselein," made particularly for

the Dutch and Portuguese. Although the latter type

is usually thinly potted and faceted in shape, the

painted design on the central panel frequently is exe-

cuted like the figure-in-landscape scene on this

Swatow plate. ^ The tonahty of the cobalt blue may

range from pale greyish blue, as in this piece, to deep

violet, and often there are dark spots and blots that

reveal slight losses of control over the flow of the

pigment. In this plate, an attempt to reproduce the

"heaps and piles" of early blue-and-white may be

discerned in the deliberate dotting on the bodies of

the deer.

The painting itself has a naive, primitive quality

that is disingenuously appealing. The variety of



flowers that appear in the foreground on the central

panel are far out of scale compared to the deer resting

under the pine trees and the clouds that occupy the

rest of the space. Bordering the scene is a crudely-

drawn double line, and the cavetto is simply adorned

with four evenly-spaced floral sprays. Around the

slightly foliate rim of the dish is a band divided into

10 symmetrical panels, each ornamented with a styl-

ized lotus flower between vines. Very cursorily

painted around the outside of the dish are two simple

flowers, two lozenges entwined with ribbon (one of

the "Eight Treasures"^) and three circular flourish-

es. One of the lines demarcating the decoration from

the foot has been left incompletely painted.

1. Swatow ware is conveniently treated in Kamer Aga-Oglu,

"The So-called 'Swatow' Wares: Types and Problems of Prove-

nance," Far Eastern Ceramic Bullelin, Vol.7 no. 2, serial no. 30 0une

1955), 1-34.

2. For example, see the plate reproduced in S.G. Valenstein, A
Handbook of Chinese Ceramics (New York, 1975), pi. 107 (acc. no.

16.93).

3. Margaret Medley describes the "Eight Treasures" (or "Eight

Precious Things") in A Handbook oj Chinese Art (New York, 1964),

p. 95.
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BOWL 77^

china; Ming-Ch'ing Transition, 17th c.

Porcelain; blue-and-white "Transition" ware

H: 8.3 cm. (3-1/4 in.); D: 29.2 cm. (11-1/2 m.)

Intended probably for the Dutch market, this deep

bowl exhibits a rather quaint juxtaposition of Chi-

nese and European scenes in its painted decoration.

On the central panel is a traditional Chinese-style

subject, a group of leisurely officials picnicking in

the mountains. In contrast, the flat, everted rim dis-

plays a frieze of European churches and buildings al-

ternating with trees atop hillocks. Through this for-

eign landscape travels, somewhat incongruously, a

Chinese figure shouldering a carrying-pole. The

Chinese and European themes are also combined in

the cavetto, where the naive proportions of figures

to landscape elements give the scene an amateurish

quality. Separating the scene in the cavetto from that

on the rim is a band of stylized lotus-Hke petals. A

27. BLUE-AND-WHITE "TRANSITION" WARE BOWL



"barber bowl" in the Princessehof Museum, Leeu-

warden, shows extremely similar motifs, and the

handling of the various painted scenes is virtually

identical.'

The exterior of the cavetto is ornamented with

four medallions containing figures seated in a land-

scape. One of these figures strongly resembles a her-

mit painted by Ch'en Hung-shou (1598-1652) in an

album dated 1651,^ a date probably appropriate for

the bowl. On the underside of the rim, there are

eight medallions containing, in alternation, birds or

flowers. The cobalt pigment used to paint the bowl

has a slightly purplish tone, and it is handled con-

fidently to produce a variety of textures ranging

from dark spiky twigs to pale wash ground-fill. The

clear glaze has a glossy tone and shows some slight

pitting in its surface, especially on the base. Traces

of orange iron oxidation are visible on the unglazed

foot-rim.

1. Reproduced in D.F. Lunsingh Scheurleer, Chinese Export

Porcelain: Chine de Commande (New York, Toronto and London,

1974), monochrome pi. 48. This bowl, with the exception of a curved

notch removed from one side, is the same shape and size as the Freer

bowl.

2. "Living in Seclusion - Sixteen Views," leaf 17 (painting no.

14) dated 1651; reproduced in National Palace Museum, Style Trans-

formed: A Special Exhibition oj Works by Five Late Ming Artists (Taipei,

1977), cat. no.099-17, p. 509.
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JUG 70J

china; Ming-Ch'ing Transition, 17th c.

Porcelain; blue-and-white "Transition" ware

H: 27 cm. (10-5/8 in.); Body D: 13 cm. (5-1/8 in.)

A typical example of mid-17th century porcelain

produced for the European market, this jug displays

a common shape that was apparently made to Euro-

pean specifications.' Enhanced by silver-gilt mount-

ings on the lid, handle, and foot, which were added

in Europe, the spoutless pitcher has a curved handle

and sits on a low, spreading foot. The vessel has a

fine white porcelain body of excellent quality and a

uniform transparent glaze under which decorative

motifs and scenes are expertly painted with cobalt

pigment.

In the main zone of decoration around the wid-

28. BLUE-AND-WHITE "TRANSITION" WARE JUG

est part of the body, there is a landscape scene with

mountains, ravines, and cloud bands, typical for

Transition ware. The low pavilion placed on the

shore of the water is a tribute to the popularity of

the Yiian dynasty painter Ni Tsan (1301-1374), who

enjoyed an enormous revival among 17th-century

painters. Various shades of wash are evenly spread in

the appropriate parts of the landscape, testifying to

the technical control of the artisan who painted the

jug before firing.

Above and below the central zone are several

other bands of decoration, each with its own repeti-

tive floral pattern. Both the tulip pattern on the neck

and the lambrequin frieze seen around the base are

frequently found on this vessel type,^ as is the flow-

er-and-leaves motif on the shoulder of the piece. A



29. BLUE-AND-WHITE COVERED BOWL

single flower on a leafy stem ornaments the back of

the handle.

Published: Kodansha, Ltd., Oriental Ceramics: The World's Great-

est Collections, Vol. 10: Freer Gallery ofArt (Tokyo, 1975), color pi. 35.

1. D.F. Lunsingh Scheurleer, Chinese Export Porcelain: Chine de

Commande (New York, Toronto, and London, 1974), p. 55. Examples

comparable to the Freer jug are reproduced as monochrome pis. 39,

40, and 42.

2. Ihid., p. 58.
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COVERED BOWL 77_i4

China; Ch'ing dynasty, early K'ang-hsi period, 1662-1722

Porcelain; blue-and-white ware

H: 20.1 cm. (7-7/8 in.); D: 25.6 cm, (10-1/8 in.)

The aster pattern seen on the matching lid and body

gained popularity in the middle of the 17th century

and is particularly associated with K'ang-hsi export

ware. This container was probably made for the

Southeast Asian market.

Both parts of the bowl are divided into 11 styl-

ized lotus panels. In each of these a single aster is

briskly drawn, sometimes extending slightly out of

the bounding line. The top of the knob is also paint-

ed with a double row of petals to harmonize with

the radiating pattern formed by lotus panels below.

In contrast to a similar covered bowl in the collec-

tion of the Metropolitan Museum of Art,' which ap-

pears to be slightly later, the Freer piece has an aura

of spontaneity and freshness that is echoed in the

sturdy, unpretentious potting.

The bowl is completely covered with clear

glaze, except on the low foot ring and on the rim of

both parts where the cover fits. A few impurities and

pittings are visible in the surface of the glaze, and

there is a blackish patch inside the bowl where the

glaze skipped. The underglaze cobalt-blue painting

is greyish-blue overall, with edges of the petals and

leaves picked out in blacker strokes.

1. Suzanne G. Valenstein, Handbook of Chinese Ceramics (New
York, 1975), pi. 117 (acc. no. 17.165).



30. "Chinese Imari" wide-mouthed vase

The entire vessel is decorated with floral motifs.

Inside the broad mouth are magnolia twigs and buds

growing down from a hatched border. The border

and twigs are painted in underglaze blue, and the

blossoms and leaves are done in overglaze gold and

red with added outhning. In a band on the outside of

the neck, bordered by underglaze blue lines, an even-

ly spaced pattern of stylized petals and leaves is exe-

cuted in similar fashion. The body of the vessel is de-

voted to large blossoms of stylized peony, lotus,

chrysanthemum, and other flowers, making use of

the same combination of underglaze blue outlines

and wash with overglaze red and gold wash and out-

lining. The execution has a quick, spontaneous air,

since the thickness of lines and borders of wash are

casually attended. The beveled foot-rim is unglazed.

The vessel is a striking and attractive piece in excel-

lent condition.

1. Suzanne G. Valenstein, A HiiriJhook of Chinese Ceramics (New
York, 1975), p. 198.

2. Acc. no. 09. 325, similar to an example of T'ang Hsing ware

excavated in 1955 from the tomb of Wang Chia-fen near Sian.Shensi;

reproduced in Wen Wu 1979 no.l, pi. 10/2.
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WIDE-MOUTHED VASE 75_7

china; Ch'ing dynasty, K'ang-hsi period, 1662-1722

Porcelain; "Chinese Iniari" ware

H: 9.8 cm. (3-7/8 in.); Mouth D: 12.9 cm. (5-1/16 in.)

The porcelain known as Chinese Imari, which was

especially popular in the first half of the 18th cen-

tury, was created in imitation of Japanese Imari ware

made in the kilns of Arita in Kyushu. The Japanese

type, a late 17th-century export ware for the Euro-

pean market, features underglaze blue and overglaze

iron-red, gold, and enamel decorations. The Chinese

imitation, which developed as an offshoot of the

jamille verte porcelains for which the K'ang-hsi reign

is famous, was presumably intended to capture part

of the European export market for China. ^

The bulbous, wide-mouthed vase is an ancient

and enduring shape, appearing not only in ceramic

but also in other media as early as the Han dynasty

(206 B.C.-A.D. 220). The Freer also has a T'ang ex-

ample in white-glazed porcelaneous stoneware.^ The

"Chinese Imari" vase is made of fine porcelain that

is translucent and resonant.

31

PLATE 78_^

China; Ch'ing dynasty, Yung-cheng period, 1723-1735

Porcelain; Lung-ch'iian celadon

H: 8.8 cm. (3-7/16 in.); Mouth D; 47 cm. (18-1/2 in.)

Anonymous gift

The export of great numbers of large celadons pro-

bably began in the late 13th century and continued

into the Ch'ing dynasty. In Istanbul alone, the Top-

kapu Sarayi Muzesi collection has over 1000 large

celadons.' Not only are some of these dishes ample in

diameter, they may also be heavily potted and are

quite durable. This plate is a comparatively late ex-

ample of the type, made in the second quarter of the

18th century as indicated by the Yung-cheng reign

mark on its glazed base.^ The plate is much more re-

fined than usual for large export celadons. Carefully

shaped and finished, the plate also has a pleasingly

unctuous glaze of a light emerald green.



31. LuNG-CH'OaN CELADON PLATE

A molded pattern of aster-like petals envelops

the outer surface of the cavetto, while the single

decorative pattern inside the plate is a creature that

seems to correspond to Schuyler Cammann's de-

scription of the toH-tiiu.^ A dragon-like beast with

three claws and downward-curving horns, the crea-

ture is distinguished by a forked tail in which it

sports a flaming jewel. Finding the tou-niu on several

large plates, Cammann traces its origins to the early

Ming period. On the Freer plate, the tou-niu's, form is

slightly altered, for the flaming pearl in its tail has

been turned into another wisp of cloud surrounding

the beast.

The interior design is bounded by a molded cir-

cle. Where the glaze passes over all these raised lines

on inside and outside, its color thins to near-white.

The outer edge of the everted, flattened rim is also

almost white. The only unglazed area on this plate is

the beveled foot rim, left bare for firing.

1. Godfrey S.G.M. Gompertz, Chinese Celadon Wares (London,

1958), p. 62.

2. Ta Ch'iri^ Yun^-cheii^ nien chih.

3. Schuyler Cammann, "Some Strange Ming Beasts," Oriental

Art, n.s. Vol.2, no. 3 (Autumn, 1956), 99-100.
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TEAPOT 78.3

China; Ch'ing dynasty, 1644-1911

Porcelain; blue-and-white ware

H: 10 cm. (4 in.); D: 17.7 cm. (7 in.)

This blue-and-white teapot is an unusual example of

porcelain made for the Thai market.' Its decoration

is taken from the Ramahicn, the Thai version of the

ancient Hindu epic Ramayana, which was a major

theme in Thai national literature.^ The scene selected

for illustration in a continuous frieze around the flat-

tened globular body of the vessel is a mock battle be-

tween monkey armies in a landscape setting.^ Thai

armor and costume and weapons are used, in defer-

ence to the customer's taste. This zone of decoration

is bounded by double lines drawn in underglaze

blue. On the front of the spout is an ornamental

spray of bamboo, and there are four floral scrolls on

the flange of the lid. The glazed base of the teapot

carries a four-character mark, "pao-chn li chi."

The form of the teapot is also distinctive. It has

a flat lid with saucer-like raised rim that fits neatly

into the top of the teapot body with the help of a flat

flange. The underside of this lid is slightly concave.

Two projections made to hold the metal handle

stand up from the shoulder in a line with the sharply

curving spout. The flattened bail handle is attached

through holes in these projections and is fixed in

place with screws shaped like flower blossoms. Metal

fittings bind the tip of the spout and the rims of the

lid and the foot.

32. BLUE-AND-WHITE TEAPOT



There is some debate as to the proper dating of

this teapot. Most Chinese porcelain decorated to

Thai taste is Bancherong ware, belonging to the

19th century. However, in this teapot the qualities

of the porcelain body, glaze, and painting could sup-

port a K'ang-hsi date. The pittings and small cracks

in the white porcelain body are characteristic of

K'ang-hsi blue-and-white ware, as is the depiction of

the landscape setting with outline and wash for the

mountains and foreground and short strokes for foli-

age. The double circles bordering the top and bot-

tom of the illustrated scene are also typical K'ang-hsi

features. More comparative material is needed before

a date can be securely assigned to the teapot.

1. The information in this entry is based on the unpublished

notes of Hin-cheung Lovell in the files of the Freer Gallery of Art.

2. J.M. Cadet, The Ramakien (Tokyo and Palo Alto, 1971),

p.l9.

3. Ibid., pp. 114-120. The same subject is found on a bottle vase

reproduced in Florence M. Hoven, el al, Oriental Porcelain from Alex-

andria Collections (Alexandria, Va., 1979), unpaginated, corresponding

to no. 71 in the attached checklist.

i

33. Ch'iu Ying, Illustrations of Traditional Texts, sec. 2:

"Hsiao I Obtaining the Lan-t'ing Manuscript by

Trickery"
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ILLUSTRATIONS FOR
TRADITIONAL TEXTS WRITTEN
BY SIX MING DYNASTY
CALLIGRAPHERS 72J

ch'iu Ying, active ca. 1510-ca. 1552

China; Ming dynasty, 1368-1644

Handscroll; ink on paper

Dateable to 1551/1552

Each painting: H: 16.4 cm. (6-7/ 16 in.);

W: 15.8 cm. (6-3/16 in.)

Entire: H: 23 cm. (9 in.); L: 482.4 cm. (15 ft. 10 in.)

This handscroll contains texts written by six out-

standing calligraphers over a period of 51 years, ac-

companied by small illustrations that Ch'iu Ying

painted shortly before his death.' Except for the two

texts with the earliest dates, which Chou T'ien-

ch'iu (1514-1595) collected elsewhere, all of the

writings were done specifically for him by his

friends. Chou describes the sequence of acquisition in

a 1574-dated colophon mounted after the sixth text,

stating clearly that he commissioned Ch'iu Ying to

illustrate them. Recorded information from a colo-

phon to another scroll indicates unambiguously that

Ch'iu Ying was dead by 1553.^ Since the latest of

the six texts in the Freer handscroll is dated 1551,

Ch'iu must have painted the illustrations in the last

year and a half of his life.

Ch'iu Ying is best known for lavishly colored,

meticulously detailed paintings whose effect is en-

tirely different from the present work. Inspiring a

long-lasting school of decorative imitators, Ch'iu is

typically associated with paintings like "Spring

Morning in the Palace of Han" in the collection of

the National Palace Museum in Taiwan, a sumptu-

ous scroll that depicts the morning toilette of dozens

of beautiful palace ladies in colorful detail.^ A pro-

fessional artist at a time when open acceptance of

that status was considered demeaning, Ch'iu pro-

bably painted many works with obvious visual ap-

peal on commission. However, he was accepted, re-

markably enough, by the elite circles of true con-

noisseurs, men like Wen Cheng-ming (1470-1559)

who were highly educated and discriminating and,

furthermore, who looked to the great art of the past

for standards of taste. When Ch'iu painted for such

men, he probably was encouraged to work in subtler

styles.



The pai-miao, or "outline" method, is just such

a style, for it relies solely on the qualities of inkline

and wash to render its subject, instead of using

colors. Pai-miao figure painting, which probably

originated as preliminary drawing for religious

mural painting, achieved recognition as a mature

mode of artistic expression as a result of the works of

Li Kung-lin (1049-1106)." The figures in these six

scenes are all rendered with a minimum of support-

ing detail; all but one are painted against a blank

background. With fine lines of various textures and

tonalities, supplemented by a few judicious strokes

of wash, Ch'iu displays his mastery of the difficult

technique. His seals, reading Shih-ju, appear in the

corner of each illustration.^

In contrast to the paintings, which are of uni-

form size and on the same kind of paper, the texts

betray their divergent sources by their variety in di-

mensions and material. Despite their varying

lengths, the writings were once mounted in an al-

bum format, as Chou T'ien-ch'iu makes clear in his

colophon; the divisions in the papers comprising

each text are still visible. According to the conclud-

ing colophon by the connoisseur Weng Fang-kang

(1733-1818), dated 1791, the painter Lo P'ing (1733-

1799) remounted the texts and paintings as a hand-

scroll.

Published: Lu Wim-yum, Jan ^i-li-kuan kuo-yen lu (1891), ihiicin 19,

pp.5b-9b.

Thomas Lawton, Chinese Figure Painlhi^ (Washington, 1973).

cat. no. 9.

Freer Gallery of Art, Masterpieces of Chinese and Japanese Art

(Washington, 1976), p. 55.

Archives ofAsian Art, Vol.27 (1973-1974), 97, fig. 17.

1. Each section of the handscroll is fully described and repro-

duced in Thomas Lawton, Chinese Figure Painting (Washington,

1973), cat. no. 9.

2. The evidence for the date of Ch'iu Ying's death is discussed

in ibid., p. 65.

3. Partially reproduced in James Cahill, Chinese Painting (Swit-

zerland, 1960), p. 145.

4. Pai-miao and its connection with Li Kung-lin is discussed in

the unpublished doctoral dissertation of Richard M. Barnhart, "Li

Kung-lin ' s HjMO-f/im^ r'w" (Princeton, 1967).

5. Similar seals appear on another of Ch'iu Ying's pai-miao paint-

ings, "A Donkey for Mr. Ch'u," and the problems associated with

Ch'iu Ying seals and signatures are discussed in the entry for that

painting in Shen and Marilyn Fu, Studies in Connoisseurship (Princeton,

1973), cat. no. 3. Collectors' seals on the Freer scroll are discussed by

Lawton, op.cit., p. 69.
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QUOTATION FROM SU SHIH 77.1

WangShih-min, 1592-1680

China; Ch'ing dynasty, 1644-1911

Calligraphy; clerical script (li-slm)

Hanging scroll; ink on paper

H: 72.5 cm. (28-1/2 in.); W: 50.5 cm. (19-7/8 in.)

Wang Shih-min is well-known as one of the "Six

Masters of the Early Ch'ing," a group of painters of

the Orthodox school whose work greatly influenced

the course of painting throughout the Ch'ing dynas-

ty. In addition to being a fine painter of landscapes

inspired by great masters of the past, Wang Shih-

min was also a skilled caUigrapher whose writing is

usually found in the form of colophons on paintings.

Independent examples of his calligraphy, especially

in the clerical style for which he was admired,' are

quite rare.

Powerfully written on paper with a large brush

that is allowed to run dry and produce "flying

white" (fei-pai) effects, the four columns on this

scroll are a quotation from the writings of the great

Northern Sung hteratus-official Su Shih (1036-1101).

The piece may be translated as follows:

At year's end, the wind and rain are

melancholy;

But in [my] paper-windowed bamboo hut

the lamp flame is clear and bright.

At such a time one attains a little pleasure

like this.

In smaller characters written in "running" script

(hsitig-shu), Wang Shih-min acknowledges the source

of the quotation and dedicates the scroll:

The words of Tung-p'o, written for Wo-tao-

jen by Wang Shih-min.

Although undated, the calligraphy is probably a

work of Wang's old age, for it is similar to a frontis-

piece he wrote for an album by Wang Hui (1632-

1717) in 1673.^ Furthermore, two seals he placed on

that album frontispiece also appear on the Freer

scroll, directly below his signature. The top seal,

square relief, reads Wang Shih-min yin.^ Below it is a

square intaglio seal with the legend Hsi-hi lao-jen.'^ A
round relief seal belonging also to Wang Shih-min is



34. Wang Shih-min, Quotationfrom Su Shih

applied in the upper right corner, reading Yii-wei

pan-hsi.^ One other, which may possibly be an unre-

corded seal of the calligrapher, is a square relief seal

in the bottom right corner, with a legend taken

from a quotation from the Book of Rites (Li Chi); it

reads Yen-jo-ssu. In the lower left-hand corner there

is a seal belonging to the contemporary collector

Wong Nan-p'ing.

1. Fu Shen, Traces of the Brush (New Haven, 1977), p. 58 and p.

296, note 85.

2. Wang Hui, Alhtini cj Landscapes after Sunt,' and Yiian Masters,

reproduced in Roderick Whitfield, In Pursuit of Antiquity (Princeton,

1969), cat, no. 16; and Fu, op.cit., cat. no. 66.

3. C.C. Wang and Victoria Contag, Seals of Chinese Painters and

Collectors (rev. ed; Hong Kong, 1966), p. 50, no. 31.

4. Ihid., no. 39.

5. National Palace Museum, Signatures and Seals on Paintini^ and

Calligraphy, Vol.3 (Hong Kong, 1964), p. 23, second row, center.
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PLUM, ROCK, NARCISSUS, AND
BAMBOO 77.7

Hsi Rang, 1746-1803

China; Ch'ing dynasty, 1644-1911

Hanging scroll; ink and colors on paper

Signed and dated 1788

H: 120.6 cm. (47-1/2 in.); W; 33 cm. (13 in.)

A native of Hui-chou, Anhui Province, Hsi Kang

was known not only for his painting in the literati

style, but also for poetry, calligraphy, and seal-carv-

ing. In his painting we may discern the influence of

the early Ch'ing artist Yiin Shou-p'ing (1633-1690),

especially in flower, tree, and rock compositions like

this scroll. Cool in expressive tone, Hsi Kang's

painting alludes to the work of various early masters:

the double-outlined narcissi recall Chao Meng-chien

(1199-1267); the roughly textured rock with dry

moss-dots is derived from Wang Meng (1308-1385);

the plum blossoms allude to Wang Mien (1335-

1407). However, all these images are filtered

through the interpretation of artists of intervening

periods, so they would never be mistaken for the

work of the earlier masters. Minor nature studies by

Ch'ing literati painters, like this scroll by Hsi Kang,

tend to suffer from the artist's detachment from his

subject as it exists in nature, for the forms are usually

taken from earlier paintings.

In the upper right section of the scroll, Hsi

Kang has written a poetic inscription referring to the

purity conventionally associated with the plum, fol-

lowed by the date and his signature. The two lines

of informal regular script (hsin^-k'ai) may be translat-

ed as follows:

In light or shadow, the appearance is as ice

or jade. San-mu chii-shih' Hsi Kang did

this at the Tung-hua Studio in the summer

of the ii'u-sheri year in the Ch'ien-lung

reign [i.e., 1788].

The square seals of the artist are applied in the

column after the signature. The top seal, carved half

in relief and half in intaglio, reads Hsi Kan^ chili yin^

The second, an intaglio seal, reads Ho-chu sheng. In

addition to the seals of Hsi Kang, four other seals ap-

pear on the painting, belonging to the 19th century

collector Wang Po-yiian, the contemporary Hong
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Kong collector Ma Chi-tso, the American collector

Alice Boney, and one unidentified collector.

1. Nicknames of the artist include the following: San-mu chii-

shih, T'ieh-sheng, Ho-chu-sheng, Lo-k'an wai-shih, Meng-tao-jen,

Meng-ch'uan wai-shih, and Ch'un-chang.

2. The seal is the same as that reproduced in C.C. Wang and

Victoria Contag, Seals of Chinese Painters and Collectors (rev. ed.; Hong

Kong, 1966), p. 229, no. 14.

LANDSCAPES IN THE STYLES OF
PREVIOUS MASTERS 77.6

-7'

35. Hsi Kang, Plum, Rock,

Narcissus, and Bamboo

Ku K'uei, active 19th c.

China; Ch'ing dynasty, 1644-1911

Album of 8 leaves; ink and colors on paper

Last leaf dated 1847

Each leaf: H: 23.4 cm. (9-3/8 in.); W: 32.4 cm. (12-3/4 in.)

Although unrecorded in standard biographical

sources, Ku K'uei is a minor artist of obvious attain-

ment. From this album we see that Ku was a follow-

er of the late 17th-century Orthodox painters,' for

he renders a series of compositions based on the

works of earlier masters. Albums of this type, in

which the artist presents sequential transformations

of styles associated with the accepted masters of the

"great tradition" of landscape painting, were enor-

mously popular in the art world of the 17th century.

By the 19th, the exercise had become a bit hack-

neyed.

Ku K'uei's album, however, though it may

lack bold new vision, does contain appealing poetic

qualities. The various landscapes are rendered with a

light, soft touch, and the artist's sensitivity and taste

are evident from the brushwork and coloring. In

painting these charming scenes, Ku shares the pri-

vate joy inspired by his vision of the achievements of

earHer masters. His paintings seem to pay admiring

homage to them without trying to rival them.

The eight leaves, of which only the last is dated

(see Fig.l), are inscribed with poetic phrases and a

note identifying the ancient master evoked in the

painting. The inscriptions may be translated as fol-

lows:



36. Ku K'uEi, Landscapes in the Styles ofPrevious Masters, leaf H: "Accumulated Snow in a Mountain Pass'

FIG. 1 DETAIL OF ARTIST'S DATED

INSCRIPTION AND SEAL

Leaj A: "Boat returning home in wind and

rain;" after Chii-jan's (active late 10th

c.) concept.

Leaj B: "Deep forests and luxuriant moun-

tains;" imitating the transmitted con-

cepts of Ching Hao (active late 9th-early

10th c.) and Kuan T'ung (active 10th

c).

Leaj C: "Spring mists over the wall by the riv-

er;" copying Chao Ling-jang's (active

late 11th c.) concept.

Leaj D: "Taking advantage of the evening tide

to cross the river; throughout the yel-

low-leafed grove, the sound of the geese

swells;" copying Chao Ta-nien [Ling-

jang].

LeafE: "I travel to a place where there are white

clouds and myriad peaks; the sound of

water and the harmony of pines com-

mune with the heart of man;" after the



concept of Sung-hsiieh lao-jen [Chao

Meng-fu, 1254-1322].

Leaf F: "A study in the green mountains among

red trees;" after Pao-shan [Lu Chih,

1496-1576].

Leaf G: "In pale mist, straying along a winding

riverbank, [the moon] reflected afar is

beautiful in the cold wind. Who brings

the news? A little fragrant, floating

snow [plum blossoms];" copying the

concept of Pai-yiin wai-shih [Yiin Shou-

p'ing, 1633-1690].

Leaj H: "Accumulated snow in a mountain

pass."^ Winter day in the titij^-wei year of

the Tao-kuang era [between November

8, 1847 and January 4, 1848], Chiao-

yiian, Ku K'uei.

One seal of the artist appears on each leaf of the

album, with a total of seven different seals represent-

ed throughout.

1. A general discussion of the Orthodox school of the early

Ch'ing dynasty is provided in Roderick Whitfield, In Pursuit of An-
tiquity (Princeton, 1969); also Osvald Siren, Chinese Painlini>: Leading

Masters and Principles, Vol.5 (New York, 1956), pp. 173-224.

2. The title is one preeminently associated with Wang Wei
(699-759) and Li Ch'eng (d.967). See Wen Fong, "Rivers and Moun-
tains after Snow," Archives ofAsian Art, Vol.30 (1976-1977), 6-33.
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STANDING BUDDHA iXJ^

Japan; Heian period, 12th c.

Wood with lacquer and gilt

H: Entire: 209.3 cm. (82-3/8 in.); Figure alone:

168.2 cm. (66-1/4 in.); Pedestal: 41.1 cm. (16-1/8 in.)

Although traditionally identified as Yakushi, the

iconography of this late Heian Buddha has not been

completely settled. In 1948, when the statue was

designated an Important Art Object (juyo hijutsuhin)

by the Japanese government, its left hand was ex-

tended outward, making the palm nearly horizon-

tal. Resting on that palm was a medicine jar, the at-

tribute of the Buddha Yakushi (Skt.: Bhaisajya-

guru, the "Buddha of Healing"). However, in 1949

restorers changed the hand to a pendant position, in

the belief that a previous repair had reattached it in-

correctly to the wrist.

Perhaps because of continuing uncertainty

about the sculpture, the Agency for Cultural Affairs

removed its Important Art Object status in 1966, an

act that subsequently enabled a private dealer to buy

it. After the Freer Gallery acquired the sculpture in

1971, the medicine jar was detached from the pen-

dant hand, on the assumption that it had never be-

longed there. In its present condition, the image

could be either a Shaka (Sakyamuni) or Amida

(Amitabha), given the cloak and position of both

hands.' As this type of iconographical uncertainty is

not an isolated case,^ it is conceivable that a sculpture

made to represent a certain deity might later be given

a different identity by the temple that acquired it, de-

pending on the needs of the sect to which the tem-

ple was affiliated. According to a wooden tablet ac-

companying the Freer sculpture, it came from the

Kagoji, a Shingon temple near Osaka.

Stylistically, the sculpture is a work showing

the influence of the sculptor Jocho (d. 1057) and

probably was made in the Kinki region around Osa-

ka in the mid- 12th century.^ Made with the joined-

block technique (yosegi-zukuri), the statue is thin-

walled and hollow inside. This method became prev-

alent because of Jocho, and it was an improvement

over the previous single-block method (ichihoku) be-

cause the resulting statue was lighter in weight and

less likely to split due to changes in weather. Stand-
37. STANDING Buddha
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ing on a stylized double-lotus base, the figure dis-

plays a hieratic, frontal posture. The shallow folds of

the deity's robes descend in a formulaic, regular pat-

tern that imparts a decorative quality to the surface.

Although the body contour suggests bulk, it is more

abstract than lifelike. The creation of formal patterns

with shallowly-grooved line on a volumetric surface

is characteristic of late Heian sculpture.

The wooden surface of the Freer sculpture is

covered with gauze soaked in lacquer, to which gold

leaf (kinpaku) was applied. Gold paint was used on

some parts of the face. Votive objects, including

fragments of writing, were found inside the sculp-

ture.

Published: Oriental Art, Vol.17 no. 3 (Autumn, 1971), 204.

Archives ofAsiatj Art. Vol.26 (1972-1973), 84, fig.23.

1. A strikingly similar Shaka image owned by the Jokakuji in

Nara is reproduced in Agency for Cultural Affairs, jByS hunkazai, Vol.

1: Sculpture I (Tokyo, 1972), fig. 52. Comparable Amida figures in-

clude those in the following: Saifukuji in Nara, reproduced in ibid.,

fig. 484; Kofukuji in Nara, reproduced in ihiJ., fig. 483; Bodaizenji in

Shiga Prefecture, reproduced in ibid., fig. 476; and Cornell University,

Herbert F. Johnson Museum of Art, reproduced in Archives of Asian

Art, Vol.31 (1977-1978), 121, fig.21. Yakushi images carrying the

medicine jar that are close to the Freer sculpture include those in the

Gokurakuji in Kagawa Prefecture, reproduced in Agency for Cultural

Affairs, op.cit., fig. 255; and Yakushiji in Mie Prefecture, reproduced

in ibid., fig. 233.

2. An earlier case in point is the controversy over the identity of

the 10th-century image traditionally called Shaka in the main hall

(kondu) of the Muroji in Nara; see Yamato koji taikan, Vol.7: Murdji

(Tokyo, 1976), p. 54.

3. Sculptures with similar features, firmly dateable to 1130-1154,

are reproduced in Chu5 Koronsha, Nihon chukokushi kiso shiryu shusei:

Heian jidai, zuzu rneiki hen, Vol.3 (Tokyo, 1967), pp. 12-13, 39-40,

66-67, and 98-99.
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STANDING AMIDA (AMITABHA) 7^4

Japan; Kamakura period, 13th c.

Gilt bronze

H: 47.6 cm. (18-3/4 in.)

An extraordinarily popular form of the Buddha

throughout East Asia, Amida was believed to pre-

side over the Pure Land or Western Paradise. In or-

der to be reborn in that paradise, the faithful had

only to chant the name of Amida, instead of seeking

enlightenment in a more rigorous fashion. Although

38. STANDING Amida

Amida played a role in many of the various Buddhist

sects, he was most closely identified with the Pure

Land sect (Jodo-shu), a branch of Buddhism that spon-

sored a prodigious amount of iconic art.

Amida may be portrayed seated or standing.

During the Kamakura period, when the worship of

Amida reached its peak, he was often represented in

both painting and sculpture in Raigo scenes, wel-

coming the souls of believers into his paradise. Ami-



da's posture in Raigo scenes is similar to that of the

more conservative Freer statue, except for a shghtly

different right-hand gesture. The Freer Amida be-

longs to a type known as Zenkoji Amida, a class of

Kamakura-period sculptures in gilded wood or

bronze that closely resembled a famous 1254-dated

Amida triad from the Zenkoji temple in Nagano.'

The Buddha stands with his right arm raised,

open-palmed, and left arm stretched downward with

the forefinger and third finger extended. This par-

ticular combination of symbohc hand gestures

(mudra) appears in Japanese art as early as the Asuka

period (552-646), when it was associated with the

deities Yakushi and Shaka. During the Kamakura

period, through the influence of the Zenkoji triad,

the gestures also came to be associated with Amida.

The deity wears a heavy cloak that falls in large folds

down the body, and his squarish head is modeled to

give the impression of monumental sohdity. Promi-

nent snail-curls are evenly arranged over its surface,

contrasting with the sharp, slender lines of the facial

features. This sculpture is lacking the lotus pedestal

on which it once must have stood.

1. A set of three bronze sculptures in the Tokyo National Mu-
seum based on the Zenkoji Amida triad is reproduced in Nihori no

bijutsu no. 40: Nishikawa Shinji, Kamakura chukoku (Shibundo series;

August 15, 1969), pi. 14.

39

GUARDIAN KINGS OF THE FOUR
DIRECTIONS (SHITENNO)

The Four Guardian Kings were an important subject

for representation ever since the sixth-century origin

of Japanese Buddhist art. Their significance derived

from a belief that they watched over the world, each

guarding a different direction from Mount Sumeru,

the peak at the center of the world and the heavens.

Originating in Indian folklore, the concept of the

Four Kings spread to China with Buddhism and

quickly became a favorite subject. Figures of the four

deities were characteristically placed at the four cor-

ners of the central altar, surrounding the primary de-

votional image which was usually a Buddha.

These magnificently preserved wooden sculp-

tures from the late Kamakura period (1185-1333)

display forms that are directly descended from larger-

scale works of the Tempyo period (710-794), which

are usually executed in other media. Each king holds

in his hands certain iconographical attributes. There

are variations in the iconographical formula, for the

assignment of attributes is not a rigid system. In the

case of the Freer Shitenno, the King of the North

holds a trident and stupa, the King of the South just

a trident, the King of the West a scroll and writing

brush, and the King of the East a sword. Each

Guardian King is trampling a large, semi-clad demon

underfoot. The rock pedestals below each demon are

later replacements.

Despite their miniature size, the Freer figures

reveal the full force of Kamakura sculptural tradi-

tion, in which greater dynamism and realism were

sought under the leadership of artists such as Unkei

(1151-1223) and Kaikei (fl. ca.1185-1220).' The ex-

aggerated postures of the kings' bodies and violent

billowing of their garments create a vivid sense of

movement. A gleam from their crystal-inlaid eyes

enhances the lifelike quality of their expressions,

made fierce by deeply furrowed facial contortions.

Colorful and detailed patterns are carved and painted

on their many-layered garments, with extensive gilt

still visible on their armor. Thanks to the remarka-

bly good condition of the surface decoration, the

original visual impact of the images can still be ap-

preciated.

, a. GUARDIAN OF THE SOUTH
(ZOCHO-TEN) 74.20

(Skt.: VimdhaUa)

Japan; Kamakura period, 1185-1333

Wood with polychrome and gilt

H: 80 cm. (31-1/2 in.)

b. GUARDIAN OF THE WEST
(KOMOKU-TEN) jeAi

(Skt.: Vimpnksa)

H: 66 cm. (26 in.)

c. GUARDIAN OF THE EAST
(JIKOKU-TEN) 77_i9

(Skt.: Dhrtarastra)

H: 67.3 cm. (26-1/2 in.)
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39. FOUR Guardian Kings: South, West, North, East

d. GUARDIAN OF THE NORTH
(TAMON-TEN) 78^

(Skt.: Vaisravana)

H: 76 cm. (30 in.)

Also popularly known as Bishamonten, the

Guardian of the North developed a separate cult in

China and Japan. Because people thought that

most evil influences came out of the north, Bisha-

monten became the most important of the four

guardians. Furthermore, he retained associations

as a protector of wealth from his origins as the

Hindu folk deity Kuvera.

Published: Archives of Asian Art. Vol.31 (1977-1978), 127,

fig. 43; Vol.29 (1975-1976), 117, fig.57.

1. The Freer Shitenno are stylistically similar to a larger set of

early 13th-century Guardian Kings in the Chukondo of the Kofu-

kuji temple in Nara; reproduced in Nara rokudaiji taikan: Kdfuhuji,

Vol.2 (Tokyo, 1970), pis. 226-229.
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AIZEN MYO-O (RAGARAJA)

Japan; Kamakura period, 1185-1333

Wood with polychrome and gilt

Dated 1293

H: 40.2 cm. (15-5/8 in.)

This Buddhist deity of ferocious aspect is said to have

been introduced to Japan by Kukai (774-835), along

with Esoteric doctrines. Worship of Aizen Myo-o

reached a peak during the Kamakura period in the

late 13th century, when the deity was invoked for

protection against two attempted invasions by the

Mongols. Typically painted lusty red, the image of

Aizen symbolized the idea that one need not deny

human passions because the enlightened mind has

evolved beyond the need to distinguish between

good and evil. Like several other Tantric deities,



Aizen is typically represented with six arms and

three eyes, one of which is placed vertically in the

center of the forehead. His snarling mouth reveals

sharp fangs that are repeated in the lion-mask that

rests atop his snaky locks. All but one of the six

hands once held an attribute, of which only three re-

main: a vajra, a vajra bell, and a lotus bud. Other

characteristic attributes for Aizen are a bow and ar-

row.

The Freer sculpture is of unusual importance

because among three separate inscriptions written on

the underside of the lotus base, two give identical

dates: 13th day of the eighth month of the sixth year

of the Sho-o era, corresponding to September 14,

1293 in the Western calendar. Names of the sculp-

tors are written in ornate ciphers (kao), one of which

reads Yu. While there exist a number of images of

Aizen attributed loosely to the Kamakura period,

only two others are firmly dated.*

Although fully sculpted and decorated in the

round, the small figure displays the typical formal

quality that makes Tantric divinities best suited to

frontal viewing. The arrangement of limbs and gar-

ments of the figure is approximately symmetrical, re-

inforcing the impression of static posture despite the

flailing gestures of the arms. Aizen is seated on a

large lotus blossom, on each petal of which is painted

a trio of flaming jewels and gold veins that meet at

the point of the petal. A remarkable amount of the

red color is preserved on the sculpture, suggesting

that it may have been a "secret image" kept out of

public view most of the time.

The sculpture, which is hollow, contained a

document in its cavity at the time of acquisition. The

document, extensively damaged and now mounted

as a miniature scroll, contains illustrations of five

deities associated with the stars. After the drawings

is an inscription in Sanskrit, followed by an illegible

date written in Japanese. The inscriptions are writ-

ten in red ink, and the illustrations done in ink and

slight color.

Published: Archwes ofAsian An. Vol.29 (1975-1976), 118, fig. 58.

1. One, by the sculptor Zen-en, in the Saidaiji, Nara, is dated

1247; reproduced in Nihon no bijutsu no. 40: Nishikawa Shinji, Kama-

kura chukoku (Shibundo series; August 15, 1969), pi. 123; the other,

by the sculptor Koen in the Jingoji, Kyoto, is dated 1273; reproduced

in Agency for Cultural Affairs, Jnyu bunkazai, Vol.3: Sculpture III

(Tokyo, 1973), fig. 535.

40. Aizen MyD-D
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ALTAR PENDANT (KEMAN) 74ai

Japan; Kamakura period, 1185-1333

Bronze with gilt and silver

H: 44.5 cm. (17-1/2 m.); W: 31.4 cm. (12-3/8 in.)

Pendants made of bronze, leather, or wood were

often hung from the horizontal beams near the altar

in Buddhist temples.* Although their surface orna-

mentation might take one of several forms, all are

ultimately derived from floral designs. This common
element arises from the fact that ketmni originated in

the garlands and wreaths of flowers offered in India

to royalty and deities.^ Sometimes the pattern in-

cludes a stylized cord tied with a bow, as if binding a

bouquet, in the case of the Freer heman.

Several heman that probably date to the first half

of the eighth century survive in the Horyuji and the

Shosoin collections in Japan. ^ The openwork decor

on some of these examples includes apsaras (celestial

attendants) and birds surrounded by floral scrolls.
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On a keman from the Chusonji in Iwate Prefecture,

made in the late Heian period,'' hodhisattvas on lotus

pedestals are the main motif. On the Freer kcnian,

the figures of deities are replaced by Siddham charac-

ters that were used to symbolize them in Esoteric

Buddhism.^ The lotus bases are now executed in

round relief and incised with veins. The slightly

more evolved style, given the generally similar tech-

niques used on the two keman, supports an early

Kamakura-period date for the Freer pendant.

At the bottom of the Freer keman are five rat-

tles, below which extend the ends of the cord. The

suspension ring at the top is attached to an ornate,

multi-layered ornament probably inspired by the

"cloud-collar" motif popular in China. The surfaces

are engraved with floral scrolls on a ring-matted

ground. Much of the original gilding remains, al-

though it may have darkened shghtly with age. The

silver applied to the background of the Siddham

script has oxidized to black.

Published: Freer Gallery of Art, Masterpieces oj Chinese and Japa-

nese An {Washington, 1976), p. 81.

1. Donald Jenkins, Masterworks in Wood: China andJapan (Port-

land, 1976), cat. no. 48, p. 96.

2. Ishida Mosaku, Bukhyj? bijutsu no kihon (8th printing; Tokyo,

1977),p.l78.

3. Ihid.

4. Reproduced in ihid., p. 179, middle right.

5. On the exhibited side of the pendant, the syllable hhai appears

twice, probably symbolizing one of three deities whose Sanskrit

names begin with that sound: Bhaisajya-guru (Jap.: Yakushi Nyorai),

Bhaisajya-raja-bodhisattva (Yakuo Bosatsu), or Vaisravana (Bisha-

monten). On the other side, the syllables ba and kya appear, standing

respectively for Varuna (Suiten), and Ekaadsamukha (Juichimen Kan-

non) or Asvaghosa (Memyo Bosatsu). See chart in Sawa Ryuken,

Butsuzozuten (Tokyo, 1962), pp. 281-284.
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PRIEST'S STAFF (SHAKUJO) 74a^

Japan; Kamakura period, 1185-1333

Bronze, mounted on wooden handle

H: 45.4 cm. (17-7/8 in.)

Shaknjo probably evolved as the practical response to

the itinerant priest's need for a staff to negotiate

mountain paths and ward off snakes. In time, as they

became ritual implements that were standard acces-

sories in the priest's equipment, their religious sig-

nificance came to outweigh their actual practical util-

ity.' A shakujo held by a priest of the Esoteric Shin-

gon sect was believed to have magical power, espe-

cially during the Heian and Kamakura periods. Dei-

ties portrayed in the guise of a priest, as the bodhi-

sattva Jizo frequently is, may carry a shaknjo as one of

their attributes. In some paintings of the Buddha's

nirvana, including the Nehan in this exhibition (cat.

no. 45), a golden or gilt-bronze shakujo may be seen

leaning against a tree.

Usually mounted atop a long pole made of iron

or wood, the ornamented head of the shaknjo charac-

teristically is shaped like an inverted heart. On each

side of the bisecting projection are three free-hanging

rings whose clang announces the presence of a

priest.^ The central projection is generally decorated

with floral and religious motifs, although shaknjo

made entirely of iron tend to be plain.

The Freer shaknjo is stylistically descended from

a mid-eighth century example preserved in the Sho-

soin collection.^ Where the curving frame of the ear-
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Her shaknjo is depicted as an elaborately-worked leafy

vine, the Kamakura-period example is a more simpli-

fied abstract rendition of the same form. Symbols

from Esoteric Buddhism adorn the Freer shahujo: a

tako type of stupa occupies the center of the frame; a

^orifitu stupa surmounts its top; and sun and moon

disks on stylized clouds ride the shoulders. Its simi-

larity to a Kamakura-period shahujo from the Shin

Yakushiji suggests a 13th-century date. On the neck

of the Freer staff are two bands of small bosses, and a

collar of double-lotus petals completes the ornamen-

tation of the bronze top. The black wooden handle is

faceted and ten-sided in section.

1. Ishida Mosaku, Bukkyo hijulsu no kihon (8th printing; Tokyo,

1977), p. 180.

2. John Rosenfield, JiJ/wn«6' Arls of the Heiati Period (New York,

1967), p. 123, cat. no. 42.

3. Probably a Chinese import, the Shosoin shakuju is reproduced

in Nihon no hijulsu, no. 141: Nakano Masaki, ShmsUin no kinhii (Shibun-

do series; February 15, 1978), pis. 87-88.

4. Reproduced in Yamalo koji laikan, Vol.4: Shin Yakushiji

(Tokyo, 1977), pi. 114.

MIRROR 707

Japan; Kamakura period, ca.l300

Bronze

D: 20.1 cm. (7-15/16 in.)

Cast-bronze mirrors were introduced to Japan from

the Asian continent probably during the Yayoi peri-

od (ca. mid-3rd c. B.C.-A.D. 3rd c). According to

the evidence provided by excavated examples, early

imported mirrors comprised two general types: Chi-

nese mirrors of Han period (206 B.C.-A.D. 220) and

mirrors from northeastern Asia. Japanese mirrors

typically imitated the Chinese type, which has a sin-

gle central boss or loop perforated horizontally to ac-

commodate a cord.

The decoration of early Japanese mirrors, which

were undoubtedly used for ritual purposes, was

often closely modeled on Chinese prototypes with

regularly-repeated, symmetrically-placed motifs.

Gradually, however, the Japanese preference for or-

nament based on birds, flowers, or natural land-

scapes affected the styles of mirror decoration, cul-

minating in the emergence of a native Japanese style

during the Heian period (794-1185). By the Kama-
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kura period, when this mirror was cast, the orna-

mentation of mirror-backs reflected influences from

painting. This mirror depicts a pair of phoenixes in a

landscape with a paulownia tree, bamboo, and a

rrieandering stream, a setting whose slightly abstract

composition is reminiscent of Yamato-e paintings.

The vertical stems of the bamboo are pleasingly con-

trasted with the horizontal expanse of the stream.

An outstanding characteristic of the Japanese decora-

tive style is the treatment of the surface of an object

as a unified whole. In contrast to Chinese mirrors,

whose decoration is usually organized within divi-

sions of the surface, the design on Japanese mirrors

frequently crosses raised boundaries, as in this exam-

ple.

In Japan, mirrors were used in rehgious rituals

long before they became cosmetic accessories. In

Shinto shrines, a mirror may be placed on the altar

with its polished face turned toward the worshiper

to represent the unseen deity. Consequently, Shinto

paintings often portray deities as luminous mirrors.

In addition to the usual pierced central boss, this

mirror has two holes near the top, possibly to facili-

tate suspension of the mirror. Several other examples

still preserved in Shinto shrines also exhibit these

holes.'

Published: Freer Gallery of Art, The Freer Gallery oj An, Vol.2:

Japan (Tokyo, 1972), cat. no. 118.

Freer Gallery of Art, Masterpieces of Chinese and Japanese Art

(Washington, 1976), p. 81.

1. Similar punched holes are seen on a group of mirrors that still

belong to Shinto shrines. Stylistically very close to the Freer mirror,

they are dated to the early 14th century. See Nihon no hijutsu no. 42:

Nakano Masaki, Wahyd (Shibundo series; November 15, 1969), pis.

61-64.
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POEMS FROM THE
SHINKOKINSHU 76J

Emperor Fushimi, 1265-1317

Japan; Kamakura period, 1185-1333

Handscroll; ink on paper decorated with gold and silver

H: 29.8 cm. (11-3/4 in.); L: 188 cm. (74 in.)

56



The cursive katia calligraphy (sogana) of this scroll

transcribes six short tatika poems from the imperial

anthology entitled Shinkokin waka shu ("New An-

thology of Poems Ancient and Modern"), compiled

between 1201-1205.' This highly artistic script

evolved in the 10th century from the simplified

graphs developed by court ladies in preference to for-

mal, block-Hke Chinese characters. Used especially

for writing Japanese-style poems (waka), sogana writ-

ing attained its classical perfection in the hands of

Fujiwara Kozei (or Yukinari, 972-1027). His style,

typified by delicate curves, loops, and hooks written

with an extremely fine brush-tip, was assiduously

studied by Emperor Fushimi (r. 1287-1298; from the

cloister 1298-1301).

Authorship of this scroll, which is not signed

by the calligrapher, is ascribed to Emperor Fushimi

by a red label pasted to the flap of the handscroll.

This document is attributed to the hand of another

imperial calligrapher. Emperor Gonara (1496-1557),

by a later connoisseur of the Edo period, Kohitsu

Ryo'ei (1707-1778). Ryo'ei's authentication slip is

pasted inside the box in which the scroll is kept. The

calligraphy of the Freer scroll most resembles Em-

peror Fushimi's 1294-dated transcription of the

Gosenshu,^ another anthology, compiled in 951. Both

scrolls show regular spacing between characters,

with no more than three written with one continu-

ous stroke. In contrast, his later, mature writing

style shows more spontaneous, irregular spacing and

the transcription of several characters at a time with-

out Ufting the brush.

The five poets whose poems are transcribed here

are as follows: Fujiwara Ari'ie (1155-1216),^ Priest

Saigyo (1118-1190),^ Fujiwara Shunzei (1114-1204),

^

Fujiwara Teika (1162-1241),^ Fujiwara Yoshitsune

(1169-1206).'' The ornamented paper on which the

poems are transcribed also represents a survival of

courtly Heian tradition. Lavishly decorated with

sprinkled gold and silver, as well as with gold and

silver leaf, it displays both abstract and representa-

tional motifs. The latter, somewhat schematically

rendered, include shorehnes, clouds, birds, and but-

terflies. At the same time that these designs give tex-

ture to the writing surface, they also suggest the illu-

sion of atmospheric scenery. With age and repeated

handling, much of the original luster has disap-

peared, and the silver has darkened. The scroll, rich-

ly imbued with the flavor of antiquity, is an impor-

tant addition to the Freer 's collection ofJapanese cal-

ligraphy.

Y.S.

Published: Komatsu Shigemi, Nihon shoryn zenshn, Vol.2

(Tokyo, 1970), p. 71, fig. 273 (sections 1 and 2 only).

1. A modern edition is published by the Iwanami Shoten in

Nihon koten bun^aku taikei, Vol.28 (Tokyo, 1958).

2. The scroll, belonging to the Konda Hachiman Shrine in

Osaka, is reproduced in Agency for Cultural Affairs, _/wj'o hunhazai,

Vol.18: CalH^raphy I (Tokyo, 1976), color pi. 8.

3. "Miscellaneous Poems" 2, Shinkokimhn, XVII, no. 1636.

4. Ibid., no. 1657. The poem is translated by William LaFleur,

Mirror of the Moon (New York, 1978), p. 90.

5. Travel Poems, Shinkohimhu, Vol.X, nos.932 and 933; trans-

lated by Robert H. Brower and Earl Miner, Japanese Court Poetry

(Stanford, 1961), pp. 86-87.

6. Ibil. no. 934.

7. Ibid., no. 936.
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THE NIRVANA OF THE BUDDHA
(NEHAN-ZU) jojo

Anonymous, middle to late 14th c.

Japan; Nambokucho period, 1333-1392

Hanging scroll; ink, colors, and gold on silk

H: 196.2 cm. (77-1/4 in.); W: 190 cm. (74-3/4 in.)

The nehan, or death of the Buddha Sakyamuni, is a

subject frequently represented in Buddhist art. De-

picted first in Gandharan sculpture of the second and

third centuries,' the theme spread eastward to

China, where it was portrayed both in sculpture and

painting.^ In Japan, the earliest extant example is the

clay relief on the north side of the bottom story of

the Horyuji pagoda, dateable to the early eighth cen-

tury.^ Painted illustrations seem to have begun

slightly later; the magnificent 1086-dated scroll be-

longing to the Kongobuji on Mt. Koya is the oldest

remaining today."*

By the Kamakura period (1185-1333), paintings

of the nirvana scene had become rather more elabor-

ate, including more figures and many different kinds

of animals as compared to earlier depictions. Demon-

ic deities from Esoteric Buddhism are introduced

around the platform, and the foreground is filled

with elephants, horses, tigers, geese, rabbits, and

bulls. In contrast to the decorous display of grief in
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the 1086 scroll, the Freer painting shows many

mourners writhing on the ground in intense agony,

creating an atmosphere of high melodrama. This lav-

ish indulgence in emotion is typical of Kamakura art,

as is the greater realism in portraying human figures.

The Freer scroll is especially similar to a Kama-

kura-period version of the Nirvana signed by Myoson

and dated 1323, now in the Fujita Museum in Osa-

ka.^ On the basis of this iconographical and stylistic

similarity, the Freer Nirvana is placed later in the

14th century, in the Nambokucho (1333-1392) or

even early Muromachi (1392-1573) period. Because

Myoson became affihated with the edokoro (guild of

painters) attached to the Ichijoin sub-temple of the

Kofukuji in Nara, the Freer painting may possibly be

a conservative product of that workshop. Compared

with the Nirvana painted in 1408 by the innovative

Mincho (1352-1431),* who worked at the newly

emergent artistic center at the Tofukuji in Kyoto,

the Nara workshop's efforts seem rather retardataire.

The Freer Nirvana is painted with many bright

mineral pigments including blue, green, orange, sal-

mon, red, yellow, white, brown, silver, and gold.

Fine lines of cut gold-leaf (kirigane) create a pattern

on the robe worn by the recumbent Buddha, and the

shakujd (priest's staff) leaning against the tree near

his head is also golden (see cat. no. 42). A full moon

in the upper right shows traces of silver leaf, but

most of it has flaked off and the rest has oxidized to a

darker tone. When the scroll was remounted on a

panel by the Freer, a note was found recording res-

toration work done on the painting in 1671. Nirvana

paintings, always unusually large in size, are hung

by the major temples for one day on February 15th

to commemorate the death of Sakyamuni.

Published: Freer Gallery of Art, Masterpieces of Chinese and Japa-

nese Art (Washington, 1976), p. 98.

Mizuno Keisaburo, "Butsu Nehan-zu," Kokka no. 883 (Octo-

ber, 1965), 30 and pis. 4-5.

1. A Gandharan relief showing the four major events in the life

of the Buddha, including the nirvana, is in the Freer collection (acc.

no. 49. 9).

2. For reproductions of nirvana scenes at the Yiin-kang cave tem-

ples in Shansi Province, see Nagahiro Toshio, UnhTf sekkutsu (Kyoto,

1951-1956), Vol.8, pi. 45 and Vol.15, pls.74A and 78. For Lung-men,
see Mizuno Seiichi and Nagahiro Toshio, Ryumon sekkutsu no kenkyn

(Tokyo, 1941), pi. 43. For scenes at the Tun-huang cave temples in

Kansu Province, see Paul Pelliot, Les Groltes de Touen Houang (Paris,

1914-1924), Vol.2, pi. 103; Vol.4, pi. 245; and Vol.5, pl.285.

3. Reproduced in Nishikawa Shinji, Horyuji Goju-no-to no sozo

(Tokyo, 1966), pis. 70-71.

4. Reproduced and discussed in Sherwood F. Moran, "The

Death of Buddha, A Painting at Koyasan," Ariihus Asiae, Vol.36, no.

1/2 (1974), 97-146.

5. Reproduced and discussed in "Myoson hitsu Shaka Nehan zu

kai," Kokka no. 468 (November, 1929), 324 and pi. IV. The similarity

between the Freer and Fujita paintings is discussed by Mizuno Keisa-

buro, loc.cit.

6. Still in the collection of the Tofukuji, the painting is discussed

and reproduced by Tanaka Ichimatsu in Kokka no. 849 (December,

1962), pis. 7, 8, and 9.
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PORTRAIT OF TENDAI DAISHI
(CHIGI) 76J6

Anonymou,s, mid- 14th c.

Japan; Nambokucho period, 1333-1392

Hanging scroll; ink, colors and gold on silk

H: 86.7 cm. (34-1/8 in.); W: 55.3 cm. (21-3/4 in.)

Chih-i (538-597), known in Japanese as Chigi or

Tendai Daishi ("National Master of Tendai"), was

the Chinese priest credited with the establishment of

the T'ien-t'ai (Jap.: Tendai) school of Buddhism and

the authorship of several commentaries on the Lotus

Sutra. A native of Anhui Province, Chih-i moved in

575 to Mt. T'ien-t'ai in Chekiang Province, where

he developed his doctrines. His portrait was painted

on the wall of the head monastery there, as well as in

the capital Ch'ang-an by the middle of the eighth

century.'

The Tendai sect was introduced in Japan in the

early ninth century by the Japanese priest Saicho

(767-822), who reportedly brought back sketches of

the patriarchs' portraits at Mt. T'ien-t'ai.^ By mid-

10th century a portrait of Tendai Daishi was painted

on a wall of the Enryakuji, headquarters of the Ten-

dai school on Mt. Hiei near Kyoto. ^ The earhest ex-

tant one, however, is part of the early 12th-century

set of nine idealized patriarch portraits at the Ichijoji

in Hyogo Prefecture."* In the Ichijoji version the mas-

sive figure of the patriarch is seated at an oblique

angle, facing to his left, with his eyes closed and

hands joined in the anjali (prayer) mudra. Underneath

the chair are his shoes and water-flask. His identify-
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ing attribute is a small weight for meditation (zeri-

chiti) placed on top of his cowl.

At least three Kamakura-period versions of this

type survive in Japan. ^ They show the patriarch in

the dhyana (meditation) tundra, as does the Freer

painting, but the latter portrait is frontal and the

water-flask is absent. The monumental form of the

patriarch in the Ichijoji painting is reduced to human

scale in the Freer work, and the figure is treated in a

flattened, decorative manner. The composition is

predominantly symmetrical, down to the pair of

shoes. The patriarch's robe with meticulous kuchtki

patterns receives considerable emphasis. Likewise,

the chair is also elaborately decorated with red,

white, blue and green floral motifs, and gold ones

appear on the metal fittings. The wood grain is

painted illusionistically.

The abstract and decorative qualities of the por-

trait are complemented by the inklines used for con-

tours and drapery folds. These lines are not very de-

scriptive, even though they derive from late 13th-

early 14th century techniques for realistic ink por-

traiture. The various stylistic qualities relate the

Freer painting to certain 14th-century portraits, not-

ably that of Chisho Daishi (Enchin, 814-894), said

to be based on a portrait sculpture,^ and the 1372-

dated portrait of the priest Ganjin (Chin.: Chien-

chen, 687-763),^ also based on a sculptural model.*

Perhaps, then, the Freer painting was done in the

mid-14th century from a prototype in sculpture.

Compared with other 14th-century patriarch

portraits of both the orthodox Buddhist schools and

the Zen sect, the Freer portrait is unusually short.' It

is possible that a damaged section at the top was re-

moved. If so, the painting may once have had an in-

scription eulogizing the patriarch.

Y.S.

1. Chang Yen-yiian, Li-tai min<i-hna chi, chUaii 3, in Yang Chia-

lo, ed., I-shu is'ung-pien, Vol.1 (Taipei, 1962), p. 122. For a thorough

discussion of early portraits of the T'ien-t'ai patriarchs, see Kameda

Tsutomu, "Ichijoji Tendai kosozo shiken," in his Nihori hukkyo

bijutsmhijoseisu (Tokyo, 1970), pp. 323-330.

2. Kameda, op.cit., pp. 327-328.

3. Ibid., p. 331.

4. The set, properly entitled Portraits of Shutokit Taishi (Prince

Shotoku) and the Nine Patriarchs oj the Tendai Sect, is reproduced in

Nara Imperial Museum, Nihon shuzuga zuroku (Tokyo, 1938); and

Agency for Cultural Affairs, JnyU bunkazai, Vol.8: Paintin<^ II

(Tokyo, 1973), pp. 96-97, fig. 183. For partial color reproduction of

Tendai Daishi, see exhibition catalogue by Enryakuji and Tokyo Shim-

bun, Tendai no hih^ ten (Tokyo, 1970), pi. 37.

5. Reproduced in Agency for Cultural Affairs, op.cit,, figs. 184-

186.

6. The painting belongs to the Konsoji in Kagawa Prefecture;

reproduced in Nara Imperial Museum, op.cit., pi. 22; Bijutsu kenkyn no.

22 (October, 1933), pl.l; and Enryakuji and Tokyo Shimbun, op.cit.,

pi. 40.

7. The portrait, in the collection of the Kaidanin in Nara, is

reproduced in Kodansha, Hiho: Todaiji, Vol.2 (Tokyo, 1969), pi. 228.

8. The Nara-period sculpture, executed in dry lacquer, belongs

to the Toshodaiji; reproduced in Alexander C. Soper and Robert T.

Paine, The Art and Architecture ofJapan (2nd ed.; Harmondsworth,

England, 1974), pi. 19.

9. Comparison has been made with the following examples re-

produced in Nara Imperial Museum, op.cit.: pis. 21, 22, 36, 56, 67, 71,

75, and 76. The ratio between the height and width of these portraits

is about 3:1 or 2:1.
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SLENDER BAMBOO
BESIDE ROCKS 70_24

Style of T'an Chih-jui

Japan; Muroniachi period, 14th-15th c.

Hanging scroll; ink on paper

H: 63 cm. (24-3/4 in.); W: 33.5 cm. (13-1/8 in.)

About a dozen paintings preserved mostly in Japan

are traditionally ascribed to the hand of a presumed

Chinese painter of the Yiian dynasty, perhaps a

Ch'an monk, named T'an Chih-jui.' While Chinese

sources do not mention him, he is recorded in Muro-

machi-period writings as a painter of bamboo, some-

times also orchid and plum.-^ He was probably active

in the first half of the 14th century, judging from the

genuine inscriptions by Chinese and Japanese monks

of that era on some of the paintings.

Even though they were silent on the subject of

T'an Chih-jui, Chinese artist-critics did discuss the

genre of "slender bamboo" in their writings. Li

K'an (1244-1320), who calls the type "phoenix

tail" (Jeti'^-wci) because of the many slender leaves

growing near the tips, says that the ancient masters

rarely painted the plant. However, he had once

owned two such paintings by an unidentified

scholar-official named Yii Tzu-ch'ing.^ Li Jih-hua

(1565-1635) discusses "slender bamboo" as a North-

ern Sung phenomenon, linking it particularly to
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Wen T'ung, Chao Yiian-yii, and Hui-tsung/ More-

over, he analyzes the method of painting it: start

with scorched black ink (chiao-mo) to paint the stalks

in needle-like segments, and then use strokes of pale

wash for the leaves, creating a layered effect. In con-

trast to more popular types of bamboo painting, the

result was a view of a distant grove rather than an in-

dividual plant. The bamboo might be wind-blown,

as in the present painting, or snow-laden, like an-

other T'an Chih-jui attribution in the Freer collec-

tion.^

It is difficult to distinguish 14th-century Chi-

nese and Japanese renditions of the slender bamboo

subject. During the early Muromachi period (1392-

1573) artistic relationships between China and Japan

were very close. In this cultural milieu some Japanese

painters produced works directly based on Chinese

scrolls they saw. Gyokuen Bompo (ca.l348-ca.l420),

for example, did a Slender Bamboo scroll which looks

quite similar to the Freer work, especially in its rock

formations.^ The question is complicated by the fact

that the surface of the Freer scroll has been consider-

ably effaced and extensively retouched, especially on

the moss-dots and very black leaves, which are thin-

ner than the pale original leaves. Traces of an ob-

literated square seal are faintly visible in the lower

right corner.

When the Freer acquired the painting, it came

with a certificate attributing it to T'an Chih-jui.

The certificate, however, described the painting as a

work on silk, so it could not have been written for

this painting on paper. A label written directly on

the box ascribed the painting to the Japanese painter

Oguri Sotan (1413-1498) who, as painter-in-resi-

dence for the Ashikaga shogims, had direct access to

the official collection of Chinese painting. The paint-

ing is provisionally exhibited as a Japanese work.

Y.S.

Published: Oriental Art, n.s. Vol.13 no. 2 (Summer, 1967), 74;

Archives ofAsian Art, Vol.25 (1971-1972), 97, fig. 17.

1. The group includes paintings reproduced in Kckha no.404

(July, 1924), pi. 2; no.426 (May, 1926), pl.6; no. 468 (Nov., 1929), pi.

6; no. 664 (July, 1947), pi. 2; also in Sherman Lee and Waikam Ho,

Chinese Art under the Mongols (Cleveland, 1968), cat. no. 247; Tts St!

Gen Min meiga taikan (Tokyo, 1929), pi. 205; and TuyU bijutsu taikan,

Vol.9 (Tokyo. 1910).

2. T'an Chih-jui is first mentioned ca.l380 in a letter written by

the Japanese monk Ryoko Shokei (1341-1420), included in the collec-

tanea Zoku gunsho rutju. Vol, 19 Part III (Tokyo, 1932), p. 259. An
entry on T'an Chih-jui's paintings later appears in the various editions

o{ Kundaikan sayu choki.

3. Li K'an, Chu-p'u hsiang-lu, in Yang Chia-lo, comp., I-shu

ts'ung-pien, chi 1, ts'e 11 (repr. ed.; Taipei, 1967), chiian 5, p. 52.

4. Li Jih-hua, Liu-yen-chai erh-pi (repr. ed.; Shanghai, n.d.), chiian

2, p. 55; and Liu-yen-chai san-pi, chiian 3, pp.30, 32b-33.

5. Acc. no. 56. 22; reproduced in James Cahill, Chinese Album

Leaves in the Freer Gallery of Art (Washington, 1962), cat. no. 19.

6. The painting, in the Hosomi Collection, is reproduced in

Kokka no. 634 (Sept. 1943), pi. 3.
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FIG. 1 FOLLOWER OF Sesshu, 16th c, Yangtze Panorama (Kyoto National Museum). From Nihon hijutsu haiga zenshu

Vol.4: Nakamura Tanio, Sesshu (Tokyo, 1976), pl.71.
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PANORAMA OF THE
YANGTZE RIVER 70_29

ShQgetsu Tokan, d. ca.1510

Japan; Muromachi period, 1392-1573; Suiboku school

Handscroll; ink on paper

H: 21.4 cm. (8-1/2 in.); L: 589.5 cm. (232-1/8 in.)

Like his master Sesshu Toyo (1420-1506), Shugetsu

Tokan sojourned briefly in Ming China, coming

into contact with artistic circles both in Peking and

in the Yangtze deha. The scenery he represents in

this handscroll is that of the lower Yangtze River,

with specific sites identified in cartouches neatly

written in red ink. Panoramic in its sweep, the land-

scape is probably a combination of real and idealized
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scenery. As it unfolds, the viewer is taken upriver

past selected beauty spots, ending at the Chiao-shan-

ssu in Kiangsu Province.

There is one other painting by Shugetsu, now
in the collection of the Ishikawa Prefectural Art Mu-

seum, that also depicts scenery in China—his hang-

ing scroll portraying the famous West Lake near

Hangchow.' The artist's inscription, dated 1496, in-

dicates that he was still in China when he painted the

scroll, thereby offering a clue to the dating of the

Freer handscroll. Since both works were transmitted

in Japanese collections, it is probable that Shugetsu

painted them as a kind of pictorial diary to take

home to Japan. West Lake, like Yangtze Panorama,

also bears cartouches by the artist, identifying cer-

tain prominent places in the landscape.

In style the handscroll is similar to Sesshu's

masterly Amanohashidate, which represents the

scenery of a famous Japanese place in a semi-realistic

fashion. 2 The influence of Sesshu's brushwork on

Shugetsu's style is evident in a comparison of the

two paintings. The rocks are formed from a repeti-

tion of short, dark "axe-cut" texture strokes, with

paler wash used to fill the interior surfaces. Enough

white space is left to create the effect of hght glint-

ing off the rocks. Shugetsu tends, however, to use

darker ink tonalities than his teacher. The two artists

show similar treatment of small descriptive details

like simple huts and water waves. Sesshu's scroll,

too, makes use of discreet identifying captions,

rather in the manner of cartography. Such scenes

showing actual sites with identifying captions

formed a genre of landscape painting somewhat dif-

ferent from the idealized landscapes that Japanese art-

ists created directly from Chinese paintings.

At the end of Shugetsu's scroll there is a short

authentication written by the 17th-century painter-

connoisseur Kano Yasunobu (1613-1685), signed

Kano Hogen and impressed with his seal Bokushin-sai.

A different version of the Freer scroll, probably a

later copy, exists in the collection of the Kyoto Na-

tional Museum (Fig.l). It is probable that these

"sketches" of the Sesshu school served as models for

later painters.

1. Reproduced in Suihoku bijulsu laihei, Vol.7: Tanaka Ichimatsu,

Sesshu to Sesson (Tokyo, 1973), monochrome pi. 68.

2. Now in the collection of the Kyoto National Museum; repro-

duced in ibiiL, color pi. 8.
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LANDSCAPE WITH BIRDS
AND FLOWERS vi.i and 71,2

Genga, active ca. early 16th c.

Japan; Muroniachi period, 1392-1573

Pair of six-panel screens (hyubiij

Ink, colors, and powdered gold on paper

Each H: 145.5 cm. (57-1/4 in.); W: 314.4 cm. (123-3/4 in.)

The attribution of these screens to Genga is based on

the Genga seal impressed at the bottom of the outer

panel of each (see Figs. 1 and 2). About a dozen

paintings bearing this seal have come to light in re-

cent years, many of which also have a tripod-shaped

seal reading Satan, as does the Freer example (see Fig.

2).' At present, the Freer screens are the only attri-

butions to Genga in a large format; the other paint-

ings are hanging scrolls.

There is very little biographical information

concerning Genga. His entry in the 17th-century bi-

ographical compendium Honcho gashi states merely

that he was good at ink painting (suihokn-ga) and

painted fans and other miscellaneous works. ^ The

19th-century Koga biko, a more comprehensive

source, includes the information that he was a disci-

ple of Sesshu (1420-1506) and reproduces a sketch of

one of Genga's seals that is similar but not identical

to the Genga seals on the Freer screens. However,

"Genga" is listed as an alternate name for another

artist, Oguri Sotan (1413-1481), painter-in-residence

in the household of the Ashikaga shogun. Although

the two painters were confused throughout the Edo

period, modern scholarship has distinguished Sotan

from Genga. A more obscure but ultimately more

reliable source of information on Genga is a lineage

FIG. 1 SEAL, 71.1 FIG. 2 SEAL, 71.2
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chart of painters and calligraphers written by

Kogetsu Sogan (1574-1643; see cat. no. 50).^

Kogetsu identifies Genga as a second-generation fol-

lower of Sesshu and states that he was a native of

Nikkosan in Shimotsuke Province (modern Tochigi

Prefecture).

In the Freer screens, the elements most remi-

niscent of Sesshu's style are the angular contours of

the rocks and trees, executed in scorched black ink.

The mannered shapes are repeated inside the rocks

for interior definition. Instead of suggesting three-

dimensional volume, however, the repetitive con-

tours and wash create a decorative two-dimensional

screen interposed between our eyes and the trees.

Dramatic emphasis is placed on the foreground, and

the pale mountain silhouettes in the distance func-

tion as a flat backdrop. These structural characteris-

tics link Genga's style to the Kano school, especially

to Kano Shoei (1519-1592), whose contemporaries

were working in Odawara in the mid- 16th century
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under his influence/ Sesson Shukei (active latter half

of 16th century), Hke Genga predominantly a fol-

lower of Sesshu, came under this Kano influence at

an early date, so it is probable that Genga did too,

since he was working in nearby Tochigi. The ulti-

mate source of inspiration for this style, however, is

probably to be found in the work of the Chinese

court-painters like Lii Chi (active ca.1500), who

were known for decorative bird-and-flower paint-

ing.^ Sesshu may have studied the genre during his

travels in China.

^

Extant paintings associated with the name of

Genga fall into two distinct categories. One, as dis-

cussed here, is brightly colored bird-and-flower

painting. The work most comparable to the Freer

screens is a hanging scroll of water-birds in the

Kusaba Collection. Another similar painting is a

hanging scroll in the Metropolitan Museum of Art

in New York.* The other mode in which Genga

worked is the monochrome ink style (suihoku-ga)

popular throughout the Muromachi period. A pair

of hanging scrolls in the Cleveland Museum of Art

representing bamboo exemplify Genga' s ink paint-

ing.'

Published: Nakamura Tanio, "Screen of Flowers and Birds of

Four Seasons, by Genga," Kohijutsu no. 24 (December, 1968), 93-97.

Archives ofAsian An, Vol.26 (1972-1973), 84, fig. 14.

1. See discussion and list in Nakamura Tanio, "Screen of Flow-

ers and Birds of Four Seasons, by Genga," Kohijutsu no. 24 (Decem-

ber, 1968), 93-97. Nakamura considers the Sotan seals on these paint-

ings to be forgeries. Probably they are later interpolations.

2. Biographical information is summarized from ibid., pp. 96-97.

3. The chart is written on slips of paper mounted on a screen in

the Sufukuji in Hakata; fully transcribed and partially reproduced in

Nihon bijutsu haiga zenshu, Vol.4: Nakamura Tanio, Sesshu (Tokyo,

1976), p. 119, fig. 31; also transcribed with slight revisions in Mina-

moto Toyomune, ed., Tohaku gaselsu (Kyoto, 1964), pp. 40-41.

4. Compare Shoei's pair of screens in the Nagasaki Collection;

reproduced in Tsuji Nobuo, compiler, Nihon byobu'e shusei, Vol.6

(Tokyo, 1978), pis. 22-23.

5. See, for example, Lii Chi's four hanging scrolls depicting

birds and flowers of the four seasons, in the Tokyo National Museum;

partially reproduced in Min Shin no haiga (Kyoto and Tokyo, 1964),

pls.16-17,

6. See Sesshu's pair of screens in the Kosaka Collection, repro-

duced in Nakamura, Sesshu, monochrome pi. 61. For an analysis of the

development of bird-and-flower screens after Sesshia, see Nakajima

Junji's articles in Museum no. 199 (October, 1967), 9-30; Museum no.

205 (April, 1968), 4-21; Kokha no. 935 (February, 1971), 11-17; and

Kokka no. 936 (March, 1971), 33-46.

7. Reproduced in Matsushita Takaaki, Muromachi suihokuga

(Tokyo, 1963), fig. 110.

8. Acc. no. 29. 100.514, unpublished.

9. Acc. nos.75.71 and I'bJl; the former reproduced in Hand-

book of the Cleveland Museum of Art (Cleveland, 1978), p. 378; and the

latter in Archives ofAsian Art, Vol.29 (1975-1976), p. 105, fig.20.
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THE PRIEST YEN-T'OU
IN A BOAT 72.2

Sh5kad5 Shoj5, 1584-1639

Japan; Momoyama-Edo period, 17th c.

Hanging scroll; ink on paper

Inscribed by Kogetsu Sogan (1574-1643)

H: 28 cm. (11 in.); W: 52 cm. (20-1/2 in.)

This painting illustrates a Zen narrative concerning a

ninth century Chinese priest, Yen-t'ou Ch'iian-ho,

who was a disciple of the patriarch Te-shan (782-

865). After the Imperial persecution of Buddhism

during the Hui-ch'ang era (841-847), Yen-t'ou be-

came a ferryman on Lake Tung-t'ing in Hunan Pro-

vince. His entry in Ching-te ch'uan-teng In, the 1004-

dated compendium of biographies of Zen patriarchs,

describes the event portrayed here. Habitually ex-

changing questions and answers with his passengers,

Yen-t'ou once met an old woman carrying a baby.

After a cryptic exchange she threw the baby into the

lake. Zen literature abounds with such fables trans-

mitting the acts and sayings of the early patriarchs.

During the Southern Sung and Yiian periods,

Chinese painting gave rise to a narrative genre com-

bining text and illustration of Zen stories.' A 13th-

century Chinese painting depicting the Yen-t'ou tale

still survives in Japan. ^ Shokado was undoubtedly in-

spired by something like it because he was friendly

with monks of the Daitokuji temple, which owned

many fine Chinese Zen paintings. Zen narrative

paintings frequently occurred in handscrolls illus-

trating several thematically-related episodes. Judging

from its proportions, the Freer painting was origi-

nally part of a, handscroll; a related painting of the

patriarch Pu-tai, also inscribed by Kogetsu Sogan,

may once have belonged to it.^

In the present scroll, the bearded and casually

clad figure of Yen-t'ou sits in the boat staring into

empty space. He is rendered in pale ink lines, with a

darker tone used for contrast on his right sleeve and

dark dots for his eye, nose, and mouth. A simple

horizontal sweep of dark ink represents the hull of

the boat. This type of painting, characterized by a

brevity of technique and immediacy of expression,

takes its inspiration from the pungent "Mu Ch'i"

style as well as from "apparition painting" (Chin.:
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wang-liang-hiia; Jap.: moryo-ga), associated with the

Southern Sung painter Chih-weng/

Balancing the painted composition is Sogan's

four-hne inscription written in regular script (kaisho)

from left to right. An elliptical poem, it reads as fol-

lows:

With indolence he faced the Hui-ch'ang purge;

The lake water laps along a humble boat.

He ferries more people coming than going;

The wide-open eyes see wind and mist.

Inscribed by Kesshinshi ("One who yawns").

In addition to signing his artistic name, Kesshinshi,

Sogan applied two seals, Kogetsu and Sugan.

Shokado's own inscription, followed by his seal

Shop, appears on the left side of the scroll, written in

clerical script (reisho). It states, "Painted at the

Kan'un-ken ("Studio of the Leisurely Cloud") by

Nanzan Seisei-o ("The Clear-minded Oldster of the

Southern Hill"). The poetic names refer to the her-

mitage, named Shokado ("Hall of Pine Flowers"),

which he built in 1637 on a hill south of Kyoto, in

which there was a small study called Kan'un-ken.

The painting, accordingly, belongs to the last years

of his life. Ordained a Shingon priest, Shokado was

well-known as a calligrapher and associated with

outstanding artistic personalities like Kobori Enshu

(1579-1647), Ishikawa Jozan (1583-1672), and Kano

Tan'yu (1602-1674).

5

Y.S.

1. For the rise of Zen narrative illustration, see Yoshiaki Shimi-

zu, "Six Fragments of Yin T'o-lo," Archives ofAsian An (forthcom-

ing)'

2. Formerly in the Kawasaki collection and reportedly acquired

by the Domoto collection, the scroll is reproduced in Choshunhahu

kanshc, Vol.1 (Tokyo, 1928).

3. Now in a private Japanese collection, the painting is repro-

duced in Kokka no.257 (October, 1911), pi. 7.

4. See Shimada Shujiro, "Moryo-ga," Bijutsu keuhyu no. 84

(December, 1938), 4-13 and no. 86 (February, 1939), 8-16.

5. For an English summary of Shokado's biography, see John

Rosenfield and Shujiro Shimada, Traditions oj Japanese An (Cam-

bridge, Ma., 1970), pp. 244-247.
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DOG CHASE (INU-O-MONO) ii^ and 123

Japan; Edo period; Kano school, 17th c.

Pair of six-panel screens (hydhii)

Ink, colors and gold on paper

Each H: 155.8 cm. (61-3/8 in.); W: 363.8 cm. (143-1/4 in.)

The panoramic subject of this pair of screens is irm-o,

a special kind of archery contest that originated in

the Kamakura period (1185-1333), developed into an

elaborate competitive event in the Muromachi

(1392-1573), and enjoyed a revival in the mid-17th

century.' The dog-chase, which probably once had

semi-religious associations, also served as a practical

exercise to improve the marksmanship of the war-

riors, for they competed on horseback to hit a mov-

ing target—a running dog. To protect the animal,

the arrows were made hollow with rounded ends,

and points were subtracted for hitting the dog's head

or legs. The contests were as much entertainment as

exercise however, as is evident from the number of

spectators Hning the walls of the arena.

When placed side-by-side in the proper manner,

the two screens form a continuous composition of
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figures in landscape; yet, a time-lapse is also em-

bodied in the composition. The right-hand screen

shows a pre-contest ritual in which the mounted

contestants rode around the roped-off arena where

the dog was readied. At left, the released animal is

racing toward the northern end of the enclosure

with horsemen hot in pursuit, one of them about to

shoot. Great attention is devoted to naturalistic ren-

dition of the postures and clothing of spectators be-

longing to diverse social classes; the landscape, how-

ever, is painted with flat forms and extensive gold

background. These stylistic features associate the

work with Kano-school painting of the second quar-

ter of the 17th century.

A number of other versions of the inu-o-mono

subject are extant in various collections.^ A pair of

six-fold screens in the Tokiwayama Bunko in Kama-

kura is perhaps the earliest.^ This work, tentatively

ascribed by Yamane Yuzo to Kano Sanraku (1559-

1635), shows only a few spectators, less extraneous

scenery, and a second smaller ring in which the dog

is being held. A pair of screens in the Powers Collec-

tion is based on this version.'' The Freer screens re-

semble more closely a pair formerly in the Imperial

Household and now belonging to the Tokyo Na-

tional Museum,^ in which the emphasis has shifted

to the genre qualities of the subject. Many different

kinds of figures are portrayed in a lively manner, and

many incidental details, such as picnic equipment,

children's games and lively arguments, are brought

out among the sideline spectators.

According to a study made by Takeuchi Naoji,

the init-o-motio subject developed as an offshoot of

more comprehensive Rahnclm-Rahugai ("Scenes of

Kyoto") and Shiki fuzohu ("Customs of the Four

Seasons") in which the dog-chase was but a small

scene. ^ Two examples from these earlier depictions

show few spectators and the smaller ring for the

dog, as in the Tokiwayama Bunko screens. The

theme was thus taken from a larger whole and de-

veloped into a full-fledged subject for illustration,

becoming more elaborate in the process. The interest

in the variety of human types relates the screens also

to paintings of the Ukiyo-e school, in which every-

day life and picturesque activities became popular

subjects for painting.

Published: Harold P. Stern, Ukiyo-e Paituiii^ (Washington,

1973), cat. no. 5.

1. The contest is described in John M. Rosenfield and Shujiro

Shimada, Traditions of Japanese Art (Cambridge, Mass. 1970), cat. no.

135. An in-depth study of the subject, its textual sources, and some of

the illustrations are provided by Mochimaru Kazuo, "Inu-6-mono zu

ko," Kokka no. 693 (December, 1949), 330, 335-345; and Takeuchi

Naoji, "Inu-o-mono shoron," Museum no. 73 (April, 1957), 8-13;

Yamane Yuzo's careful study of the styles of various versions appears

in Nihon no bijutsu no. 17: Momoyama no fnzoku-ga (Heibonsha series,

Tokyo, 1967), 147-151; and a short summary is found in Nihon no bi-

jutsu no. 20: Takeda Tsuneo, Kinsei shoki Juzoku-ga (Shibundo series;

Dec. 1, 1967), 66-67.

2. Yamane, op.cit., p. 148, lists 12.

3. Reproduced in Sugawara Hisao, Hibai yoha (Kamakura,

1967), pi. 40; also in Kondo IchitaiG, Japanese Cenre Painting, trans, by

Roy Andrew Miller (Rutland and Tokyo, 1961), pis. 58-59.

4. Rosenfield, loc.cit.

5. Reproduced in Kokka no. 436 (March, 1927), pls.I-II.

6. Takeuchi, op.cit., pp. 11-13.
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CALLIGRAPHY tsj^

Mokuan Shoto (Chin.: Mu-an Hsing-t'ao), 1611-1684

Japan; Edo period, 1615-1868

Hanging scroll; ink on paper

Dated winter, 1670

H: 28.7 cm. (11-3/4 in.); W: 55.9 cm. (22 in.)

Gift of Dr. and Mrs. Kurt A. Gitter

Mokuan was a Chinese monk from Fukien Province'

who settled in Japan in the early Edo period along

with other adherents of the Obaku Zen sect (Chin.:

Huang-p'o Ch'an) of Buddhism. Headquartered

outside Kyoto at the Chinese-style temple Mampu-

kuji, founded in 1661 by Ingen Ryuki (Chin.: Yin-

yiian Lung-ch'i, 1592-1673), Obaku monks intro-

duced fresh stimulus into Japanese calligraphy.^

Ingen and his followers became identified with a par-

ticularly bold style of writing that derived from cer-

tain late Ming dynasty (1368-1644) calligraphers.

Most influential were Tung Ch'i-ch'ang (1555-

1636), Chang Jui-t'u (1570-ca. 1641), Fu Shan

(1607-1684), Wang To (1592-1652), and Ni Yuan-

lu (1594-1644). The most characteristic script asso-

ciated both with these precursors and the Obaku

school is gyosho (Chin.: Iisitig-shti), or "running

script."



The text of Mokuan's scroll, written in a com-

bination of gyosho and sosho (Chin.: ts'ao-shii), or

"cursive script," is a Zen couplet in which the first

word is written emphatically larger than the rest.

The date and his signature follow without a break in

the flow of the writing. The work may be translated

as follows:

EMPTINESS grows inside the great

consciousness

Like a bubble sent forth by the ocean.

Written in winter of the year ko-ju (i.e., 1670)

by Mokuan, the mountain monk of Obaku.

The couplet is an allusion to the doctrine of Empti-

ness (ku; Sanskrit: s'utiya), the completely free state

of consciousness. The Buddha addressed this teach-

ing to his most brilliant pupil, Subhuti, in the Dia-

mond Sutra, using a metaphor of lightning and bub-

bles. Chinese and Japanese Buddhist monks conveyed

this powerful image through forceful calligraphy.

Thus, the large character ku has the impact of a bolt

of lightning. To write it, Mokuan used a larger

brush than for the rest of the text, saturating it with

black ink. The dynamic impact derives from the

vigorous lateral motion in the formation of the char-

acter, enhanced by the areas of hihahH ("flying

white") where the brush was lifted nearly off the

paper. The brush tip, carefully "hidden" in the up-

per strokes of the character, is dramatically "ex-

posed" at the end of the last stroke, at bottom left.

The rest of the text is fluidly written, as Mokuan

displays relaxed control born of years of training. He

shows a tendency to emphasize the diagonal stroke

where it occurs, and the writing slants upward to

the right.

At the end of the text there are two large seals

of the calligrapher. The upper seal reads Shaku Slwto '\ ~-

in, and the other is Mohnanshi. Mokuan also affixed

another seal, residing Hogai gakitshi, at the beginning

of the piece.

1. A summary biography of Mokuan appears in Mochizuki

Shinkyo, Bukkyu daijilen. Vol.3 (Tokyo, 1933), p. 2703.

2. For a general discussion of Obaku calligraphy, see Shcdu zen-

shu, n.s. Vol.22 (Tokyo, 1967), pp. 26-31. Other writings by Mokuan

are reproduced in ibid., pis. 66-67, and in Obaku-san Mampukuji,

Obaku ibcku ite (Kyoto, 1967), pis. 16-22.
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CHILDREN AT PLAY 73.ii_and 73.12

Anonymous, 17th c.

Japan; Edo period

Pair of six-panel miniature screens (hyohu)

Ink, colors and gold on paper

Each H: 40.9 cm. (16-1/8 in.); W: 200 cm. (78-3/4 in.)

Screens as small as these are not unusual, sometimes

being placed around a sleeping area or shown on spe-

cial occasions hke the Festivals of Girls and Boys.^ In

theme the screens allude to the Tsukinami-e, or

"Events of the 12 Months," a traditional painting

subject that illustrates the occupations and festivals

of the year.

The activities process chronologically from the

right side of the right screen (73.11), starting with

the children's games played on New Year's Day. At

the left side of the first screen, the children carry the

mikoshi (portable shrine) for the Aoi Matsuri ("Hol-

lyhock Festival") of the fourth lunar month. The

left screen begins with bathing scenes, probably al-

luding to the misogi (lustration ceremony) of the

sixth month, and ends with a snowball fight to rep-

resent winter's games. Within these seasonal divi-

sions a large number of children frolic in a lavish set-

ting of landscape and buildings, playing ball, flying

kites, spinning tops, competing in archery, practic-

ing calligraphy, stealing fruit from an orchard.

watching adults plant rice, and so forth.

The hvely panorama is seen through a screen of

scallop-edged clouds of gold-leaf whose diagonal ex-

tensions across the composition help separate the dif-

ferent scenes. This stylistic reference to the native

Yamato-e mode is typical of Momoyama screen-

painting, suggesting an early Edo date, perhaps in

the Kanei era (1624-1643), for the Freer miniature

screens. Furthermore, this treatment of the subject is

an offshoot of the genre scenes that became promi-

nent in the late 16th century. Vivid mineral colors

enhance the sumptuous effect of the works, and the

deep blues and greens offer a satisfying contrast to

the masses of gold.

The back of both screens is fully painted with a

different kind of subject. Short horizontal rows of

flowering plants colored in powdery mineral pig-

ments are arranged on a background sparsely orna-

mented with sprinkles of gold. The effect is more

delicate and decorative, in contrast to the anecdotal

character of the scenes on the front surfaces of these

miniature screens.

Published: Nihon Ukiyo-e Kyokai, Nikuhitsu Ukiyo-e ihusahu ten

(Tokyo, 1972), cat. no. 5.

1. Nihon Ukiyo-e Kyokai, Nikuhitsu Ukiyo-e shmaku ten (Tokyo,

1972), cat. no. 5. In this catalogue entry, Narazaki Muneshige states

that each screen has eight panels; however, only six appear in the pho-

tographs. If Narazaki's statement is not an error and there originally

were additional panels on each screen, perhaps they were removed be-

cause of damage. The left-hand screen (73.12) in particular seems to

end somewhat abruptly.
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THEATER SCENES (ZA TSU GEKI) 75.24

/

MiyagawaChoshun, 1683-1753

Japan; Edo period, Ukiyo-e school

Handscroll; ink and colors on silk

H: 33 cm. (13 in.); L: 388.5 cm. (152 in.)

Choshun is noteworthy for being a fine Ukiyo-e art-

ist who did not turn his hand to print-making.' In-

stead, he painted fine genre scenes and numerous rep-

resentations of beautiful women (hijin).^ Born at

Miyagawa in Owari Province, near modern Nagoya,

Choshun worked in Edo (modern Tokyo), the rising

metropoHs that was becoming the center of popular

culture during the Edo period.^ However, because

Choshun's son killed a Kano painter with whom
Choshun had had a bitter quarrel, Choshun was ban-

ished from the city until shortly before he died.''

Choshun probably was most directly influenced

by Hishikawa Moronobu (ca. 1625-1695), the artist

traditionally associated with the rise of Ukiyo-e

print-making. The earlier artist also painted colorful

illustrations of theater scenes,^ an important form of

entertainment in non-aristocratic urban culture. In

the present scroll, Choshun represents various forms

of theatrical entertainment, at the same time paying

close attention to the colorful fashions, postures, and

antics of the spectators.^ It is amusing to note the

presence of more than a few samurai, who were offi-

cially discouraged from frequenting low-class amuse-

ment quarters.

The five scenes of Zatsu >^eki offer a sequence of

glimpses of various amusements. The scroll opens

with a view of the gaily-decorated entrance to a

theater, with a samurai stepping over the high

threshold. Another theater door is depicted in the

second scene. ^ A long middle section reveals a lively

performance in progress, with musicians and

dancers, some of them impersonating women. In the

transitional fourth segment, a crowd gathers to gain

entrance to the elaborate puppet theater portrayed in

the final portion of the scroll.

A technique reminiscent of Yamato-e conven-

tion is the use of reverse perspective, as in the final

scene, where the side walls converge sharply toward

the foreground.^ In the centuries intervening be-

tween the heyday of Yamato-e and the rise of Ukiyo-

e, the old traditions had been kept alive by the Tosa

school, preserving them as a source for fresh inspira-

tion after other painting fashions had lost their

vigor.
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At the end of the Freer scroll, the artist has

written his customary signature,' which reads:

Nihon-e Miyaj^awa Choslmn zu ("Painting by Miya-

gawa Choshun, artist in the Japanese style"). Other

Ukiyo-e artists also drew a distinction between their

work and the more Chinese-inspired paintings of

many contemporaries.'" Choshun's intagHo seal,

Chosliiiri no in, follows the inscription.

1. Suganuma Teizo's monograph, Chifshun no sakuhin ni tsuile,

in Btjutm kenkyn no. 28 (April, 1934), 174-178 and pk.VI-VIII and

XII-XIV, provides a useful survey of Choshun's life and representa-

tive works.

2. The Freer collection has three Choshun paintings of hijin (acc.

nos.98.101, 98.112 and 98.429), and one genre scroll. Festivals of the

Twelve Months (acc. no. 59. 12). All but 98.112 are reproduced in

Harold P. Stern, Ukiyo-e Painting (Washington, 1973), cat. nos. 33-35.

3. Narazaki Muneshige, Masterworks of Ukiyo-e: Early Paintings,

trans, and adapted by Charles A. Pomeroy (Tokyo and Palo Alto,

1967), p. 16.

4. Laurance P. Roberts, A Dictionary of fapanesc Artists (Tokyo

and New York, 1976), p. 17.

5. See, for example, Moronobu's pair of screens in the Boston

Museum of Fine Arts, partially reproduced in Robert T. Paine and

Alexander C. Soper, Art and Architecture oj Japan (2nd ed.; Harmonds-

worth, England, 1974), pl.l09B; and a pair of screens in the Tokyo

National Museum, partially reproduced in Narazaki, op.cit., pi. 47.

6. The Freer painting is closely related to another handscroU of

Theater Scenes by Choshun in the Tokyo National Museum, partially

reproduced in Kokka nos. 52 (1894) and 145 (June, 1902), pl.V. A
comparable scroll portraying the more general Genre Scenes of the Gay

Quarters in the Oda Eisaku Collection is partially reproduced in Nara-

zaki, op.cit., pis. 53-54.

7. The segments may have been remounted in the wrong se-

quence, or perhaps part of the scroll has been lost, because the transi-

tions between scenes are unusually abrupt in places corresponding to

breaks in the silk.

8. Narazaki, op.cit., p.ll.

9. See Suganuma, op.cit., p. 176, for other examples of this signa-

ture.

10. Narazaki, L'p.fif., p. 17.
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AUTUMN GRASSES and

CAMELLIAS 74.35 and 74.36

Suzuki Kiitsu, 1796-1858

Japan; Edo period, 1615-1868; Rimpa school

Pair of two-panel folding screens (hyohn)

Ink, colors, and gold and silver leaf on paper

Each H: 152 cm. (59-7/8 in.); W: 167.6 cm. (66 in.)

The decorative style of Edo-period painting, known

as the Rimpa School, began with the master Tawa-

raya Sotatsu (d. ca.l643) and developed under his

successor Ogata Korin (1658-1716), for whom the

school is named. Suzuki Kiitsu learned the painting

style from Korin's follower Sakai Hoitsu (1761-

1828), becoming the fourth great Rimpa master. His

work is characterized by the use of strong, boldly

painted designs in which the subjects, although

treated abstractly, always retain clear references to

nature.

At first glance these two screens are very differ-

ent from one another, for one features bright colors

on a dazzling gold background, while the other pre-

sents subdued grey tonalities. The Autumn Grasses

screen, rather unusual for Kiitsu' s oeuvre, is painted

in various shades of ink on dark silvered paper that

brightens where the winding stream passes through.

Clumps of grass are arrayed in symmetrical units

that extend even into the water, where they are

much paler in hue. The strict verticality of their

placement is an effective and decorative counter-

thrust to the sinuous curves of the stream.

The composition of Camellias is organized with

a few large masses in contrast to Autumn Grasses,

whose surface is covered, less emphatically, with

many small elements. The white flowers of the

camellia stand out strongly against the brilliant gold

and are complemented by the bright green leaves, on

which modeling is suggested by the tarashikomi tech-

nique of dropping opaque pigment onto wet, trans-

lucent wash. Below, the flat abstract mound of a

green hillock rises up like a screen in front of the

plants, contrasting with their three-dimensionality.

The most plausible reason for the contrast in the

painting of the two screens is that they probably

were once mounted back-to-back.' The more sub-
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dued expression of Autumn Grasses would be appro-

priate for the reverse of an extroverted screen like

Camellias, which is better suited to pubhc display.

Published: Nihon bfLihu'e shusei, Vol.6: Tsuji Nobuo et al., Kaclw-

(Tokyo, 1978), color pi. 117 and p. 104.

Suihcku hijutsu taikei, Vol.10: Yamane Yuzo, Koeisu, Sctaisu,

Kuril, (Tokyo, 1975), pi. 109 and p. 162.

1. Nihoii hyuhu't' simsei. Vol, 6: Tsuji Nobuo el al, Kiichu-ga

(Tokyo, 1978), p. 104.
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BRANCH OF PLUM IN A VASE tga

Tanomura Chikuden, 1777-1835

Japan; Edo period, 1615-1868, Nanga School

Hanging scroll, ink on paper

Dated 1833/1834

H: 31.7 cm. (12-1/2 in.); W: 22.5 cm. (8-7/8 in.)

Painted near the end of Chikuden's life, this small

scroll exemplifies the ultra-Chinese orientation of

certain Nanga school artists in the 19th century. A
simple and harmonious composition to which the

artist's long inscription is integral, the work has the

expressive quality of a Chinese literati painting (weti-

jeti-hua; Jap.: hutijin->^a). Also Chinese is the subject, a

few branches of plum arranged in a container with a

cracked-ice pattern. In his painting, Chikuden has

successfully created various textures with his brush

and ink on the fibrous grey paper. The gnarled old

branch is painted in dark, wet ink that contrasts

with the delicate blossoms, which are defined against

a blank background with pale outlines and dotted

sepals. A charcoal-like line conveys the three-dimen-

sional volume of the vase; the casual manner in

which it is rendered gives a sense of spontaneity

rather than meticulousness.

Chikuden's lengthy inscription, written in

gyosho ("running script"), commemorates the occa-

sion for which he created the work. It was a memen-

to of the six-day visit of a person he refers to as Zen-

master Soshin, an event that occurred during Chiku-

den's stay at the Saisokan lodge in Koriyamamura in

Oita Prefecture. The description of the circumstances

in which a painting was made is another habit of

Chinese wefi-jen painters that was followed by certain

19th-century Nanga artists, some of whom, like

Chikuden, were actually Confucian scholars them-

selves.

Chikuden's most characteristic paintings are

small studies of plants and landscapes in which he

frequently employed pale color-washes to comple-

ment his elegant brushwork. Stylistic allusions to
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Chinese painters of the late 17th century hke Tao-chi

(1641-1717) and Yun Shou-p'ing (1633-1690) per-

vade these works. However, Chikuden also worked

in the brightly colored descriptive manner of Chi-

nese professional painters. While paintings of this

type were disparaged as "vulgar" by Chinese aes-

thetes, they were imitated by Japanese Nanga paint-

ers who did not accept the validity of such an un-

compromising distinction between amateur and pro-

fessional styles.

At the end of the inscription, Chikuden signed

his name Chihudensei Ken and impressed an intaglio

square seal reading Chikuden ho (or jii) i. The date of

the inscription, the first day of the 12th month of

the fourth year of the Tempo era (1833), actually

corresponds to January 10, 1834 in the Western cal-

endar.

Published: Nihori hijulsu kaiga zenshu, Vol.21: Sasaki Kozo,

Mohuhei/Chikuden (Tokyo. 1977), pi. 51.
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LANDSCAPE IN THE STYLE OF
SHEN CHOU 78.10

Nakanishi Koseki, 1807-1884

Japan; Edo-Meiji period

Hanging scroll; ink on paper

H: 47.3 cm. (18-5/8 in.); W: 76.3 cm. (30 in.)

Gift of Charlottesville/Albemarle Foundation for the

Encouragement of the Arts in memory of Harold P. Stern

Nanga painters of the 19th century, having greater

access than their predecessors to genuine Chinese

paintings, especially works of the Ch'ing Orthodox

school (see cat. nos. 34-35), brought about a reorien-

tation of the Nanga school.' In contrast to great in-

dividualist Nanga painters like Yosa Buson (1716-

1783) and Ike no Taiga (1723-1776), who had used

woodblock reproductions of Chinese paintings as

models in the formation of their own styles, some

late Edo-period Nanga painters show far greater

fidelity to Chinese sources (see cat. no. 56). Indeed,

their whole approach to painting as the refined pas-

time of the cultivated gentleman (bunjin) is made as

faithful as possible to the Chinese ideal, given very

different social circumstances.

Little is known of Koseki's life, although he

Hke Chikuden was a native of Kyushu who came to

the Kyoto-Osaka area to paint. ^ According to tradi-

tional accounts, he first learned to paint in the realis-

tic Shijo style from Oda Kaisen (1785-1862) and

then studied Nanga painting on his own. Koseki's

painting style suggests that he was probably affili-

ated with a literary-artistic coterie of people who
could understand and appreciate work in the Chinese

mode. In his own time Koseki was well-known, and

his name was linked to those of two other prominent

artists of the day, Hine Taizan (1813-1869) and

Maeda Chodo (1817-1878).

By his manner of painting and through his in-

scription on this landscape, Koseki places himself in

the great Chinese tradition of literati painting. In

much the same way that his contemporaries on the

continent invoked certain earher masters, Koseki's

inscription discusses the merits of Ni Tsan's (1301-

1374) "archaic blandness" (ku-tan) as compared to

Shen Chou's (1427-1509) vigorous, assertive brush-
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work. Concluding that Ni was hampered by an in-

ability to be carefree and casual, Koseki praises the

broad, expansive spirit that pervades Shen Chou's

work and asserts that his own landscape is painted in

Shen's style.

^

The landscape does indeed show remarkable

fidelity to Shen Chou's motifs and techniques, and

even contains something of his expressive quality.

The resemblance is so close that Koseki must have

seen some work by the master, or a close imitator at

the very least. A typical literati theme is invoked for

the subject of the scroll. Approaching a simple cot-

tage at the foot of a rolling mountain is a scholar in a

boat who sits back while the boatman poles the craft

across a lake. An empty pavilion high on a mountain

ledge brings Ni Tsan to mind and serves also to al-

lude to the beauty of the panorama below. Soft mist

blurs the diagonal view into the far distance at each

side of the main land mass, and sprinklings of spiky

grass and expressive moss-dots impart a rhythmic

quality to the scene. The trees are rendered with

many kinds of lush foliage patterns, using combina-

tions of dark and hght and thick and thin ink-tones.

On this painting, the artist uses the signature

Koseki Hisashi, Koseki being his art-name and Hisa-

shi part of his original name, Nakanishi Hisashi.

Three of his seals appear on the work. In the lower

right-hand corner there is a tall rectangular seal with

the intaglio legend Sekizan-damyu. A pale, relief seal

reading Soashi appears before the inscription. An in-

taglio double-seal impressed over his signature at the

end of the inscription is partially illegible; the lower

half contains the characters Koseki.

1. James Cahill, Scholar Paitilers cf ]apan: The Mif/ijij School (New
York, 1972), p. 116.

2. See biographical details given in Charles H. Mitchell, The II-

hislraled Books of the Natit^a, Maruyarna, Shiju, and Other Related Schools

ofJapan: A Bihlioj^raphy (Los Angeles, 1972), p. 108; and Koseki's en-

try in Shinsen daijinmei jilen, Vol.4 (Tokyo, 1942), p. 551.

3. Another of Koseki's comparatively rare paintings is a winter

landscape after Shen Chou, dated 1864; reproduced in Tokyo Gallery

of London, Japanese Painting Jrom 15th-19lh Century (London, 1976),

cat. no. 68.
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BuNRiN, Winter Landscape
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LANDSCAPES OF
SUMMER AND WINTER 78.1 and 78.2

Shiokawa Bunrin, 1808-1877

Japan; Edo-Meiji period

Pair of six-panel screens (hyohu)

Ink and light color on paper

Dated autumn, 1860

Each H: 159.8 cm. (62-7/8 in.); W: 348.4 cm. (137-1/8 in.)

Another Edo-Meiji artist active in Kyoto is Bunrin, a

painter who is better known for his work in the real-

istic Shijo manner.^ In addition to the Shijo style,

which he learned from Okamoto Toyohiko (1773-

1845), Bunrin also occasionally painted in the Nanga

and even Western (yo'^a) modes.

This pair of screens contrasts a steamy summer

landscape, where rain and a waterfall suggest the

sounds of water, with a silent snowscene in which

only a pair of deer are stirring. Winter Landscape is
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economically rendered with the snow-covered

mountains silhouetted against an ink-darkened sky.

A few dark crevices contour the slopes on which

stand a few trees, their boughs laden with snow de-

picted with small amounts of white pigment. Sum-

mer Landscape, also sparsely painted, displays more

generous foreground scenery. In the shade of several

leafy trees is a humble cottage, the destination of the

man crossing the footbridge. Typical Nanga foliage

patterns in ink and pale washes of cool color suggest

variety among the trees. Distant mountain peaks,

nearly hidden by mist, lend depth to the scene.

Bunrin's signature and seals appear on both

halves of the composition. Summer Landscape bears

the longer of the two inscriptions, providing the

date and place: Man'en kigen hoshin shujitsu saku.

Kyocho. En Biwrin ("Done on an autumn day in the

first year of the Man'en era (i.e. 1860) at the capital

(Kyoto), En Bunrin.") Bunrin's use of just the first

character in his family name, Shiokawa, creates a

Chinese-style name, which usually contains three

characters rather than four. Without kawa, the sliio

character is read en. Winter Landscape is signed simply

Bunrin. A total of five different seals of the artist ap-

pear on the screens, as follows: on Winter Landscape

—Bunrin Shion and Kachiku-sai on Summer Landscape

—Bunrin no in, Shion fu, and Ka hitsuboku naru enka,

("transform brush and ink into smoke and mist.")

The unusual number of seals and the declarative

phraseology of the last-mentioned seal follow con-

temporary Chinese practice.

1. See for example the pair of six-panel screens dated 1875 in the

Nelson Gallery; reproduced in Harold P. Stern, Birds, Bees, Blossoms,

and Bugs (New York, 1976), cat. no. 77,
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CHILDREN AT PLAY 77_i8

Kawanabe Kyosai, 1831-1889

Japan; Edo-Meiji period

Six- panel screen (hyobn)

Ink and colors on paper with gold and silver flecks

H: 126.4 cm. (49-3/4 in.); W: 233 cm. (91-3/4 in.)

Kyosai (later changed to Gyosai) is well-known for

the bizarre sense of humor that pervades many of

his paintings.' Although he is relatively restrained in

this delightful screen, humorous touches are in evi-

dence. The three panels at right show children imi-



tating their heroes; at extreme right the youth with

the fox mask portrays the wonder-boy Kintaro. A
small picture of Kintaro with one of the bears he be-

friended appears on the boy's bib. Another child,

riding a dog and flanked by two attendants, perhaps

represents Momotaro, the "Peach-boy." The tight-

ly-organized scene on the left side of the screen

shows the children's game Kotori ("Kidnap"), in

which the "demon" tries to tag the last child in a

chain formed behind the "parent." While playing,

the children chant "K^-o-toro, kotoro!" ("Let's get a

child, get a child!"). The irregular spacing of the 13

figures creates a dynamic rhythm across the painting.

Born in what is now Chiba Prefecture, Kyosai

moved to Edo while still a young boy and began

studying painting under Utagawa Kuniyoshi (1797-

1861), an Ukiyo-e master. A popular story about the

gifted youth relates how he made sketches during a

great fire in 1846 instead of helping his family evacu-

ate the house. ^ Kyosai mastered many types of paint-

ing besides Ukiyo-e, including Kano, Maruyama,

Nanga, and Western (yoj^a) styles. He also produced

several illustrated books and was famous as a print-

maker. His work was exhibited at the Vienna Inter-

national Exposition in 1873 and at the Paris Interna-

tional Exposition in 1883.

This screen is painted in gay mineral colors, in-

cluding red, green, white, blue, orange, and black.

The figures are emphasized by the empty back-

ground, which is liberally sprinkled with flakes of

gold and darkened silver. Kyosai reveals his Ukiyo-e

training in the attention he devotes to decorative de-

tails like the ornamental patterns on the children's

clothing and the objects with which they are play-

ing. Along the lower left edge of the painting he has

placed an inconspicuous signature, Seisei Kyosai

Donki zu ("Painted by Kyosai, the Stupid Demon of

the Seisei Studio"), which makes a pun between one

of his nicknames and the subject of the screen. His

gourd-shaped seal reads Seisei.

1. For a vivid first-hand account of KyOsai's life and work writ-

ten by Josiah Condor, the Enghsh painter who became Kyosai's

pupil, see Paintings and Studies by Kawanabe Kyi^sai (Tokyo, 1911). A
biography in Japanese appears in Sawada Akira, Nihon gaka jiten (repr.

ed.; Kyoto, 1974), pp. 108-109.

2. Mounted as a handscroll, the dramatic sketches are reproduced

and discussed by Kichizawa Tadashi in his study of Kyosai in Kokha

no.876 (March, 1965), 28-35.

60. Caricature ofGama-semin
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CARICATURE OF GAMA-SENNIN 75.14

Style of Hokusai, 1760-1849

Japan; late Edo period, 19th c.

Page from an album of 42 sketches; ink and colors on paper

H: 28.3 cm. (11-1/4 in.); W: 39 cm. (15-3/8 in.)

Included in an album of miscellaneous colored draw-

ings is this irreverant representation of the "Toad

Immortal" Gama-sennin (Chin.: Hsia-ma), one of

the Eight Immortals.' In painting, these folk deities

are often portrayed with unkempt hair, bare feet,

and garments of leaves. Gama-sennin is usually ac-

companied by a three-toed toad that perches on his

shoulder, but here, in an ironic twist, his warty

friend is strung up like a puppet.

This kind of humorous treatment, heavy-hand-

ed at times, grotesque or even cruel, was popular in

19th-century Ukiyo-e painting. The album is pro-

bably the work of a close follower of Hokusai, per-

haps his student Katsushika Taito (fl. 1810-1853).

^

While the subjects, compositional structure, and

painting techniques closely resemble Hokusai's style,

the quality of the line-drawing falls short of the ex-

pressive vigor characteristic of the master's work.^

The album includes a variety of themes— illus-

trations of folk-tales, genre subjects, paintings of

plants and animals, and landscapes. Mounted ac-

cordion-style, the sketches progress from relatively

mild subjects to the increasingly macabre, although



even near the end of the sequence innocuous scenes

are interspersed to vary the mood. Many of the indi-

vidual compositions appear to be based directly on

paintings or sketches by Hokusai/ No signatures or

seals appear on the album.

1. For further information on Gama-sennin, see Henri L. Joly,

Legend inJapanese An (London, 1908), p. 81.

2. For a discussion of Taito's relationship with Hokusai, see J.

Hillier, Hokusai (London, 1955), pp. 123-124.

3. Compare with the numerous examples of Hokusai's work al-

ready in the Freer collection, reproduced in Hokusai: Paintings and

Drawings in the Freer Gallery of Art (rev. ed.; Washington, 1965) and

in Harold P. Stern, Ukiyo-e Painting (Washington, 1973), cat. nos.

83-114.

4. See especially the Freer handscroll acc. no. 02. 42, partially re-

produced in Stern, op.cit., cat. no. 97; and Hokusai's Manga ("Sketch-

es").
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JAPANESE WOODBLOCK PRINTS

a. BEAUTIES OF THE YOSHIWARA:
YAMASHIROYA MATSUKAZE 74^6

b. BEAUTIES OF THE YOSHIWARA:
AYASATO 74.48

Suzuki Harunobu, 1724-1770

Japan; Edo period, ca.l770

Ink and colors on paper

H: 21.3 cm. (8-3/8 in.); W: 14.5 cm. (5-11/16 in.)

Gifts of the Family of Eugene and Agnes E. Meyer

Harunobu flourished during the most important

transition in the history of Japanese v^oodblock

printing—the shift to full-color printing with mul-

tiple registered blocks (nishiki-e). A masterpiece of

color-woodblock printing, the five-volume Yoshi-

wara hijin awase ("Beauties of the Yoshiwara")' was

published in 1770, five years after the process was

perfected. Attributed to Harunobu by its preface,

the book portrays individual courtesans from the

Yoshiwara entertainment district of Edo (modern

Tokyo). A whole page is devoted to each beauty,

who is shown engaging in a cultivated activity, such

as playing the sarnisen (three-stringed instrument),

practicing calligraphy, or admiring a floral arrange-

ment.

61a. Harunobu, Yamashiroya Matsukaze

61b. Harunobu, Ayasato



The two prints exhibited here appear to have

been separated from this celebrated woodblock

book. In one print Yamashiroya Matsukaze dips

water with a bamboo ladle from the steaming iron

kettle to prepare tea. Other tea-ceremony utensils

are arranged near the charcoal brazier. The other

print shows Ayasato wearing a kimono with a bold

peacock-feather motif and smoking tobacco in a

pipe. Each courtesan is identified by name and her

portrait inscribed with a brief poem in cursive cal-

ligraphy.

Virtually identical to the corresponding pages

in the 1770-dated book in dimensions, composition,

and coloring, these prints have been trimmed suffi-

ciently to remove black-printed borders and page

numbers. The signature Harunohu ga ("design by

Harunobu") appearing on both prints is the only

feature that is inconsistent with the illustrations in

the Yoshiwara bijiti awase, as none of the latter are

signed. Two other prints in the Freer Collection^

probably from the same set show signatures so simi-

lar that they all may have been added by printing

from a single block after the illustrations were sepa-

rated from the book, perhaps to enhance their value.

The excellent preservation of the colors on these

prints further suggests that they were formerly part

of a book, as they would thus have been better pro-

tected from light than single-sheet prints.

1. This book is discussed in J. Hillier, Suzuki Hanmohu (Phila-

delphia, 1970), pp.233-234.

2. Acc. nos. 74.47 and 74.49. A third print, acc. no. 74A5,

shows a variant signature, Suzuki Harunobu ga.

c. KABUKI ACTORS NAKAMURA
TOMIJURO AND NAKAMURA
NOSHIO 74.38

Ippitsusai Buncho, fl. 1765-1792

Japan; Edo period, late 18th c.

Ink and colors on paper

H: 31.6 cm. (12-1/2 in.); W: 14.6 cm. (5-3/4 in.)

Gift of the Family of Eugene, and Agnes E. Meyer

The famous Kabuki actor Nakamura Tomijuro I

(1719-1786) is shown in the foreground holding a

banner with a painting of a horse. Nakamura Noshio

(1752-1777), who married into Tomijuro's family

61c. BwchO, Kahuki Actors

and was adopted by the elder actor in 1768, stands

behind him holding a headdress and overgarment.

Both actors are wearing feminine attire marked with

the Nakamura mon (circular family crest), and

Noshio is distinguished by the character no which

appears on his right sleeve. In the Kabuki theater of

the Edo period, it was customary for all roles to be

played by male actors.

Buncho's prints, published soon after the per-

fection of the color-printing process in 1765, gener-

ally show a limited but effective color scheme. His

designs characteristically feature an interaction be-

tween the severe, straight lines of the setting and the

gracefully curving, stylized poses of the figures. The

narrow format (hoso-e) frequently employed by
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Buncho accentuates their delicate, rather elongated

proportions. The somewhat introspective, even

slightly melancholy expression of his subjects is most

unusual for Ukiyo-e prints of Buncho' s time,' re-

vealing his personal approach to print design. The

artist's signature Ippitsiisai Buncho ga ("design by Ip-

pitsusai Buncho") and an accompanying seal appear

on the left side of the print.

1. Muneshige Narazaki, The Japanese Print: Its Evolution and Es-

sence, trans, and adapted by C.H. Mitchell (Tokyo, 1966), p. 100.

d. FASHIONABLE REPRESENTATIONS OF
THE SIX POETIC IMMORTALS: FUNYA
NO YASUHIDE 74A0

Hosoda Eishi, 1756-1829

Japan; Edo period

Ink and colors on paper

H: 35.6 cm. (14 in.); W: 24.6 cm. (9-11/16 in.)

Gift of the Family of Eugene and Agnes E. Meyer

A painter and print-designer of noble birth, Hosoda

Eishi specialized in the theme of bijin, or beauties.

Coming from a more aristocratic background than

most other Ukiyo-e artists, Eishi portrayed a more

elegant and refined type of beauty in his hijin-ga than

contemporaries more familiar with the courtesans of

the entertainment district. Eishi's tall and graceful

beauties have a dignified presence comparable to hijiti

portrayed by Utamaro (1754-1806). This print, typi-

cal of Eishi's finest work in the medium, displays

vibrant use of colors: red, orange, and violet on a

yellow ground. The flowing lines reflect Eishi's

original training as a professional painter.

This portrait of a solitary beauty comes from

Eishi's famous series "Fashionable Representations

of the Six Poetic Immortals" (Furyu yatsushi rokka-

sen). According to the cartouche in the upper-right,

the print refers to Funya (Bunya) no Yasuhide, a

Heian-period poet. There follows a transcription of

one of his poems, which may be rendered:

Because it blows, withering the autumn

grasses.

We say the mountain wind is harsh.'

61e. HoKUSAi, Evening Bell of Yazaemon
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61f. HiROSHiGE, Boats Returning to Yabase

The courtier's hat held by the beauty in the print is

the only visual reference to Funya, for Ukiyo-e art-

ists often transformed classical literary themes by il-

lustrating them in contemporary terms. The true

subject of this print is the beautiful woman dressed

in a sumptuous kimono.

1. Fuku kara ni

aki no kusaki no

shiomreha

muhe yamahaze wo

arashi to iuratnu

The poem appears in the 905-dated anthology Kokimvakuslm, V:249.

e. EIGHT VIEWS OF CONTEMPORARY
DANDIES: EVENING BELL OF
YAZAEMON 74,73

Katsushika Hokusai, 1760-1848

Japan; Edo period, ca.l785

Ink and colors on paper

H: 21.9 cm. (8-5/8 in.); W: 16.1 cm. (6-3/8 in.)

Gift of the Family of Eugene and Agnes E. Meyer

A rare example of the early work of Hokusai, this

print is part of a series of eight pubhshed in medium-

sized format (chuhati) during the Tenmei era (1781-

1789). In his signature, Shnnrd-ga ("design by Shun-

ro"), Hokusai uses the sobriquet conferred on him

by Katsukawa Shunsho (1726-1792), with whom he

studied from about 1777 to about 1785. The styhstic

influence of Shunsho, a specialist in actor prints, is

apparent in the simple but dramatic composition of

this scene.

The illustration of sequences of "eight views"

of various types was very popular during the Edo

period. Originating with the Chinese "Eight Views

of the Hsiao and Hsiang Rivers," the theme was

first adapted to the depiction of a series of Japanese

landscapes in parallel fashion, such as the Omi hakkei

("Eight Views of Omi;" see cat. no.61f). For exam-

ple, in "Eight Views of Contemporary Dandies"

(Furyu otokodate hakkei), the subtitle of this particular

print alludes to one of the views in the original

Hsiao-Hsiang series, "Evening Bell of a Distant Tem-

ple," but substitutes a man's name, Yazaemon. The

reference acquires ironic nuances when applied to

this illustration of a casually-attired man dallying



with a reclining courtesan.

Seals of the publisher, Eijudo, appear on the left

and lower edges of the print.

f. EIGHT VIEWS OF OMI: BOATS
RETURNING TO YABASE 74.54

Ando Hiroshige, 1797-1858

Japan; Edo period, ca.l834

Ink and colors on paper

H: 22.3 cm. (8-3/4 in.); W: 34.6 cm. (13-5/8 in.)

Gift of the Family of Eugene and Agnes E. Meyer

This print comes from a series of eight depicting

landscape scenes around Omi, an ancient name for

the region around Lake Biwa near Kyoto. Based on

the Chinese landscape series "Eight Views of the

Hsiao and Hsiang Rivers" (Hsiao Hsiang pa-ching;

Jap.: Sho Slid hahhei), the "Eight Views of Omi"
(Omi hakkei) may first have been formulated as the

subject of a series of poems by Konoe Masaie (1444-

1505). Eight specific sites on Lake Biwa, with scen-

ery of mountains and broad expanses of water remi-

niscent of the Chinese landscapes, were chosen to

represent each of the more generalized Chinese

themes and eventually formed a standard series. The

subject of this print, "Boats Returning to Yabase,"

corresponds to "Boats Returning to a Distant

Shore" in the Hsiao-Hsiarig set.

The Omi hakkei series was designed by Hiro-

shige in the mid-1830's, immediately after the pub-

lication of his first great series "53 Stations on the

Tokaido" in 1833-1834. The Omi hakkei set demon-

strates the successful technical collaboration between

the artist and publisher in producing color combina-

tions and graded tonalities almost as subtle as those

of painting. Gradations of color apphed with the

printing block are especially visible in the mountains

and water along the distant horizon. In the fore-

ground areas, the effect of painting is simulated by

carefully superimposing the printings from several

blocks. Hiroshige's signature along the lower left

edge of the print is followed by the publisher's seal,

Eikyudo-han ("printed by Eikyudo").

A.Y.

62. JDmonjar

62

JAR 74^

Japan; Jomon period, ca. 3000-2500 B.C.

Pottery; earthenware

H: 50.2 cm. (19-3/4 in.); Mouth D: 31.7 cm. (12-1/2 in.)

Throughout Japan are abundant remains of Jomon

("cord-marked") pottery, the principal artifacts of a

Neolithic culture of exceptionally long duration.

The Jomon culture belonged to a people who sub-

sisted primarily by hunting and fishing, later supple-

mented by rudimentary agriculture. A growing

body of evidence based on radiocarbon and thermo-

luminescence tests tends to support dates of approxi-

mately 10,000 B.C. for the earliest Jomon sites.

Despite different interpretations of the extreme-

ly early dates indicated by tests of materials from the

earliest Jomon sites, scholars generally agree on the

subdivision ofJomon pottery into five periods of de-

velopment. These are designated EarHest, Early,

Middle, Late, and Latest.* While pottery produced

84



during each of these periods shares certain technical

and styHstic characteristics, nonetheless, variations in

style and physical composition are present due to

geographic origin. Jomon pottery vessels were used

for storage or cooking rather than for funerary pur-

poses.

The Freer jar belongs to the Middle Jomon peri-

od and shows the typical rounded base, in contrast

to the pointed bases of the Early Jomon period. The

tall container was formed by typical methods of

hand-building, including coiling. Fired in the open

at a low temperature between 400-600° C, the body

shows an uneven color. Because of the relatively low

firing temperatures and coarse clay bodies, Jomon

vessels tend to be fragile. The Freer jar, Hke most

Jomon pottery, shows much evidence of repair.

The Jomon culture derives its name from the

distinctive cord markings found on its pottery, espe-

cially on early examples. The Freer jar is decorated

with bands of clay applied to the surface and ar-

ranged in curvilinear patterns. The raised area is reg-

ularly notched with a sharp instrument, creating

lines that in some places form a herring-bone design.

Geometric-shaped areas on the body of the vessel are

also outlined with incised lines and filled with paral-

lel strokes. The rim is decorated with three applied

bands of clay, terminating in a single high-relief or-

nament that probably represents a stylized snake.

This tall jar, with its sophisticated and somewhat re-

strained decoration, most resembles examples exca-

vated from the Tonai site in Nagano Prefecture.^

Published: Kodansha, Ltd., Oriental Ceramics: The WcrU's Great-

est Collections. Vol.10: Freer Gallery ofArt (Tokyo, 1975), color pi. 42.

1. Soume ]enym, Japanese Pottery (New York and Washington,

1971), p. 25.

2. Comparable examples excavated from the Tonai site in Na-

gano Prefecture are reproduced in Yamanouchi Kiyo, Nihori ^enshi

bijuisu Vol.1 (Tokyo, 1964), pis. 120 and 121. Although the informa-

tion supplied by the vendor identified the jar's place of origin as To-

gariishi, a nearby site, the similarity to Tonai vessels suggests that it is

more likely to have been found in the latter area.

63. Sue JAR

63

JAR 76_2_

Japan; late Kofun period, 5th-6th c.

Pottery; Sue ware

H: 52.7 cm. (20-3/4 in.); Body D: 46.4 cm. (18-1/4 in.)

The techniques used for making Sue ware (Suehi),

which were introduced to Japan from Korea in the

fifth century A.D., caused a great improvement in

the quality of Japanese ceramics. The most signifi-

cant technological change was the use of the ana-

qama, or semi-subterranean, sloping tunnel-kiln,

which could produce the temperatures over 1200° C.

needed to fire vessels to stoneware hardness. New
techniques for shaping vessels included the beating of

a hand-built body between paddles to smooth and

tighten the walls and the use of the potter's wheel.

The somewhat irregularly-shaped body of the

Freer' s unusually large jar was built by hand from

coils of clay, beaten smooth by paddles simultane-

ously applied to the interior and exterior surfaces.

All over the vessel striations and traces of the mesh



pattern from the paddles are still visible. The neck

and mouth were probably finished on a slowly turn-

ing potter's wheel. A natural ash glaze of translucent

greenish color has formed on the shoulders of the jar,

as well as on the bottom of the interior, where par-

ticles of fuel ash fell on the vessel during firing. A
thinner, translucent kiln gloss is visible on the lower

parts of the exterior surface, except on three roughly

circular areas near the rounded base. These marks

were probably left by the ring-shaped kiln supports.

A fourth support apparently slipped away during fir-

ing, causing the jar to sag against another. A large

sherd from the neighboring vessel remains glazed to

the side of this jar as evidence of the mishap.

Round-bottomed Sue jars of this type appear to

have been made from the fifth through seventh cen-

turies.' The proportions of this jar, especially the

ratio of height to width, and the pattern of textures

produced by tools on the exterior favor a relatively

early date.^

1. Compare with another large jar reproduced in Koyama Fujio,

Nihon loji no dentc (Tokyo, 1967), color pi. 4.

2. For comparable examples of fifth-century impressed patterns,

see Toji taihei Vol.4: Tanabe Shiyozo, Sue (Tokyo, 1975), p. 98, fig.

25. Plate 90 shows the upper part of an apparently similar jar, also of

large dimensions, that was excavated in Okayama prefecture and now
belongs to the Kurashiki Museum. It has been dated to the seventh

century. An unverified handwritten document that accompanied the

Freer jar at the time of accession states that it was excavated in Kana-

zawa City on the Sea of Japan and was formerly in the collection of

Yasunari Kawabata (1899-1972), the 1968 Nobel laureate in literature.

64

HIGH-FOOTED JAR
WITH COVER 75_n

Japan; 6th c.

Pottery; Sue ware

H: 27.5 cm. (10-7/8 in.); Body D: 23.5 cm. (9-1/2 in.)

Because the process for making Sue ware was both

introduced and initially practiced by Korean potters

who had come to Japan, it is sometimes difficult to

discern whether a given piece is Japanese or Korean.

This lidded jar attached to a high, perforated pedestal

is just such a vessel, for it exhibits some characteris-

64. HIGH-FOOTED SuE JAR WITH COVER

tics associated with both countries. Precisely shaped

on the wheel, its thin-walled and light-weight body

is made of refined grey clay fired to stoneware hard-

ness. Although the shape of the body above the foot

is appropriate for the Nara period,' the pedestal with

its rolled rim and squarish holes is characteristic of

Korean Old Silla ware of the fifth and sixth centur-

ies^ and Japanese Sue ware of the contemporaneous

Kofun period.^ The two horizontal rows of perfora-

tions are arranged so that the holes are staggered ver-

tically. The boundary between the two rows is em-

phasized by the welts of clay left there. Both charac-

teristics favor a Korean origin for the vessel,'' but the

color of the clay and glaze argues for Japan.

The upper parts of the vessel body are sprinkled

with natural ash glaze that is pale greenish-grey and

shows a tendency to flake. The interior of the domed

cover also exhibits traces of this glaze, suggesting

that it was fired upside down. The cover does not fit

the body exactly, as one might expect if the two



parts were fired separately. The foot is luted onto the

rounded bottom of the container, reminiscent of its

origin as an independent stand. Apart from various

chips on the vessel, the piece is in excellent condi-

tion. Containers of this type, which have a religious

significance, are thought to have been used for funer-

ary offerings of food.

1. Compare with a lidded jar from the Shosoin collection, repro-

duced in Soame Jenyns,_/(3^ij««f Pottery (New York and Washington,

1971), pi, 8b.

2. Compare with the stand of an Old Silla cup excavated from

Tomb no. 116, Kyodong, Ch'angnyong-gun, Kyongsang, Namdo,

now in the collection of the National Museum of Korea in Seoul; re-

produced in Chewon Kim and Won-ying Kim, The Arts of Korea

(London, 1966), pi. 9.

3. See, for example, the footed bowl with a cover surmounted

by a bird, in the collection of Nagoya University; reproduced in Seat-

tle Art Museum, Ceramic Art ofJapan (Seattle, 1972), cat. no. 9. Per-

haps the most closely comparable piece is a sixth-century vessel exca-

vated from a site in Wakayama prefecture; reproduced in Toji taikei

Vol.4: Tanabe Shiyozo, Sue (Tokyo, 1975), pi. 46.

4. An almost identical covered jar was excavated from the Tomb
of a Couple, at Yangsan near Kyongju; reproduced in Won-ying

Kim, Studies on Silla Pottery (Seoul, 1960), pi. 20/2.

65. Sue JAR
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JAR 70.4

Japan; late Nara-early Heian period, late 8th-9th c.

Pottery; Sue ware

H: 20 cm. (7-7/8 in.); Body D: 24 cm. (9-1/2 in.)

Sue ware (Suehi) remained the only stoneware pro-

duced in Japan until the Kamakura period (1185-

1333), when the Seto kilns began to manufacture

glazed stoneware. Sue ware was used primarily by

the Japanese aristocracy, while the common people

used less durable earthenware vessels. The forms of

Sue jars gradually diverged from the Korean proto-

types which had prevailed in the fifth and sixth cen-

turies. By the Nara period (710-784), Chinese ceram-

ics of the T'ang dynasty (618-907) had begun to in-

fluence the shapes of Japanese vessels like this grace-

ful globular jar, which tapers toward a flaring foot.

The high, broad shoulder of the jar is liberally

doused with a natural ash glaze of greenish tone, the

accidental, though desirable result of fuel particles

settling on it in the kiln. The body of the jar, coarser

and darker in color than those of early Sue ware, is

considerably heavier than the covered jar with the

perforated foot (cat. no. 64).

Sue ware jars of the same shape as the Freer

piece has been assigned dates ranging from the eighth

century into the middle of the Heian period (794-

1185).^ Evidently the form is one that developed in

the late Nara period and persisted for several decades.

Published: The Freer Gallery of Art. Vol.2: Japan (Tokyo, 1972),

cat. no. 119.

Kodansha, Ltd., Oriental Ceramics: The World's Greatest Collec-

tions, Vol.10: Freer Gallery ofArt (Tokyo, 1975), color pi. 43.

1. The Tokyo National Museum catalogue Nihon toji hen (To-

kyo, 1966) reproduces four archaeologically-recovered jars in this

shape: cat. no. 14, from Nara, Nara period; cat. no. 17, from Fuku-

shima, Nara period; cat. no. 18, from Okayama, Heian period; and

cat. no. 19, from Osaka, Heian period. Collections with unprove-

nanced but closely comparable jars, all called Heian, include the fol-

lowing: Matsunaga Memorial Hall, reproduced in Mikami Tsugio,

The Art ofJapanese Ceramics, trans, by Ann Herring (New York and

Tokyo, 1972), pl.l20; Yale University Art Gallery (acc. no. 1971.24),

reproduced in Archives ofAsian Art, Vol.26 (1972-1973), p. 95, fig.53;

and Suntory Museum of Art, reproduced in Seattle Museum of Art,

Ceramic An ofJapan (Seattle, 1972), cat. no. 14.



66. Yellow Seto bowl
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BOWL 73^

Japan; Momoyama period, late 16th c.

Pottery; Yellow Seto (Ki-Seto) ware

H: 5.5 cm. (2-3/16 in.)'; D: 16.2 cm. (6-3/8 in.)

This small bowl was made for use in the kaisckt, or

formal meal preceding the tea ceremony. It is an ex-

ample of the highly-prized Yellow Seto ware with

abura-age, or "fried bean-curd" glaze, named for the

texture resulting from slight under-firing. The fine-

ly-crackled glaze, granular in texture and slightly

lardy in sheen, is of a buff-yellow color accented by

patches of added iron-oxide brown and copper-sul-

fate green. The center of the bowl is incised with a

freely-executed floral design, complemented by an-

other on the straight outer wall. Straight-sided and

precisely turned on the wheel, the bowl has a promi-

nent incised line just below the rim. The recessed

base is slightly convex, with a conical shape resulting

from the trimming process.' The juncture between

the side and base of the bowl is beveled. These fea-

tures are characteristic of Yellow Seto food bowls.

^

Manufactured chiefly at the Okaya kilns in

modern Gifu Prefecture, Yellow Seto ware was one

of the many fine new types of tea-ceremony ceramics

produced during the Momoyama period in the Mino

region, to which skilled potters from Seto near Na-

goya had fled to escape civil wars of the late 16th

century. The Seto potters had produced Japan's first

deliberately-glazed stoneware, designated Old Seto

ware, since the Kamakura period (1185-1333). The

application of advanced shaping, glazing and firing

techniques to new materials resulted in the creation

of some of Japan's finest tea-ceremony ceramics, in-

cluding Yellow Seto, Shino, and Oribe wares. Al-

though modern excavations have verified that all

these wares were produced in the Mino region, con-

temporary documents indicate that people thought

some were made in Seto. The persistence of this view

is reflected in the name Yellow Seto.

In quality, this bowl surpasses an example of

Yellow Seto ware acquired by Charles Lang Freer in

1905.3

Published: Agency for Cultural Affairs, Art Treasures from Japan

(Tokyo, 1969), cat. no. 83.

Kodansha, Ltd., Oriental Ceramics: The World's Greatest Collec-

tions, Vol.10: Freer Gallery ofArt (Tokyo, 1975), monochrome pi. 138.

Ryoichi Fujioka, Tea Ceremony Utensils, trans, by Louise A. Cort

(New York and Tokyo, 1973), pi. 169.

Kunsthaus Zurich, Kunstschlitze ausjapan (Zurich, 1969), pi. 83.

1. The treatment of foot and base is very similar to that on a Yel-

low Seto tea-bowl reproduced in Toji taihei, Vol.11: Arakawa Toyo-

zo, Shino, Ki-Seto, Setoguro (Tokyo, 1972), pis. 108- 109.

2. Compare with a tea-bowl reproduced in ihid., pis. 20-21, and

with a similar, although smaller, dish in the Goto Art Museum, re-

produced in Mino Koyaki Kenkyukai, Mino no koto (Tokyo, 1976),

color pi. 5.

3. Acc. no. 05. 219.

67

DISH 70J1

Japan; Momoyama period, 1573-1615

Pottery; Shino ware

H: 8.3 cm. (3-1/4 in.); D: 29.8 cm. (11-3/4 in.)

The various types of Shino ware were made at the

Mino kilns, which had been established in the late

16th century (see cat. no. 66). Evidence from excava-

tions of the Mino kiln sites indicates that Shino ware

was being made by the 1570's, continuing into the

early 17th century. Shino pottery is characterized by

a white body and a milky, semi-translucent, felds-



67. Shino dish

pathic glaze. The warmth and texture of the glaze,

which made Shino ware appeahng for tea-ceremony

use, developed from long, slow firing in the uneven

atmosphere created by the ariagama (semi-subterrane-

an tunnel kiln). Also characteristic of Shino ware is

a wide variety of unusual, often irregular, shapes not

found in the Yellow Seto repertoire.

Painted Shino, of which the Freer dish is a fine

example, was the first Japanese ware to feature deco-

ration painted with a brush. Quickly and energetic-

ally rendered, the designs were sketched in iron slip,

and then the thick, feldspathic glaze was applied.

The dominant motif on the Freer dish is a clump of

bamboo and millet, and a schematic fence appears to

the left of the plants. Where the iron has risen

through the glaze and oxidized, it shows a brown or

black color, in contrast to the bluish-grey hue where

it is entirely covered by glaze. Here, the black spots

coincide with the heads of the millet stalks, suggest-

ing that the effect was deliberate. Inside the deep,

crimped sides of the bowl are four large areas of leaf-

and-festoon patterns, divided from one another by

parallel lines.

The dish rests on four applied feet made from

small loops of clay. The underside of the feet and an

irregular patch on the base are left unglazed. Very

pitted and uneven, the thick, greyish glaze deter-

mines the visual and tactile quality of the bowl. The

thickness of the glaze is revealed in its cracks around

the bottom of the piece as well as in the welts on the

underside formed by successive layers. Large Shino

dishes with iron-slip designs painted under a very

thickly applied glaze are relatively uncommon. A
few dishes similar in shape, size, color and decora-

tive treatment have been found at the Motoyashiki

kilns in Kujiri,' where Oribe wares were also fired

during the early 17th century.

Published: Kodansha, Ltd., Oriental Ceramics: The World's Great-

est Collections, Vol.10: Freer Gallery oj Art (Tokyo, 1975), mono-

chrome pi. 144.

1. Compare with the dish reproduced in Toji taikei Vol.11: Ara-

kawa Toyozo, Shino, Ki-Seto, Setoguro (Tokyo, 1972), pi. 98; also

sherds found at Motoyashiki, reproduced in Mino Koyaki Kenkyiakai,

Mino no koto (Tokyo, 1976), p. 53, color pis. 41 and 52. An unprove-

nanced but very similar dish is reproduced in Ryoichi Fujioka, Shino

and Orihe Ceramics, trans, by Samuel C. Morse (Tokyo, New York,

and San Francisco, 1977), pi. 74. Others belong to the Asian Art Mu-
seum of San Francisco (acc. no.B66P37), reproduced in A Decade oj

Collecting (San Francisco, 1976), p. 103; and to the Matsuoka Muse-

um, reproduced in Matsuoka Bijutsukan, Kaikan kinen meihin zuroku

(Tokyo, 1975), monochrome pi. 117.

68

LOBED DISH 73.6

Japan; Momoyama period, 1573-1615

Pottery; Oribe ware

H: 8.3 cm. (3-1/4 in.); D: 37 cm. (14-5/8 in.)

New firing techniques entering Japan from Korea by

way of Kyushu contributed to the creation of a new

kind of ware at the Mino kilns in the early years of

the 17th century. After Hideyoshi (1536-1598) in-

vaded Korea in the 1590's, his followers brought

back to Japan a number of potters. They introduced

the fuel-efficient, multi-chambered climbing kiln

(nohori-^ama), in which pottery could be fired rapidly

to a high temperature. The kiln design is traditional-

ly said to have been pioneered in the Mino area by

Kato Kagenobu, who brought it from the Karatsu

kilns of northern Kyushu.

Even more than Shino ware, Oribe displays in-

ventive vessel shapes and bold decorative patterns.

The Freer dish shows the characteristic splash of cop-



68. Oribe lobed dish

per-sulfate glaze that turns sea-green when fired in

an oxygen atmosphere. After putting on a few well-

planned splashes of green, potters often painted the

rest of the vessel body with designs in iron wash and

covered it with a clear glaze. The result is a decora-

tive effect in which semi-naturalistic sketched motifs

are combined with abstract shapes of color. Asso-

ciated with the taste of the tea-master Furuta Oribe

(1544-1615), Oribe ware actually continued to be

produced after his death and, in fact, was not named

after him until the end of the century.

The Freer plate is decorated with painted motifs

of bamboo, bamboo shoots, and five-petaled blos-

soms inside a hexagonal "tortoise-shell" pattern.

There are three evenly spaced areas of green glaze

whose high gloss contrasts effectively with the matte

surface of the finely-crackled and slightly pitted clear

glaze. A floral scroll meanders around the inside of

the rim, bounded by parallel lines. Unusually large

in size, the dish was thrown on the wheel and its rim

pushed in to make the indented lobes. More eccen-

trically shaped Oribe pieces tend to be hand-built.

On the outside of the plate, the glaze forms a

swag contour where it stops short of the thick,

square-cut foot. Spur marks are visible inside the

dish, and four old repairs made with gold lacquer ap-

pear on the rim.

Published: Nihon no loji, Vol.4: Hayashiya Seizo, Oribe (Tokyo,

1974), pi. 174.

Osaka Municipal Art Museum, Tokugawa Art Museum, and

Nezu Art Museum, Mino koio (Tokyo, 1972), pi. 70.

Nihon no bijuisu no.51: Fujioka Ryoichi, Shino to Orihe (Shibundo

series; August 15, 1970), pi. 19.

Kodansha, Ltd., Oriental Ceramics: The IVorld's Greatest Collec-

tions, Vol.10: Freer Gallery of Art (Tokyo, 1975), monochrome pi. 147.

Ryoichi Fujioka, Shino and Oribe Ceramics trans, by Samuel C.

Morse (Tokyo, New York and San Francisco, 1977), pi. 103.

Toji taikei, Vol.12: Fujioka Ryoichi, Oribe (Tokyo, 1978), pi. 79.

69

DISH 75.8

Japan; Edo period, late 17th - early 18th c.

Porcelain; Arita ware

H: 5.4 cm. (2-1/8 in.); D: 30.7 cm. (12-1/8 in.)

The Japanese began making porcelain several cen-

turies after the Chinese discovered the process, and

it was only after an immigrant Korean potter named

Li Sam-p'yong (Jap.: Ri Sampei) found kaoHn de-

posits at Izumiyama near the town of Arita that the

industry was established. In its earliest phase, Japa-

nese blue-and-white ware imitated contemporary

Korean shapes and decor. Imported Chinese blue-

69. Arita dish



and-white dishes of the late Ming period (1368-1644)

soon replaced Korean porcelain as the favored model.

By the middle of the 17th century, some Arita por-

celain destined for export to Europe also reproduced

Dutch shapes and motifs. When the Ming dynasty

fell and the supply of Chinese porcelain to the Euro-

pean market was cut off, Japan was able to dominate

the porcelain trade for several decades beginning in

the 1650's.

Arita blue-and-white porcelain, which was

shipped out from the port of Imari a few miles away,

shows a great range in quality of clay and glaze. This

shallow bowl is one of the more carefully made ex-

amples, showing good control over the color and

thickness of the cobalt underglaze pigment and over

the minutely pitted glaze itself. The main decorative

theme, appearing in the cavetto, is that of the "three

friends of winter"—plum, bamboo and pine—in a

landscape setting. Another distinctly Chinese motif

is the narrow band of stylized waves. Isolated in the

center of the dish is a symmetrically organized

wreath of full blossoms alternating with leaf clusters.

The outside of the plate bears a loosely-spiraled floral

scroll, also derived from Chinese prototypes. All

these designs are confidently executed, drawn in firm

blue outhnes and filled with paler blue washes of the

cobalt-oxide pigment.

As is often true of Japanese blue-and-white, this

dish has a Chinese reign-mark written on its wide,

glazed base. Its legend, Ta Min^ Ch'eu^-hua nieti chili

(Jap.: Dai Miti Seika nen sei), refers to the Ch'eng-hua

era (1465-1487) of the Ming dynasty. While the

shape of the dish has elements in common with 15th-

century Chinese blue-and-white, the treatment of

the landscape and floral motifs is typical of 17th-cen-

tury export ware. Another indication that the dish is

Japanese is the way a single blue circle is drawn

widely around the reign mark. A Chinese mark

would probably have two circles enclosing it more

snugly. Finally, six spur-marks are evident on the

base, and the glaze on the underside has a distinctly

greenish tone with a few black iron impurities. Both

are characteristic of Arita rather than Chinese manu-

facture.'

1. Soame Jenyns, Japanese Porcelain (New York, 1965), pp.86

and 89.

70. Arita apothecary bottle
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APOTHECARY BOTTLE

Japan; Edo period, latter half of the 17th c.

Porcelain; Arita ware

H: 25.4 cm. (10 in.); Body D: 17.5 cm. (6-7/8 in.)

Gift of Mrs. Marion Hammer

The registers of the Dutch East India Company rec-

cord thousands of apothecary bottles made for the

Dutch market between the years 1653 and 1711,'

and today there survive numerous examples of the

type. Some, Hke the Freer bottle, display a mono-

gram enclosed in a laurel wreath,^ although the com-

bination of the letters S and H is so far unmatched.

Such monograms usually stood for the name of the

purchaser. Sherds of monogrammed ware have been

excavated from the Sarugawa kiln site south of the

present town of Arita.

^
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The bottle exhibits the characteristic bulbous

body and tapering neck surmounted by a prominent

flange below the everted rim. The low foot-rim is

unglazed, with some rough material adhering to it.

The rest of the piece, including the base, is covered

with a clear, minutely pitted glaze, under which the

decor is painted in various tones of cobalt-oxide pig-

ment. In addition to the wreathed monogram, there

is a sketchy landscape scene with two birds, round

rocks, spiky plants, and flowering trees on the belly

of the bottle. Above the parallel bounding lines is a

collar of stylized lotus petals. A pair of bounding

hnes also appears at the bottom of the body where

the foot begins. Vestiges of overglaze gold outlining

are visible, although it may have been added in

Europe as it is not typical for this type of ware.

1. Tys Volker, Porcelain and the Dutch East India Company

(Leiden, 1954), p. 125 and Volker, The Japanese Porcelain Trade of the

Dutch East India Company after 1683 (Leiden, 1959), p. 33.

2. For example, a bottle in the Soame Jenyns Collection, repro-

duced in his hook, Japanese Porcelain (New York, 1965), pl.lOA; two

bottles in the Gerry Collection, reproduced in Martin Lerner, Blue

and White (New York, 1978), cat. nos. 42-43; one in an unnamed col-

lection, reproduced in Toji laikei, Vol.19: Nagatake Takeshi, Imari

(Tokyo, 1973), monochrome pi. 59 and fig. 34; and one formerly be-

longing to the Ralph M. Chait Galleries, Inc., reproduced in Richard

S. Cleveland, 200 Years of Japanese Porcelain (St. Louis, 1970), cat. no.

33.

3. Jenyns, op.cit., p. 99.
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PLATE WITH HAWK 74J4

Japan; Edo period, 18th c.

Porcelain; Arita blue-and-white ware

H: 6.3 c. (2-1/2 in.); D: 32 cm. (12-5/8 in.)

Anonymous Gift in Memory of Harold P. Stern

The arresting design on the surface of this plate

shows a hawk against styhzed waves and cloud

bands. In contrast to the flat, decorative background

motifs, the hawk is actually contoured in relief. The

design was probably mold-impressed after the dish

was formed on the wheel. Molding would also have

been necessary to contour the foliate rim. The level

of the relief is varied, with the bird's forward wing

raised higher than the rest of the body. Also molded

in relief are the white borders of the cloud bands.

Much of the background is painted in cobalt wash,

71. PLATE WITH HAWK

making the white of the hawk's body even more em-

phatic.

The outside of the dish displays a few flower-

and-scroll motifs in alternation with curvihnear pat-

terns, drawn in a typical manner for blue-and-white

ware. Several blue lines circle the outside and foot of

the vessel, and the base displays an imitation of the

Ming Ch'eng-hua reign-mark like the other Arita

plate (cat. no. 69). Compared to the earlier plate,

however, the hawk dish shows better technical con-

trol. The clear glaze has a slightly greyish cast on the

outside of the dish and is distinctly greenish on the

interior of the plate where it has pooled. The high-

quahty glaze shows relatively few impurities, such as

iron-spots, and the porcelain body is likewise fine

and white. Only the beveled edge of the foot-rim is

left unglazed.

Dishes decorated with designs in relief are rare

in Arita ware. It has been speculated that such pieces

were made outside Arita at the Kuromutayama and

Minamikawarayama kilns. ^ A few other plates now

in the Tokyo National Museum^ that are decorated

in this manner with other motifs once belonged to

Hirano Kosuke, the same collector who owned this

hawk plate. His collection also included a hawk plate

decorated with the customary ordinary blue-and-

white technique.^



Published: Mizumachi Wasaburo, Iniiiri somelsuke ozara no

kenkyu (Kyoto, 1944), pi. 3.

Freer Gallery of Art, Arls oj Asia at the Time of the American Inde-

pendence (Wishingxon, 1976), p. 28.

1. Mizumachi Wasaburo, Imari somelsuke uzara no henkyn (Kyo-

to, 1944), pp. 91-92.

2. Tokyo National Museum, Nihon tojihen (Tokyo, 1966), cat.

nos.289-292.

3. Ibid., cat. no. 273.
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STANDING WOMAN 75_i_

Japan; Edo period, late 17th c.

Porcelain; Kakienion type

H: 38.5 cm. (15-3/8 in.)

The decoration of Japanese porcelain with overglaze

enamel colors began around the middle of the 17th

century, probably after the technique was learned

from Chinese potters in Nagasaki.^ Its introduction

into Arita is traditionally credited to the potter Sa-

kaida Kakiemon. While the designation "Kakie-

mon" is apphed rather loosely to a variety of enam-

eled porcelains, it properly describes only the type of

decoration practiced by potters of the Kakiemon

lineage. The name "Kakiemon" was derived from

the distinctive, warm red that is outstanding in the

delicate palette of colors. Enameled ware is subject to

two firings: one at a high temperature to fuse the

porcelain body and glaze, and the other at a lower

temperature to affix the colors. The painted designs

were applied by artisans other than potters.

This lively statuette represents a woman or fe-

male entertainer dressed in contemporary fashion.^

Beauties had become popular subjects for paintings

and prints in the Edo period, but their appearance in

porcelain is less frequent. Made in a mold, this

woman closely resembles several other female figures

that differ from one another primarily in the painted

designs on their clothes.^

The Freer figurine wears an over-garment dec-

orated with a green, yellow and blue bamboo fence,

wisteria vines and red flowers. Beneath this garment

is another, patterned v/ith red and yellow maple and

other leaves. Her obi (sash) hair, eyes, and the bot-

72. STANDING WOMAN

tom layer of the garment visible at her neck are all

painted in a lustrous black. Her lips, which are

slightly parted to enhance her lifelikeness, are a lumi-

nous red. Unpainted areas of the statuette show the

milky white color of the fine porcelain clay under the

clear glaze.

The woman, with one foot projected forward

as if walking, stands on a flat base that shows textile

marks. Hollow inside, the piece has a small hole at

the base of the coiffure to allow hot gas to escape

during firing. The porcelain statue is in an excellent

state of preservation.

Published: Soame Jenym, Japanese Porcelain (New York, 1965),

pi. 63b, center.

1. Soame Jenyns,_/i3/)flN«e Porfc/am (New York, 1965), p. 68.

2. Ibid., pp. 125-126.

3. In addition to those listed by Jenyns, ibid., p. 125, see examples

in the following: Gerry Collection, reproduced in Andrew Pekarik,

Japanese Ceramics (Southampton, N.Y., 1978), cat. no. 32; Cleveland

Museum of Art, reproduced in Richard S. Cleveland, 200 years of

Japanese Porcelain (St. Louis, 1970), cat. no. 83; and one reproduced in

Nagatake Takeshi, Kyushu kotoji (Tokyo, 1963), p. 305, figs. 156-157.
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SAKE BOTTLE toai

Japan; Edo period, late 17th c.

Porcelain; Kutani ware

H: 25.1 cm. (9-7/8 in.); D: 15 cm. (5-7/8 in.)

Gift of the Family of Eugene and Agnes E. Meyer

band above and with the spirals and crests on the

shoulder and neck of the vessel. A blackish green

enamel covers the base and foot, except for the low,

beveled foot-rim.

The neck and body of this vase may have been

made separately, then joined and trimmed to pro-

duce the angular profile of the shoulder. Other ex-

amples of Kutani vases with this distinctive shape ex-

ist but with other types of painted decoration. ^ A
somewhat narrower bottle of the same general con-

tour is also known in Arita ware,^ and indeed, it is

frequently difficult to be confident about the origin

of a piece, given the fact that Arita potters also had a

"Kutani" style. ^ The Freer piece is slightly unusual

for Old Kutani, since its body is so white and the

glaze completely without the customary crackle.

These qualities, plus the general hastiness of the

painting and choice of motifs, suggest the further

possibility that the bottle might be "Kutani," the

19th-century revival of the ware at the Yoshidaya

kilns, rather than "Old Kutani." Its origin, then,

continues to be an interesting question.

Published: Freer Gallery of Art, Eugene and Agnes E. Meyer Me-

morial Exhihilion (Washington, 1971), cat. no. 31.

Kodansha, Ltd., Oriental Ceramics: The World's Greatest Collec-

tions, Vol.10: Freer Gallery of Art (Tokyo, 1975), cat. no. 69.

1. See closely comparable examples reproduced in Nomura

Taizo, Tokuri (Kyoto, 1971), pi. 99; and Yamashita Sakuro, Ko-Imari

to Ko-Kutani (Tokyo, 1968), pis. 164-167.

2. For example, see Yamashita, op.cii., pis. 112-1 14.

3. For a discussion of the problem, see Soame Jenyns, Japanese

Porcelain (New York, 1965), pp. 168- 170. In his paper for the Interna-

tional Symposium on Japanese Ceramics (Seattle, 1973), Jenyns expressed

doubt that Old Kutani kilns produced any bottles. See cp.cit., pp. 145-

146.

"Old Kutani," a type of porcelain sometimes deco-

rated with overglaze enamels, was made in the last

few decades of the 17th century near the town of

Kutani in modern Ishikawa Prefecture, on the north-

west coast of Honshn. Its translucent colors were

painted on after the first firing of the porcelain and

fused in a muffle kiln. On this bottle, luminous

green, yellow, blue, aubergine, and opaque red are

applied in a combination of naturalistic and abstract

decorations. The Chinese motif of the "three friends

of winter"—plum, bamboo and pine—adorns the

main area of the pear-shaped body. Their sketchy

realism contrasts with the styhzed floral scroll in the

ROUND, TIERED BOX 74^

Japan; Edo period, 1615-1868

Porcelain; Kutani type

H: 15 cm. (5-15/16 in.); D: 14.3 cm. (5-5/8 in.)

As in the case of the sake bottle (cat. no. 73), this set

of nested dishes is considered "Kutani" without

clear evidence to link it to Kutani kilns, and some

might perhaps prefer to label it Arita ware. Even the

correct date is in question. It could possibly be as late
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as the 19th century, when one of the revivers of the

Kutani tradition, Aoya Gen'emon, gained fame in

producing cleverly nested dishes.' Firm conclusions

must await more substantial comparative evidence.

The colorful decoration on the box is arranged

so that the designs match up properly in only one

position, even though the fitting surfaces are uni-

form enough to go together other ways. The highly

styhzed motifs consist of waves on the lid and upper

dish, grapevines and clouds on the two lower tiers,

and a paulownia crest (kiri no j^o man) and part of a

water-wheel on the sunken medallion in the center

of the cover. A scalloping line forms the outer con-

tour of the large masses, which are filled with repeti-

tive, decorative patterns. While the predominant

color is red, there are also enamels of blue, turquoise,

aubergine and yellow, particularly on the grapevine

design.

Except for fitting surfaces and a wide firing ring

on the base, the piece is entirely covered with clear

glaze that tends to have a bluish-green cast. While it

does contain numerous pinholes and iron impurities

appearing as dark spots, its appearance overall is

smooth and milky.

1. Nakagawa Sensaku, Kutani Ware, trans, by John Bester

(Tokyo, New York and San Francisco, 1974), p. 133.

75

TIERED FOOD BOX j6£^

Japan; Edo period, late 17th-early 18th c.

Pottery; Kyoto ware

H: 21.3 cm. (8-3/8 in.); W: 19.5 cm. (7-5/8 in.);

D: 17 cm. (6-5/8 in.)

Kyoto ware, often called "Old Kiyomizu" after a

famous temple there, represents a different aesthetic

from Arita, Old Kutani, or other contemporaneous

wares. After its revival in the 16th century as a

ceramic center, Kyoto produced a variety of wares,

including overglaze enamel, a type which may have

emerged in Kyoto before its reputed introduction by

Kakiemon I in Arita. Old Kiyomizu differs from

other white-bodied wares of the period in that it is a

stoneware, not a porcelain. Its shapes are often mod-

eled on those of other media, unlike contemporary

wares made in other centers with a more dominant

tradition of ceramic manufacture. On many Old

Kiyomizu vessels, the decoration is subtle and re-

fined, even "courtly," an adjective appropriate for

cultural forms in the pre-Meiji-era capital city.

An expression of elegance pervades this tiered

box, whose shape was patterned after the lacquer

containers customarily used to transport food. In

pottery, the form is difficult to achieve because each

of the three trays and the lid had to be designed to

shrink exactly the same amount in drying and fir-

ing.' The tiers fit together with precisely cut flanges,

and there is only one correct way to assemble the

parts. A clue to proper assembly is provided by the

ornamental "key-fret" borders that line up between

units.

The primary decorative motif is the familiar

"three friends"—plum, pine, and bamboo.^ Here,

they are treated as sprigs of rather uniform shape to

be arranged repetitively but with variation over the

entire exterior. Inside each fully-glazed tier, the same

motifs are displayed somewhat differently. The

colors, applied after the container was fired to stone-

ware hardness, consist of translucent blue and green,

gold, and a fugitive clear red that was probably add-

ed later. ^ The blue and green colors are very thick on

the petals of the plum blossoms, making them stand

almost in relief. This technique is one that is charac-
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CHEST 79.50

75. TIERED FOOD BOX

teristic of the decoration of Old Kiyomizu ware.

Portions of the food box that are not enameled dis-

play the warm buff-brown tone of the clay body un-

der the minutely crackled and pitted glaze. In con-

trast to later examples of Old Kiyomizu ware deco-

rated in this style, the food box has a gentle, subdued

loveliness/

Published: Sato Masahiko, Kyclo Ceramics, trans, by Anne Ono
Towle and Usher P. Coohdge (New York and Tokyo, 1973), pi. 24.

Nihon no hijuisu no. 28: Sato Masahiko, Kyoyaki (Shibundo series;

August 15, 1968), pi. 50.

1. Sato Masahiko, Kyoto Ceramics, trans, by Anne Ono Towle

and Usher P. Coolidge (New York and Tokyo, 1973), p. 42.

2. Similar execution of the "three friends" motif is seen on a

dish reproduced in ibid., pi. 30; and various renditions appear on other

objects in the exhibition (cat. nos.69 and 73).

3. The red material may have been part of a filler for steam holes

that always correspond to one of the round plum-blossom petals

punched in the top and sides of the food box. Tests by the Freer Tech-

nical Laboratory indicate that the red material is an organic substance.

4. Compare with another tiered food box of identical shape, re-

produced in Nihoti no loji Vol.13: Hayashiya Seizo, Kyoyaki (Tokyo,

1975), pi. 52.

Japan; Momoyama-Edo period, early 17th c.

Lacquer with gold, silver, mother-of-pearl; and gilt-copper

fittings

H: 53.3 cm. (21 in.); W: 106.3 cm. (41-7/8 in.);

D: 45.3 cm. (17-3/4 in.)

This unusually large chest is a very important exam-

ple of Namban lacquer. Made in Japan during the

late 16th-early 17th centuries, Namban lacquer was

produced for the European trade that had begun

with the arrival of the Portuguese in 1542. Although

made by traditional methods, these lacquers often

were shaped or decorated for European taste and in-

cluded bookstands or portable shrines with Christian

motifs, desks, cabinets, and even backgammon

boards.

Chests of this type, made in various sizes, ap-

pear only in Namban export lacquer and seem not to

have influenced the shapes of domestic lacquers.

Constructed of wood, the chest has a deep, vaulted

lid that is hinged at the back to the bottom section

and fastened in front with metal hasps that fit into

ornate lock-plates.^ Metal handles are attached on

both sides, and tooled fittings of gilt-copper rein-

force all corners of the base and lid.

The rich decoration on the black lacquer ground

of the chest is executed with mother-of-pearl inlay

and powdered gold and silver (maki-e). Probably in-

tended to be viewed from the front, the chest dis-

plays its most lavish designs in the elongated, foliate

panels on the top and front. The former is dominat-

ed by two phoenixes in flight in a flowery setting,

and the latter features a tiger and leopard among

flowering trees and shrubs.^ Evenly spaced through-

out the background filled with repetitive geometric

patterns are roundels enclosing various organic mo-

tifs.^ Simpler tree designs ornament the side panels

of the chest, and the back is sparsely decorated, with

some silver powder substituted for gold. Silver pow-

der is also used in the design of birds and morning

glories on the interior of the lid.

The chest was probably exported to Europe

soon after manufacture, although specific details con-

cerning its history have not been verified.'' An Italian
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gilded-wood stand (not exhibited), depicting leering

gargoyles, was made to support the chest; such sup-

ports were often supplied in Europe for large chests

of this type. Also applied after the chest arrived in

Europe were heavy layers of shellac-based varnish.

When the Freer Gallery acquired the chest, most of

this varnish was removed to restore the chest to its

original appearance. For comparison, the rear panel

and one roundel on the lid have been left untreated.

A.Y.

1. The left hasp is a later replacement made of brass or bronze

rather than gilt-copper.

2. The tiger and leopard motif appears on several other examples

of Namban lacquer, including the following: Martha Boyer, Japanese

Export Lacquers jrom the 17th Century in the National Museum of Den-

mark (Copenhagen, 1959), pi.XXXII, fig. 27b; and Arakawa Hiro-

kazu, Namban shitsugei (Tokyo, 1971), pi. 18.

3. Two on the back of the lid appear to be hollyhock crests iden-

tical to the Tokugawa man (family crest), but both are heavily dam-

aged and previously repaired. Mon ordinarily are not part of the dec-

oration of Namban lacquer; moreover, the obscure placement of these

two crests is highly unusual.

4. According to an undocumented account, the chest was a gift

from the second Tokugawa shi^(iun, Hidetada, who was in power from

1605-1622, to Urban VIII, who was Pope from 1623-1644. The chest

and its supports were previously in an Italian collection.
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RECTANGULAR BOX 73^

Ryukyu Islands; 17th c.

Lacquer with mother-of-pearl inlay

H: 8.2 cm. (3-1/4 in.);'!: 44 cm. (17-3/8 in.);

W: 12.6 in. (5 in.)

Only recently has the lacquer ware of the Ryukyu

Islands (now Okinawa Prefecture) been studied as an

entity distinct from Chinese or Japanese lacquer.*

Re-evaluation of documentary and material evidence

pertaining to Ryukyu lacquer has led to the correct

identification of many high-quality pieces previously

thought to be Chinese or Japanese. It is partly be-

cause of the perplexing diversity of technical and

stylistic influences from China, Japan, and Korea

that Ryilkyu lacquer has been difficult to recognize.

Compounding the problem is the erroneous assump-

tion that all Ryukyu ware is as undistinguished as

the late 19th-century examples produced after the

fall of the Chuzan dynasty in 1872.

The Freer box, acquired in 1973 as an example

of Japanese lacquer, is virtually identical in size,

shape, and decorative technique to a box belonging

to a Japanese collection and now believed to be from

the Ryukyus.^ Both boxes have a shallow inner tray

that fits snugly into the upper part of the base so that

its top is flush with the rim.^ Like Japanese letter-

boxes, which are usually smaller, the Ryukyu boxes

consist of a deep, elongated container and a com-

pletely overlapping lid. A section in the middle of

both long sides of the lid is cut out to permit the at-

tachment of cords for tying the box.

The Freer box is coated with black lacquer,

which is decorated with a combination of designs

executed in inlaid mother-of-pearl, bordered by

bands filled with crushed mother-of-pearl.'' The

technique of decorating lacquer with mother-of-

pearl inlay probably originated in China, perhaps as

early as the Shang dynasty (ca. 1500-1027 B.C.), and

was especially popular during the Ming period

(1368-1644). Practiced by Japanese and Korean

lacquerers as well,^ the technique was firmly estab-

lished in the Ryukyus by the early 17th century,

when the existence of an Office of Shell PoHshing is

documented.^

The primary ornament on the top of the lid of

the Freer box is a stylized and elongated composition

of a pine, bamboo, and rocks. Bamboo shoots, a dec-

orative motif often seen on Ryukyu lacquers, appear

as conical forms growing from a wavy ground line.

The pine trunk and branches are rendered with an-



gular contours intended to suggest twisting in space,

a typical Ryukyu convention, but they actually look

quite flat.'' The stylized floral scrolls on the sides of

both the lid and base are another popular ornamental

theme in Ryukyu lacquer,^ one that is reminiscent of

the decoration of Korean lacquers of the late Koryo

dynasty (918-1392) inlaid with mother-of-pearl.

The Freer box is very similar to other examples

of Ryukyu lacquer made during the 17th century in

its relatively simple combination of decorative motifs

and techniques. Its quality makes it an important

early example of this type of Ryukyu lacquer.

A.Y.

1. An extensive recent study of Ryukyu lacquer is Arakawa

Hirokazu and Tokugawa Yoshinobu, Ryukyu shikko^ei (Tokyo,

1977), which contains a brief Enghsh summary of the introductory

essay; another useful article is Arakawa's "Ryukyu no shikkogei,"

Kobijuisu no. 56 (December, 1978), 33-54.

2. Reproduced in Tokyo National Museum, Tcyo nc shikkcgei

(Tokyo, 1977), cat. no. 353; also in Arakawa and Tokugawa, op.cit.,

cat. no. 1 13.

3. The tray in the Freer box, coated with uncolored lacquer rath-

er than the black lacquer that covers the rest of the box, may be a re-

cent replacement for the original tray, as its condition is nearly per-

fect.

4. Similar bands appear on lacquers reproduced in Arakawa and

Tokugawa, op.cit., cat. nos. 113-1 14.

5. The complex problems associated with the study of mother-

of-pearl-inlaid lacquers from China, Japan, Korea, and the Rytlkyns

are discussed in Harry Garner, Chinese Lacquer (London and Boston,

1979), ch.ll.

6. The entry in the Rynkynkoku yurai ki records the appointment

of an administrator to the office in 1612. While customary interpreta-

tion of this passage has taken this date to mark the establishment of

the office, Tokugawa Yoshinobu has demonstrated that it must have

existed prior to that time. Accordingly, the manufacture of mother-

of-pearl-inlaid lacquers probably starts earlier than previously thought.

See Arakawa and Tokugawa, op.cit., Eng. summary, pp.2 and 4.

7. Compare with the similarly rendered pine motif on a table re-

produced in ibid. cat. no. 130; or a plum on the cover of a box, ibid.,

cat. no. 118.

8. See for example, ibid. cat. nos. 83, 107, and 129.
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foot before firing, a decorative feature often seen

both in Old Silla pottery and the Japanese Sue ware

which it influenced so thoroughly (see cat. nos.63-

64).^ The tall, slightly flaring neck of the jar cul-

minates in a mouth whose rim is beveled sharply in-

ward. Thin raised hnes circle the neck and body of

the vessel, complemented by wavy comb-patterns in-

cised into the wet clay. A sprinkling of natural ash

glaze adds a yellow-brown gloss to part of the vessel,

the result of feldspathic particles in the kiln fuel fall-

ing on and reacting with silica in the clay body.

Published: Kodansha, Ltd., Oriental Ceramics: The World's Great-

est Collections, Vol.10: Freer Gallery of Art (Tokyo, 1975), mono-

chrome pi. 212.

1. Chewon Kim and G. St. G.M. Gompertz, The Ceramic Art of

Korea (n.p., 1961), p.ll.

2. See especially the following examples reproduced in Won-
yong Kim, Studies on Silla Pottery (Seoul, 1960): pi. 17/ 11 from the at-

tached pit of the east tomb of Huangnamri Tomb 82; pi. 18/5 from

the attached pit of the west tomb of Huangnamri Tomb 82; pi. 19/1

from pits at Huangnamri Tomb 109; pi. 20/4 f''om Talsong Tomb 37;

pi. 20/6 from Talsong Tomb 51; pi. 20/7 from Talsong Tomb 55; and

pi. 21/1 from Songju Tomb 1.

3. It is not inconceivable that the ultimate source for high, per-

forated pedestals might be found in the pottery of Neolithic cultures

along the east coast of China, especially the Hua-t'ing and Pei-yin-

yang-yin groups. See Kwang-chih Chang, The Archaeology of Ancient

China (3rded.; New Haven, 1977). pp. 164-165, figs. 73-74.

78

HIGH-FOOTED JAR 72_i3

Korea; Old Silla period, 57 B.C. - A. D. 668 CEREMONIAL JAR 75 9

Pottery

H: 29.3 cm. (11-1/2 in.); Body D: 24.8 cm. (9-3/4 in.)

The grey stonewares of the Silla kingdom of south-

ern Korea seem to have developed directly from

Kimhae pottery, a type of high-fired ware that

evolved at the end of the Prehistoric era under Chi-

nese influence.' Many Old Silla ceramics are found in

fifth- and sixth-century tombs around Kyongju, the

site of the capital, along with gold, silver, bronze,

and other artifacts of the rich Old Silla culture. A
number of high-footed jars nearly identical to the

Freer piece have been excavated from these tombs.

^

Made of refined clay that has burned grey in the

reducing atmosphere of the kiln, this container was

thrown on the wheel in two sections, with the

spreading foot luted onto the bulbous body. Nine

rectangular perforations were cleanly cut from the

Korea; Yi dynasty, 18th c.

Porcelain; blue-and-white ware

H: 52 cm. (20-1/2 in.); Body D: 33.3 cm. (13 m.)

According to traditional records, the introduction of

porcelain decorated with underglaze cobalt-blue pig-

ment from China to Korea took place in 1428, when

the Hsiian-te Emperor sent a few pieces as a gift.'

Korean potters soon began making blue-and-white

porcelain themselves, importing the precious cobalt

from China even after discovering low-grade native

ore in 1464. Intermittent sumptuary laws were

passed, intended to curb the extravagant consump-

tion of these wares. One such decree in 1754 pro-

hibited the manufacture of all blue-and-white vessels

except for jars painted with the dragon motif,^

which were used in court ceremonies.



79. CEREMONIAL JAR

The heavily-potted Freer jar, probably dating to

the latter half of the 18th century, displays two ex-

uberant four-clawed dragons and stylized clouds.

Differently proportioned than their 15th-century

Chinese prototypes,^ these Korean dragons have

enormous heads and short bodies.'' Outlines, scale-

patterns, and other prominent features are drawn

with blue lines that are filled with cobalt wash of

various tonalities.

The shape of this jar is descended from the

maebyong or "prunus vase," a small-mouthed vessel

that evolved in the Koryo period (918-1392) under

Chinese influence.^ Later forms of the maebyong tend

to display a tightly sweUing shoulder and tapering

body. The Freer jar, in addition, shows the wide

mouth with tall, straight neck that appeared relative-

ly late in the Yi period (1392-1910),^ and a high,

beveled foot. The shape of the Freer jar is somewhat

irregular due to the partial collapse of the shoulder

after the neck was luted on.

1. G. St. G. M. Gompertz, Korean Poilery and Porcelain of the Yi

Period {Uew York, 1968), p. 54.

2. Ibid, p. 56.

3. Compare with the dragon painted on a Hsuan-te jar in the

MetropoHtan Museum of Art (acc. no. 37. 191.1); reproduced in

Suzanne G. Valenstein, Handbook oj Chinese Ceramics (New York,

1975). pi. 82.

4. A similar dragon appears on an 18th-century vase in the Gom-
pertz Collection; reproduced in Gompertz, op.cit., pi. 107.

5. Robert P. Griffing, Jr., The An of the Korean Potter (New
York, 1968), p.30.

6. Ibid, p.51.

80

GRAPEVINE 76_i8

Nanggok, dates unknown

Korea; Yi dynasty, 16th c.

Eight-panel screen; ink on paper.

H: 76.5 cm. (30-1/8 in.); W: 319 cm. (126 in.)

Grapes painted in modulated tones of ink became a

popular theme in Chinese art somewhat later than

more familiar subjects like bamboo and plum. The

Yuan dynasty Ch'an (Jap.: Zen) monk Jih-kuan (ac-

tive late 13th c.) is associated with a style in which

tersely rendered images of grapes epitomized cal-

Hgraphic spontaneity,' and it is noteworthy that Jih-

kuan was also an outstanding calligrapher. So influ-

ential were these grape images and the ink-style in

which they were executed that they were frequently

copied by later Chinese artists, as well as by painters

in Korea and Japan.

^

A broadly-stroked, curvilinear grapevine

stretches boldly across the surface of this eight-fold

screen. Serrated grape leaves and curving tendrils are

summarily rendered in light ink tones, with veins

added in darker ink lines. Clusters of grapes are

quickly dotted in among them in scorched black ink

to serve as powerful visual accents punctuating the

undulating rhythm of the grapevine.



80. Nanggok, Grapevine



A careful examination of the entire composition

of the screen strongly suggests that the present se-

quence of the eight panels is not the original one.

The first and fourth panels, counting from right to

left, interrupt the dynamic movement in the remain-

ing panels. If the composition were reconstructed

without these two panels, the technical bravura is

markedly heightened. It is possible that the present

arrangement of panels includes two from another

screen, suggesting that the original format might

have been a pair of six-panel screens.

The artist's inscription in the lower right of the

seventh panel provides the sobriquet Nanggok, a

cyclical date (Chin.: kuei-wei), and a reference to the

ninth month, in autumn (Fig.l). Unfortunately, the

name of the reign era is not given, and the artist is

not recorded in the standard biographical dictionaries

of Korean artists.^ Accordingly, in the absence of

concrete documentary evidence, the screen is as-

signed to the 16th century on the basis of its style.

T.L.

1. The only work associated with Jih-kuan that is generally ac-

cepted as genuine is a hanging scroll dated 1291 in the former Marquis

Inouye Collection; reproduced in Kokha no. 230 (July, 1909), pi. IV.

Some of the other paintings attributed to Jih-kuan are discussed by

Max Loehr, "Chinese Paintings with Sung Dated Inscriptions," Ars

Orienialis, Vol.4 (1961). 268-270, and 273.

2. See examples and discussion in the following: Suzuki Kei,

"Budo zu," Kckkd no. 861 (December, 1963), 37-39; Shimada

Shujiro, "Gukei Yu'e fude, Budo zu," Kokka no. 824 (November,

1960), 430-435; and Yu Pok-yol, Han'^tik hochwa taegwan (Pageant of

Korean Pnwiing) (Seoul, 1969), pp.62, 121, 145, 172, 207, 208, 300,

321, 544 and 760.

3. Choi Sokhwan, an artist assigned to the 19th century by Yu
Pok-yol, also used the sobriquet Nanggok (written with a different

radical). Noted for his paintings of grapes, Choi's work seems closely

related to the Freer screen; one painting is reproduced in Yu Pok-yol,

op.cit., p. 760. The relationship between the two painters, and any fur-

ther discussion of the identity of Nanggok, must await additional re-

search. FIG. 1 artist's signature
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TORSO OF A
STANDING BUDDHA 76A5_

India; Gupta period, Mathura style; 5th c.

Sandstone

H: 32.5 cm. (12-3/4 in.)

Located in central India, Mathura has had a long and

illustrious history as a major religious center for

Buddhism, Hinduism and Jainism. It is, understand-

ably, one of the richest areas for archaeological dis-

covery in all of India.

Although Mathura was an important political

center under the Kushan empire, the religious im-

ages created by its artisans were predominantly In-

dian in form, unlike those of other Kushan centers

that were influenced by Hellenistic styles. The most

imposing of all Buddhist sculpture created by

Mathura artists are those dating from the Gupta

period (320-600 A.D.). Carved from the characteris-

tic reddish-brown sandstone of the region, these fig-

ures stand frontally, with broad shoulders and slight-

ly attenuated proportions. Despite the fact that the

figures are fully clothed in monastic robes, it was the

representation of pliant flesh that interested the

Mathura sculptors. Thus, the drapery folds are re-

duced to a pattern of raised threads that fall in con-

centric loops over the body, emphasizing its sensuali-

ty. As a contrast to the restrained modeling of the

Buddha images, Mathura sculptures of the Gupta

period frequently are fitted with large, ornamentally

carved, floral halos. A lifesize standing Buddha, now
in the Indian Museum, Calcutta,' represents the clas-

sic Mathura image of the Gupta period.

The small image of a standing Buddha in the

Freer Gallery reflects the classic Mathura tradition on

a modest scale. Although the figure has been dam-

aged, its proportions and the reddish-brown sand-

stone are typical of the fifth century. The linear folds

of the clinging garment are arranged asymmetrically

over the body. While both hands are missing, it is

hkely that the right hand displayed abhaya mudra

("fear-not" gesture), and the left hand held the hem

of the outer garment.

T.L.

81. TORSO OF A Buddha

Published: Los Angeles County Museum, The Art of Greater In-

dia (Los Angeles, 1950), pi. 41,

John A. Pope, The Sculpture o/ Greater India (New York, 1942),

cat, no, 28,

1, Reproduced in Benjamin Rowland, The Art and Architecture

cf India (2nd ed,; Harmondsworth, England, 1956), pi, 80.
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DANCING KRISHNA
(BALA-KRISHNA) 76_5_

India; early Vijayanagar period, 13th- 14th c.

Tanjore district

Bronze

H: 47.8 cm. (18-3/4 in.)

One of the most colorful of all Indian Hindu deities,

Krishna is regarded as an earthly manifestation of

Vishnu, the god of preservation. In light of the

many stories told about Krishna, it seems probable

that he originally was a non-Aryan folk hero. This

interpretation is supported by his name, which

means "black. According to one traditional leg-

end, the young Krishna danced gleefully to express

his delight when he succeeded in steahng a lump of

butter from the churn of his foster mother, Yasoda.

Bronze-casting in India has a long history, al-

though only a few early examples have survived. It

was during the period of Chola rule (mid 9th-mid

14th century) that some of the finest bronze images

were produced in the general area of Tanjore, the

principal seat of Chola power. Sculptural traditions

of the Chola artists continued into the Vijayanagar

period.

Among the most appeahng of all Indian bronzes

are those representing Bala-Krishna, or Dancing

Krishna—images that were extremely popular in

southern India. They show the youthful deity in a

graceful dancing pose, his right leg raised. He

stretches out his left arm and lets the hand hang

loosely, while the right hand is lifted to form an ex-

pressive gesture. Accenting the deity's softly round-

ed body are his simple, tight-fitting girdle and his

jewelry—necklace, earrings, anklet, bracelets, rings,

and channavTra, or chest-crossing ornament. A simple

ribbon rests on each shoulder. As is characteristic for

representations of the youthful Krishna, his hair is

arranged in neat curls on his forehead and at the

back, with long plaits drawn up in an elaborate

chignon decorated with jewelry on all four sides. A
broken fragment in the center of the diadem at the

back of his head is all that remains of his original

floral halo.

Although Krishna is depicted in the guise of a

mischievous child, his expression of ageless serenity

is unmistakably that of a god. The contrast of the

asymmetrical dancing pose and the formally bejew-

eled head subtly emphasizes the image's sacred sta-

tus.

Krishna's left foot and the square metal base are

missing.^ An even green patina covers the bronze

surface.

T.L.

1. Pratapaditya Pal, Krishna: The Cowherd King (Los Angeles,

1972), pp.8-11.

2. Because of the asymmetrical dancing pose, representations of

Bala-Krishna sometimes stand on a pedestal that is placed slightly off-

center. See an example reproduced in Handbook of the Collections in the

William Rochhill Nelson Gallery oj Art and Mary Atkins Museum of Fine

Arts. Vol.2, (5th ed.; Kansas City, 1973), p. 138.
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83. Krishna in Battle
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KRISHNA IN BATTLE 75.4

India; southern Andhra style, 17th-18th c.

Ink and colors on paper

H: 11.8 cm. (4-5/8 in.); W: 16.6 cm. (6-1/2 in.)

The Indian epic Bhagavata Purana presents a collec-

tion of legends about the Hindu god Vishnu. The

332 chapters of the text are arranged in 12 books, of

which the stories recorded in books 10 and 11 are

most frequently illustrated by Indian artists. These

describe Vishnu's incarnation as Krishna, a deity

who is particularly popular in southern India (see

cat. no. 82).

The present illustration, taken from a larger

compendium, is inserted into a Sanskrit text with a

pale bordering frame separating the two. The an-

tagonists are arranged in a symmetrical composition,

even to the vertical poles supporting the chariot pen-

nants at each side of the tableau. The figures in the

chariots and the pairs of rearing horses are stiffly

placed, endowing the representation with hieratic

formahty. The violence of the cosmic battle, on the

other hand, is conveyed by the tumbling warriors

and animals in the foreground and by the shower of

arrows in mid-air. Adding to the impression of

drama are the visual rhythms set up by the taut, dec-

orative patterns on the chariots, pennant borders and

jewelry, and by the wide-eyed expressions of both

horses and humans alike.

Certain artistic conventions apparent in this

narrative illustration are characteristic of South In-

dian miniature painting. Chief among these is the

representation of figures with their heads in profile

and torsos in three-quarters perspective. In a discus-

sion of painting from the Andhra region, Jagdish

Mittal identifies the use of rounded contours to en-

close forms and the technique of modeling in dark

and hght colors to suggest curvature as Andhra con-

ventions.' A rich variety of opaque colors appears on

this illustration, including several reds, yellow,

orange, green, blue, grey, lavender, and white. The

background is bright salmon-pink, with numerous

spots of dark red, perhaps intended to represent

blood from the fierce combat. Closely comparable in

style and treatment to the Freer painting,^ is a 1670-

dated illustration to a fragment of another narrative,

the Drona-parva of the Mahahharata, now in the col-

lection of the National Museum, New Delhi.

^

T.L.

Published: Archives ofAsian Art, Vol.30 (1976-1977), 125, fig. 57.

1. Jagdish Mittal, Andhra Paintings oj the Ramayana (Hyderabad,

India, 1969), pp.26 and 31.

2. Another illustration of the same type, acc. no. 75. 5, entered

the Freer Collection at the same time as Krishna in Battle.

3. Reproduced in Mittal, op.cit., pi. 5.
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84. HEAD OF A Buddha

The Freer Buddha head was originally part of a

complete Buddha image. The hair, evenly incised

over a pronounced usnTsa (cranial protuberance), is

arranged in clearly defined, individual locks that curl

to the right. The mm is a prominent dot in the mid-

dle of the forehead, and the ear lobes are elongated.

Facial details such as eyes, nose and mouth are simply

articulated on the gently contoured flesh, giving the

deity a gentle expression. A number of similar heads

exist in other Western collections.^

The grey volcanic stone and style of carving

clearly relate the Freer head to the seated Buddha

images on the great stupa of Borobudur. However,

because other sites on the Java plain have yielded

similar heads, there remains some uncertainty about

the exact provenance of the Freer piece.

T.L.

1. See photographs in the monumental study by N.J. Krom and

T. van Erp, Beschrijinng van Barahudur (The Hague, 1920 and 1931).

2. Pratapaditya Pal, The Sensuous Immortals (Los Angeles, 1978),

p. 190.

3. Comparable examples are reproduced in ibid.; Handbook of the

Cleveland Museum of Art (Cleveland, 1978), p. 320; and Handbook of

the Collections in the William Rockhill Nelson Gallery oj Art and Mary

Atkins Museum of Fine Arts Vol.2 (5th ed.; Kansas City, 1973), p. 150.

A second Buddha head from Java, acc. no. 78. 35, entered the Freer

Collection with the piece on exhibition.

84

HEAD OF A BUDDHA 78J6

Java; Sailendra period, late 8th-early 9th c.

Grey volcanic stone

H: 34.5 cm. (13-5/8 in.); W: 23.7 cm. (9-3/16 in.)

Under the Sailendra dynasty (732-860), artists on the

island of Java in present-day Indonesia produced sub-

lime images that are among the most impressive in

all of Buddhist art. Among the Javanese Buddhist

monuments the imposing stupa of Borobudur, locat-

ed in the central Java plain, may be considered one of

the architectural wonders of the Buddhist world.

^

The stone sculptures of Borobudur, carved from por-

ous volcanic stone, are simply modeled and charac-

terized by a full-bodied, pliant grace that reflects the

influence of the mature Gupta style of India. Bronze

images brought from India to Java by monks or pil-

grims may have served as the prototypes for the

Borobudur sculptures.^

85

STANDING BUDDHA 76ji

Thailand; Lopburi style, 12th-13thc.

H: 49.2 cm. (19-3/8 in.); W: 17.5 cm. (6-7/8 in.)

Depth of base: 9 cm. (3-1/2 in.)

Buddhist images made in Thailand during the 10th

to 13th centuries are characterized by a serenity and

gentleness of expression that is recognized as a hall-

mark of the Lopburi style. In spite of Khmer domi-

nation during that period. Thai artists were success-

ful in maintaining a distinctive style of their own,

with some influence from Khmer traditions.

This bronze Buddha image is characteristic of

the fully developed Lopburi style. The Buddha

stands frontally in a hieratic pose, with both hands

raised in the ahhaya mudra (the "fear-not" gesture).



85. STANDING Buddha

Normally, the ahhaya mudra is made by raising the

right hand with the palm open. In Thailand, how-

ever, the mudra can be made with either hand, or, as

here, with both hands. Each of these variations has

its own iconographical significance. The wheel on

the palm of each hand is one of the traditional 32

laksana or "marks" of a Buddha; the usnTsa, (cranial

protuberance) is another.

The plain, clinging robe worn by the deity is

accentuated by contrasting striated designs that

adorn the elaborate headdress, earrings, necklace and

girdle. The Buddha's royal regalia might appear

somewhat paradoxical since he renounced his former

princely life when he became a mendicant. The un-

usual iconography can be explained by the concept of

the Buddha as a world ruler. As cosmocrator, he is

entitled to wear princely garb.

Immediately behind the Buddha's head, sugges-

tive of a halo, is a small mandorla in the shape of a

cusped, foliate arch ending in stylized creatures and

supported by a pair of tall, slender columns. The reg-

ular foliate design framing the outer edges of the

larger mandorla also rests upon a pair of mythical

animals. The repetition of the vertical lines of the

columns and of rounded contours at the edges of the

mandorla emphasizes the vertical movement of the

composition and serves as a contrast to the more

freely depicted branches and leaves of the topmost

finial.

The small, many-faceted pedestal on which the

Buddha stands is placed on a large rectangular plinth

decorated with several registers of stylized lotus

petals. A reticulated frieze of figures cavorting amid

foliage adorns the rectangular panels on the front and

sides of the plinth, imitating the large, elaborate lin-

tels found in contemporary Thai architecture.

The bronze image and its tabernacle were cast

as five separate components: Buddha, base, phnth

with frieze, mandorla, and finial. An even-toned

green patina covers the surface of the bronze.

T.L.
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86. DOUBLE BALSAMARIUM

86

DOUBLE BALSAMARIUM 73_i3

Syria; 3rd-5th c.

Glass

H: 24 cm. (9-9/16 in.); W: 6.5 cm. (2-1/2 in.)

This bluish-green pair of joined unguent flasks is an

elegant and highly evolved example of a type of tub-

ular container that was made for several centuries in

Syria and Iraq. Many variations on the basic shape

are possible; some of these vessels are single-bodied,

some have as many as four vials, and examples exist

both with and without handles.^ Rising from the

mouth of the Freer piece is a graceful two-tiered han-

dle that consists of two side handles linked by a sur-

mounting loop perpendicular to them.^ Its ornamen-

tal expression is picked up by the ribbons of glass

that continue the arch motif down four sides of the

vessel. Balancing the vertical movement are thin

glass strings trailed horizontally around the body.

The lattice-like effect imparted to the surface by both

types of trailed relief suggests a carrier made of

string.

The Freer balsamarium was free-blown and

shows a pontil mark on the rounded base. Originally

it must have had metal applicators with which the

ointment in the tubes would be extracted. Occasion-

al examples still have the applicator inserted in one of

its tubes.

^

C.K.

1. A variety of types is reproduced in Frederic Neuburg, Glass in

Antiquity, trans, by R.J. Cliarleston (London, 1949), pis. 17-19 and

24. The types are analyzed into several categories by John C. Hayes in

Roman and Pre-Rcman Glass in the Royal Ontario Museum (Toronto,

1975). According to his classification scheme, the Freer balsamarium

belongs to his class 16 series C.

2. An almost identical flask is reproduced in Sotheby, Parke-

Bernet, Inc., Constable-Ma.xu'ell Collection of Ancient Glass (London,

June 4-5, 1979), lot no. 242. Three quadruple balsamaria whose han-

dles and decorative treatment follow exactly the same style as the

Freer piece were formerly in the Ray Winfield Smith Collection; re-

produced in Corning Museum of Glass, Glass from the Ancient World

(Corning, N.Y., 1957), cat. nos. 338-339, and Sotheby, Parke-Bernet,

Inc., Antiquities and Islamic Works of Art from the Ray Winjield Smith

Collection (New York, May 2, 1975), lot. no. 241.

3. For example, Sotheby, Antiquities, lot no. 238.

87

BOTTLE 76.39

Iran; 10th c.

Glass

H: 12 cm. (4-3/4 in.); Body D: 6.7 cm. (2-5/8 in.)

This mallet-shaped flask is one of a group of early Is-

lamic cut-glass bottles attributed to Iran and dated to

the ninth-tenth centuries.^ The piece, small and

thick-walled, displays an elongated hemispherical

body surmounted by a tall, flaring neck. Faceted

panels ornament the neck, and wheel-cut geometric

shapes organized into horizontal registers differing

in height decorate the body of the vessel. Wide rec-

tangular panels ring the bottom of the bottle, above

which are a series of tall arches. Lunettes adorn the

sloping shoulder of the flask, and a smooth, round

collar articulates the juncture between neck and

body. On the flat base is the characteristic pontil

mark where the glass was detached from the blow-

pipe.
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87. GLASS BOTTLE

The Freer bottle is made of colorless translucent

glass, with some of the lower surfaces showing iri-

descence and encrustation due to chemical changes

over time. Comparable bottles exist in other hues

and with different ornamental designs.^

1. A virtually identical bottle, formerly in the Ray Winfield

Smith Collection, is reproduced in the auction catalogue by Sotheby,

Parke-Bernet, Inc., Antiquities and Islamic Works of Art from the Ray

Winfield Smith Collection (New York, May 2, 1975), lot no. 268. An-

other, in the Norfolk Museum of Arts and Sciences (acc. no. 66-34. 3)

is reproduced inJournal of Glass Studies, Vol.9 (1967), 136, fig. 22.

2. Comparable bottles include those published in the following:

British Museum, Masterpieces of Glass (London, 1968), cat. no. 140;

Carl Johan Lamm, Mittelalterliche Gldser und Steinschnittarheiten aus dem

Nahen Osten. Vol.2 (Berhn, 1930), pis. 12/13 and 58/13; Shinji Fukai,

Persian Glass, trans, by Edna B. Crawford (New York and Tokyo,

1977), pi. 77; and R. Pinder-Wilson, "Cut-Glass Vessels from Persia

and Mesopotamia," British Museum Quarterly Vol.27 (1963), pis. 15-

18.

PHIALE 7430

Iran; Achaemenid period, 5th c. B.C.

Silver repousse

H: 4.8 cm. (1-7/8 in.); D: 29.5 cm. (11-5/8 in.)

Around the rim of this shallow libation bowl is an

inscription written in Old Persian cuneiform: "Ar-

taxerxes the Great King, King of Kings, King of

Countries, son of Xerxes the King, of Xerxes (who

was) the son of Darius the King, in whose royal

house this silver saucer was made."^ Because Arta-

xerxes I, better known by the Hebrew name Aha-

suerus, reigned from 465-424 B.C., the elegant wine

cup can be dated to the third quarter of the fifth cen-

tury B.C. Several comparable phiales without in-

scriptions exist in other collections,^ not to mention

the numerous examples of the shallow bowl with

different ornamentation. The form was executed not

only in silver but also in gold and glass.

The Freer phiale exhibits a repousse design re-

sembling a stylized blossom, consisting of 14 petals

that radiate from a central omphalos. At the other

end, the petals multiply symmetrically, forming

multi-level blossoms. The underside of the bowl

clearly shows the contour of the design where it was

hammered out in the repousse process.

A reference in the Book ofEsther in the Bible to

"a set of wine bowls" in the palace of Artaxerxes^

takes on vivid significance, for quite hkely the ves-

sels mentioned included some like the Freer phiale.

FIG. 1 PROFILE VIEW



88. SILVER PHIALE

Published: E. Herzfeld, "Eine Silberschiissel Artaxerxes I,"

Archdohgische Mitteilungen aus Iran, Vol.7 (Berlin, 1935), 1-8 and Vol.

8 (1937), 5-17.

Ronald G. Kent, Old Persian: Grammar, Texts, Lexicon, American

Oriental Society Series, Vol.33 (2nd ed.; New Haven, 1953), pp.113

and 153.

Sotheby and Co., Catalogue of Egyptian, Western Asiatic, Greek

and Roman Antiijuities, Islamic Pottery, Metahvork and Glass (London,

December 8, 1970), lot 141.

Archives ofAsian Art, Vol.29 (1975-1976), 118, fig. 60.

1. Ronald G. Kent, Old Persian: Grammar, Texts, Lexicon, Amer-

ican Oriental Society Series, Vol.33 (2nd ed.; New Haven, 1953), p.

153. Three other identical vessels with the same inscription reportedly

found with the Freer phiale are discussed in E. Herzfeld, "Eine Silber-

schussel Artaxerxes I," Archiiologische Mitteilungen aus Iran, Vol.7

(Berlin, 1935), 1-8 and Vol.8 (1937), 5-17. One of these is now in the

Metropolitan Museum of Art (acc. no. 47. 100.84) and the other two

were sold in the same Sotheby sale (lots 140 and 142) as the Freer

piece.

2. See examples in the following: Sotheby and Co., Catalogue of

the Ernest Blummer Collection oj Egyptian and Near Eastern Antiquities

(London, November 16-17, 1964), lot 165; Arthur U. Pope, Survey of

Persian Art, Vol.7 (London, 1938-1939), pls.ll9A and 120A; and

Parke-Bernet, Catalogue of the Notable Art Collection Belonging to the

Estate of the Latefoseph Blummer (New York, April 20-23, 1949), Part

I, lot 90 and Part II, lots 127-128.

3. Arthur U. Pope, Masterpieces of Persian Art (New York,

1945), p. 20.
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BIRD-SHAPED VESSEL t^a

Iran; Seljuk period, 11th- 12th c.

Bronze with copper inlay

H: 16 cm. (6-1/4 in.); W: 7 cm. (2-3/4 in.);

L: 14 cm. (5-1/2 in.)

Three-dimensional, bird-shaped vessels enjoyed great

popularity in the Seljuk period, when they were cast

as incense burners and ewers. Probably one of the

latter, the Freer bird has a movable beak th?t could

have functioned as a pouring spout. Its shape and or-

nament have ancient origins,^ for the bird motif was

important in early Persian art.

The body of the bird is covered with various

kinds of designs, some of which are intended to sug-

gest organic details. The surface of the engraved

wings is sub-divided and filled with several zones of

feathers, each with its own filler pattern. Edges of

plain bands are filled with copper inlay. On the
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89. BIRD-SHAPED VESSEL

bird's chest and head are abstract arabesque and braid

patterns, and pieces of bluish-green glass were inset

for eyes, one of which remains. The creature stands

on large feet with three claws in front; the joined

back claw has broken off.

Bronze animal-shaped vessels of this type are

usually attributed to workshops in the Khorasan re-

gion of northeastern Iran. This bird-shaped vessel

seems to fall stylistically in the middle of a group of

similar objects assigned to the late 11th through ear-

ly 13th centuries.^

1. Assadullah Souren Melikian-Chirvani, "Studies in Iranian

Metalwork, "Jowrna/ of the Royal Asiatic Society (1969), 3.

2. See comparable examples published in the following: Arthur

U. Pope, Survey oj Persian Art, Vol.12 (repr. ed.; London and New
York, 1964-1965), pl.l298B; Oleg Grahai, Persian Art Before and After

the Mongol Conquest (Ann Arbor, 1959), p. 6, fig. 57 and p. 56, fig. 47;

Persian Art, An Illustrated Souvenir oj the Exhibition oj Persian Art at Bur-

lington House (London, 1931), cat. no. 7; 7000 Years of Iranian Art

(Washington, 1964), cat. no. 621; Sotheby, Parke-Bernet, Inc., The

Lester Wolfe Collection of Persian Pottery and Metalwork (New York,

March 14, 1975), lot no. 112; Geza Fehervari, Islamic Metalwork of the

Eighth to Fifteenth Century in the Keir Collection (London, 1976), pi. 37;

Matsuoka Museum, Kaikan kinen meihin zuroku (Tokyo, 1975),

monochrome pi. 187; and Ernest Diez, Iranische Kunst (Vienna, 1944),

p.214, fig. 120.

INCENSE BURNER ^Ll

Iran; Seljuk period, 12th- 13th c.

Bronze or leaded brass, with traces of copper inlay

H: 22.8 cm. (9 in.); D: 9.8 cm. (3-7/8 in.)

Semi-domed, cylindrical incense burners with bird

finials from the Seljuk period are usually tripods.^

This vessel is unusual in having four animal-footed

legs instead of three. Most incense burners in this

shape were once fitted with handles and, as is true of

the Freer piece, the handles were frequently lost. In

the center of the body of this incense burner, there is

a filled-in hole where such a handle was formerly at-

tached. In addition there are indications that a screen

may once have been affixed over the open portion of

the container, perhaps to diffuse the smoke of the

burning perfume.

Much of the sunken ornamentation of the body

was originally inlaid with copper, of which slight

90. INCENSE BURNER



91. STAR-SHAPED TILE

traces remain. Inlay was perhaps the most popular

form of ornament on 12th-century Iranian metal-

work. The materials most frequently used for the in-

lay were silver, gold and copper. The lower portion

of this incense burner is divided evenly into four

wide panels alternating with four narrow, raised

panels. Large medallions occupy the center of each of

the wide panels. On the two at the front of the body

a pattern of floral arabesques is seen, while the two

at back have geometrical interlacery. The surfaces of

the narrow dividing panels are treated with strap-

work motifs executed in relief. On the base is a large

medallion with a six-pointed star from which inter-

laced designs radiate.

Around the circular openings at the front of the

dome is written a benediction in kujic script. It reads

al-yumn v'al-haharat v'al-surur v'al-saadet v'al-salamat,

translatable as "prosperity and blessing and pleasure

and happiness and safety."

The incense burner was cast in one piece, except

for the rooster finial, which was soldered on. It ap-

pears that the bird is a replacement; however, it is at

least as old as the rest of the burner. A green patina

composed of cuprite and malachite is visible over the

surface of the piece.

Published: Archives ofAsian Art, Vol.31 (1977-1978), 127, fig. 41.

1. See examples reproduced in Arthur U. Pope, A Survey oj Per-

sian Art, Vol.12 (London and New York, 1938-1939), pi. 1299 A-D;

and Geza Fehervari, Islamic Melalwork oj the Eii^hth to Fifteenth Century

in the Keir Collection (London, 1976), pi, 31, nos.93-94.
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STAR-SHAPED TILE 73^4

Iran; Ilkhanid period, late 13th-early 14th c.

Pottery; Kashan type

H: 10.5 cm. (4-1/8 in.); W: 20.3 cm. (8 in.)

The city of Kashan, located 160 miles south of mod-

ern Tehran, rose to prominence during the Seljuk

period (1037-1231) for the star-shaped architectural

tiles for mosques and secular buildings that were

made at its kilns. After a period of disruption in the

early 13th century resulting from the brutality of the

Mongol conquest, Kashan kilns returned to produc-



tion. The tiles, usually four- and eight-pointed sym-

metrical shapes, are typically decorated with under-

glaze painting and overglaze luster. The latter is a

method of decoration in which silver and copper

were deposited on the surface of the glaze during a

low-temperature second firing. The luster technique

had been popular for pottery in Iraq in the ninth and

tenth centuries, in Egypt in the 10th and 11th cen-

turies and in Syria in the 11th and 12th centuries.

However, it did not reach Iran until late in the Sel-

juk period, perhaps with the migration of potters

from another region.'

The Freer tile, unusual in having five points and

a long, straight base, constituted one of the bottom

tiles in a panel set into the wall of a secular building.

Occupying most of the tile's surface is the magnifi-

cent figure of a striding wolf, a motif that may re-

flect something of Mongol taste. In the background

are plants and abstract dots and curls executed in re-

serve, with a few splashes of turquoise for emphasis.^

The body of the wolf is painted blue.

1. Arts Council of Great Britain, The Arts oj Islam (London,

1976), pp.206-207.

2. Similar decorative treatment may be seen on an eight-pointed

Kashan tile in the Hetjens-Museum, (acc. no. 1941/40); reproduced in

Hetjens-Museum and Museum fiir Islamische Kunst, Islamische Kera-

mik (Dusseldorf, 1973), cat. no. 131.
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BOWL 78.26

Iran; 10th c.

Pottery; splash-glazed earthenware

H: 9 cm. (3-1/2 in.); D: 24 cm. (9-1/2 in.)

The development of Iranian ceramic art during the

Islamic period was stimulated at various times by im-

ported wares from China. The first wave of influ-

ence arrived in the ninth and tenth centuries, when

T'ang dynasty (618-907) glazed earthenware and

porcelaneous stoneware were much admired and imi-

tated in the Near East. One of the many types of im-

ported Chinese pottery was the splash-glazed san-

ts'ai, or "three-color" ware (see cat. no. 19).

Chinese vessels decorated with this technique

usually had buff-colored bodies, but Near Eastern

potters achieved a similar appearance by using a

92. SPLASH-GLAZED BOWL

white slip to cover the reddish clay bodies of their

pottery. A shghtly later refinement, also found in

Chinese examples, was the prehminary incising of a

design (sgraffito) on the body of the piece before

glazing.

The Freer bowl belongs to a variety of splashed

ware that was found at Nishapur in eastern Iran, a

center well situated on trade routes between the

Near and Far East.' Other bowls with flaring sides

that turn inward near the mouth and that are deco-

rated with incised and glazed patterns have been sci-

entifically excavated from that region, providing

persuasive comparisons.^ The Freer example is dis-

FIG. 1 PROFILE VIEW



tinguished by the relative orderliness of the main

decorative design, which is composed of petals,

spirals, and diamond-shaped motifs. The characteris-

tic combination of green, brown and yellow glaze

highlights the various elements of the ornamental

scheme.

On the exterior of the bowl, a small amount of

the colored glaze has spilled agreeably over the rim,

and the white slip is applied over most of the surface.

Near the unglazed foot, however, the absence of slip

exposes the clay body, burned buff in firing.

1. The splash-glazed ware, designated as Nishapur Group II, is

discussed in Charles K. Wilkinson, Nishapur: Pottery of the Early Is-

lamic Period (New York, n.d.), pp. 54-89.

2. See especially nos.29, 48-51 in ihid.

an Sea. More than splashed ware, Amol pottery uses

the whitish color of the slip in its decoration. Typ-

ically, the main motifs are incised geometrical and

plant-hke shapes, although some examples display

heraldic birds.' Inside these primary designs are in-

cised secondary patterns. These filler designs, usually

repetitive ovals or spirals, are reminiscent of the

ring-matted background sometimes seen on silver

vessels. In fact, even the shapes of Amol pottery sug-

gest influence from metal prototypes.^

The decoration of the Freer bowl is based on

three large circles, perhaps representing abstract

flower petals, joined near the bottom of the bowl by

lobed arches and near the top by triangles. Inside the

circular motifs are incised pairs of short arcs, the in-

teriors of which are glazed green. Other designs used

as filler include incised diamonds, ovals, and spirals,

and dots of pigment. Around the top of the bowl

runs a band of loose spirals, surmounted by a wider

band containing triangles, polylobed arches, and

spade-shaped petals.

As in other examples of Amol ware, the mouth-

rim of the Freer bowl shows green glaze that has

been allowed to drip slightly. On the outside of the

piece, splashes of green alternate with panels of

white slip, and near the bottom of the bowl the buff-

colored clay body is exposed. The contours of the

bowl are noticeably angular, resembling metalwork.

Above the small, spreading foot the lower side of the

bowl flares out sharply, only to turn abruptly to-

ward the vertical . ar the top. The straight upper

FIG. 1 PROFILE VIEW
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DEEP BOWL 76^7

Iran; Ilkhanid period, 13th c.

Pottery; Amol type

H: 15 cm. (5-7/8 in.); D: 27.8 cm. (11 in.)

Another kind of Iranian glazed sgraffito or incised

earthenware was made during the Seljuk and Ilk-

hanid periods at Amol, a city just south of the Caspi-



portion is accentuated with applied clay roundels and

fin-like flanges.^

Very few bowls closely comparable to the Freer

piece have been published.''

1. Two fine examples of Amol-ware bowls with imposing bird

designs are reproduced in Hetjens-Museum and Museum fiir Islam-

ische Kunst, Islamische Keraniik (Diisseldorf, 1973), cat. nos. 72-73.

2. Geza Fehervari, Islamic Pottery (London, 1973), p. 63.

3. Compare the treatment of the outside with that on a similar

bowl dated to about 1300, reproduced in Hetjens-Museum and Mu-

seum fiir Islamische Kunst, op.cii., cat. no. 76.

4. Bowls exhibiting greatest similarity with the Freer bowl are

reproduced in Arthur U. Pope, Survey of Persian An, Vol.10 (repr.

ed.; London and New York, 1964-1965), pis. 624 and 626B. Others

of the same general type appear in ibid., pis.623, 625-629; Fehervari,

op.cit., pis. 20-21; Hetjens-Museum, op.cit., cat. nos. 72-76; Arthur

Lane, Early Islamic Pottery (London, 1947), pls.32A and 33A; and

Mitsukuni Yoshida, In Search of Persian Pottery, trans, by John M.

Shields (New York and Tokyo, 1972), pi. 50.

94. CELADON PLATE
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LARGE PLATE 73^

Iran; Safavid period, 1502-1736

Pottery; celadon ware

H: 8.3 cm. (3-1/4 in.) D: 40.2 cm. (15-7/8 in.)

An extremely heavily potted and thickly glazed

plate, this Iranian celadon is a close copy of the large

celadon plates exported by China at least as early as

the 14th century.' Among the many examples pre-

served today in the Ardebil Shrine collection are vari-

ous 15th- and 16th-century Chinese celadons that

could have served as prototypes for this plate, with

the same kind of fluted cavetto, flat rim, and raised

lip.^ Some of these Chinese plates bear the dedicatory

inscription of the Shah 'Abbas, proving that they

were in Iran prior to 1611.^ This group is character-

ized by a fully glazed foot-rim and an unglazed firing

ring on the base, in contrast to a subsequently im-

ported group that has an unglazed foot-rim and fully

glazed base.'* The former were fired standing on

ring-shaped supports, the latter on their own foot-

rims.

The Freer's Iranian celadon plate shows the un-

glazed firing ring typical of the earlier group, al-

though it is not as wide as those on the Chinese

pieces. The suffused greenish-blue glaze has a tonali-

ty somewhat different from the Chinese type (see

cat. nos. 22 and 31). Glaze has collected in thick

welts around the foot where it ran during firing.

Published: Esin Atil, Ceramics from the World oj Islam (Washing-

ton, 1973), cat. no. 91.

Kodansha, Ltd., Oriental Ceramics: The World's Greatest Collec-

tions, Vol. 10: Freer Gallery ofArt (Tokyo, 1975), color pi. 98.

1. The earliest known to date are those found in the wreck of a

Chinese ship off Sinan, South Korea, roughly dateable to ca.l330. See

National Museum of Korea, Special Exhibition of Cultural Relics Found

off the Sinan Coast (Seoul, 1977), monochrome pis. 11 1-1 12.

2. Some of these plates are reproduced in John A. Pope, Chinese

Porcelainsfrom the Ardebil Shrine (Washington, 1956), pis. 121-124.

3. Ibid., p. 51.

4. Ibid., pp. 154-155.



LARGE PLATE 70.23

Iran; Safavid period, late 17th-early 18th c.

Pottery; Kirman type blue-and-white ware

H: 8.2 cm. (3-1/4 in.); D: 45.3 cm. (17-3/4 in.)

The cities of Kirman and Meshhed in south-central

Iran produced a number of high-quahty imitations of

Chinese blue-and-white porcelains in the latter part

of the Safavid period (1502-1736). Somewhat lower-

fired than their Chinese counterparts, these blue-

and-white dishes were made of softer paste, or frit,

and consequently are more easily broken. The Dutch

merchants who arrived in Iran in 1623 discovered

their fragility after a brief period of importing the

ware.'

The festooned central medallion on the plate de-

picts a woman in a floral setting, holding an upend-

ed wine bottle in one hand while gesturing with the

other. Her elongated finger is a convention found in

late Safavid painting. ^ The sketchiness of the draw-

ing and the use of concentric blue borders reflects

Chinese influence. Likewise, the exterior frieze of

wide, tulip-shaped panels containing floral motifs,

alternating with narrow panels enclosing tassel-

marks, echoes a Chinese design found on the late

Ming export wares that reached Iran in the late 17th

century.^ Even the incised petals in the cavetto recall

a similar technique on Chinese celadon, a type of

ware also available to Iranian pocteis i^;>;. :.t. no. 94).

The painted designs r ^ cutiir-^ ' uk blue

Hnes and filled with paler wa^h g „jea lone. As is

characteristic of Iranian imitations of Chinese por-

celain, the blue lines have blurred, especially on the

rim, as a result of the glaze running in the kiln. The

clear glaze has a noticeably greenish cast particularly

where it has pooled, and it displays numerous tiny

iron-spots. Fully glazed, the plate shows six spur-

marks on the base where the piece was supported

during firing. The technique of firing on supports is

thought to have been introduced at Kirman only in

the 18th century, as was the hollowing-out of a cir-

cular mass of clay from the base to decrease its

weight.'' However, the high quality of the painting

on the Freer plate is more characteristic of the 17th

century, so the plate is assigned to the turn of the

century.

95. LARGE PLATE

Published: Esin Atil, Ceramics from the World of Islam (Washing-

ton, 1973), cat. no. 93.

, Exhibition oj 2500 Years of Persian Art (Washing-

ton, 1971), cat. no. 81.

Kodansha, Ltd., Oriental Ceramics: The World's Greatest Collec-

tions, Vol.10: Freer Gallery ofArt (Tokyo, 1975), color pi. 99.

Freer Gallery of Art, Arts ofAsia at the Time oj the American Inde-

pendence (Washington, 1975), p. 31.

1. Tys Volker, Porcelain and the Dutch East India Company

(Leiden, 1954), p. 113.

2. Esin Atil, Ceramics from the World oj Islam (Washington,

1973), cat. no. 93.

3. Ibid

4. Arthur Lane, Later Islamic Pottery (London, 1957), p. 97.



96. FOLIATE PLATE WITH GRAPE PATTERN 97. PLATE WITH GRAPE PATTERN

IZNIK WARE

The Turkish city of Iznik, near Istanbul, was an im-

portant ceramic-producing center during the Otto-

man period (1281-1923). Among its early wares was

a type inspired by the sultan's collection of Chinese

blue-and-white porcelain kept in the kitchens of the

Topkapi Palace.' Turkish imitations, which first ap-

peared in the late 15th century, comprise plain-

rimmed or foliate plates ornamented with Chinese

designs or decorative schemes created by the imperial

design studio.^ During the course of the 16th cen-

tury, naturalistic floral motifs came to predominate,

often colored in combinations of underglaze red,

green and turquoise along with the basic blue. This

latter group, which does not imitate Chinese proto-

types and would have been alien to Chinese taste, re-

veals the indigenous Turkish aesthetic sensibility.

In contrast to the imported Chinese porcelains,

which were fired to a temperature above 1250° C,
Turkish imitations were made of a lower-fired softer

paste, which was first polished before the pigments

and glaze were applied. Accordingly, despite out-

ward similarity between some Chinese and Turkish

pieces, they are actually very differently constituted.

1. An introduction to this vast collection is provided by John A.

Pope, Fourleeiith-Century Blue-atid-lVhite (rev . ed.; Washington, 1970).

2. Esin Atil, Turkish An of the Ottoman Period (Washington,

1973), p.24.
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FOLIATE PLATE WITH
GRAPE PATTERN

Turkey; Ottoman period, early 16th c.

Pottery; Iznik ware

H: 8 cm. (3-1/4 in.); D: 39.4 cm. (15-1/2 in.)

97

PLATE ~H GRAPE PATTERN to^

Turkey; Ottoman period, late 16th c.

Pottery; Iznik ware

H: 5.9 cm. (2-3/8 in.); D: 32.5 cm. (12-3/4 in.)

These two plates demonstrate the styhstic evolution

typical of Iznik ware. The earlier piece, the only ex-

ample painted solely in blue out of a group of over a

dozen related grape-patterned plates,' is extremely

close to the early 15th-century Chinese prototypes

that were being imported.^ Exact counterparts in

Chinese porcelain can be found for the stylized

wave-and-rock design on the flat, everted rim, the

floral sprigs in the cavetto bordered by parallel foli-

ate lines, and the arrangement of three large clusters

of grapes with leaves and tendrils in the center of the

plate. The Iznik design is less systematically orga-



nized and more casually rendered than Chinese ver-

sions, but clearly attempts to reproduce the model as

faithfully as possible.

The green-and-blue grape plate of the late 16th

century, on the other hand, has moved away from

direct dependence on the Chinese prototype. The

proportions allotted to the central design and the

secondary one encircling it have shifted; moreover,

the two zones are not so separate from one another

as in the neatly compartmentalized Chinese type.

The floral vines that occupy both the interior and the

exterior of the cavetto have a direct, naive charm

that is characteristic of indigenous Turkish designs,

and the grapes in the center are portrayed abstractly

and heraldically.

Published: Esin Atil, Turkish An of the Ottoman Period (Washing-

ton, 1973), cat. nos.ll and 13.

, Ceramics from the World of Islam (Washington,

1973), cat. nos. 80 and 83.

, Ottoman Art at the Freer Gallery (Istanbul, 1971),

pl.l2 (70.2 only).

Kodansha, Ltd., Oriental Ceramics: The World's Greatest Collec-

tions, Vol.10: Freer Gallery of Art (Tokyo, 1975), color pi. 95 (70.2)

and monochrome pi. 317 (70.25).

1. The group of related grape-patterned Iznik plates includes

those published in the following: Raymond Koechlin, LArt de L'ls-

lam: La Ceramique (Paris, 1928), pi. 19, no. 99 and pi. 29, no. 126;

Arthur Lane, Later Islamic Pottery (London, 1957), pl.32B; Oktay

Aslanapa, AnaJolu'da Tiirk (^ini ve Keramik Samiti (Istanbul, 1965),

pis. 98-100; Bernard Rackham, Islamic Pottery and Italian Maiolica -{Lon-

don, 1959), pi. 30, no. 62; pl.32, nos. 79-80; pi. 33, nos. 81-82; and no.

78, not illustrated. A useful discussion of Chinese and Iznik grape-

plates appears in John A. Pope, "Chinese Influences on Iznik Pottery:

A Re-examination of an Old Problem," in Richard Ettinghausen,

ed.. Islamic Art in the Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York, 1972),

pp.125-139.

2. Among the Chinese grape-patterned plates too numerous to

list, the one most like the Freer's early 16th-century Iznik example is

a plate in the Ardebil Shrine, now housed in the Archaeological Mu-
seum, Tehran; reproduced in John A. Pope, Chinese Porcelains from the

Ardehil Shrine (Washington, 1956), pi. 37. The Freer collection in-

cludes a Chinese grape-patterned plate with a floral pattern on the rim

instead of the wave-and-rock motif (acc. no. 53. 77, on exhibition).
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FOLIATE PLATE WITH
FLORAL DECORATION 7720^

Turkey; Ottoman period, early 16th c.

Pottery; Iznik ware

H: 8.2 cm. (3-1/8 in.); D: 39.2 cm. (15-1/2 in.)

Like the earlier of the two grape-patterned plates

(cat. no. 96), this blue-and-white plate exhibits a rel-

atively early, closely imitative version of a common
design on 15th-century Chinese porcelain.' In the

center of the dish is a conventionalized lotus scroll,

consisting of four main blossoms and associated vines

arranged around a central flower. In the cavetto, en-

closed within pairs of foliate bounding lines whose

contour is repeated by the rim of the plate, are 10

floral sprays of two types, arranged in alternation.

The wave-and-rock pattern appears on the flattened

rim, rather a more dynamic rendition than on the

grape-patterned plate. As in the case of the grape

plates, Iznik lotus-scroll plates also form a group, of

which various other examples have been published.^

The earliest appearance of the Chinese lotus-

scroll motif in Ottoman art is not on a plate but on

the blue-and-white hexagonal tiles of the Mosque of

Murad II in Edirne.^ Since the building is dated

98. FOLIATE PLATE WITH FLORAL PATTERN



1435-1436, the Chinese plates bearing the motif

must have been imported almost as soon as they

started being made, in the reign of the Hsiian-te em-

peror (r. 1426-1435). Moreover, Turkish potters

would have to have started imitating the designs al-

most immediately, a testimony to the importance of

Chinese stimulus for Ottoman ceramic art in the

15th and 16th centuries.

1. Many plates with this motif were exported from China to

Turkey and Iran, and several are preserved today in Istanbul and

Tehran. Some of the latter are reproduced in John A. Pope, Porcelains

from the Ardehil Shrine (Washington, 1956), pis. 34-36.

2. See John A. Pope, "Chinese Influences on Iznik Pottery: A
Re-examination of an Old Problem," in Richard Ettinghausen, ed..

Islamic Art in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, (New York 1972), pp.

125-139; and Walter B. Denny, "Blue-and-White Islamic Pottery on

Chinese Themes," Boston Museum oj Fine Arts Bulletin, Vol.72 no. 368

(1974), 76-99.

3. See John Carswell, "Six Tiles," in Ettinghausen, op.cit., pp.

99-124.

99. PLATE WITH PEACOCK
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PLATE WITH A PEACOCK 72A

Turkey; Ottoman period, late 16th-early 17th c.

Pottery; Iznik ware

H: 6 cm. (2-3/8 in.); D: 28.1 cm. (11-1/8 in.)

The sketchy rendering of the gaily colored peacock

in the center of this plate represents an indigenous

Turkish aesthetic, as opposed to the foreign taste

embodied in the decoration of dishes imitating Chi-

nese imports.' The freedom with which the striding

bird and floral motifs are drawn creates a breezily

cheerful impression that is enhanced by the bright

colors of translucent blue and green and opaque red.

Iznik ware ornamented with floral motifs and paint-

ed in polychrome became fashionable around the

middle of the 16th century, and several examples

from the late 16th and early 17th centuries include

figures or animals among the plants.

The handling of the designs on this plate and

the profusion of color distinguish it from the earlier

group of Iznik plates (cat. nos.96, 97 and 98). Iznik

potters reduced the number of zones of decor and

enlarged the main zone to occupy most of the in-

terior of the dish. The plants in the main area, more-

over, now enter the design from the bottom instead

of being schematically arrayed across the entire sur-

face. This more naturalistic treatment of floral mo-

tifs is characteristic of Iznik wares decorated in the

native style. The polychromed Iznik ware, especially

examples with the brilliant red color, was later imi-

tated by European potters.

Published: Esin Atil, Turkish Art of the Ottoman Period (Wash-

ington, 1973), cat. no. 23.

1. Esin Atil, Turkish Art of the Ottoman Period (Washington,

1973), cat. no.23.

2. Ibid. The peacock motif, handled somewhat differently, is also

seen on an Iznik plate in the Hetjens-Museum, Diisseldorf (acc. no.

10393); reproduced in Hetjens-Museum and Museum fiir Islamische

Kunst, Islamische Keramik (Dusseldorf, 1973), cat. no. 316.
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COLLECTED WRITINGS
(KULLIYAT) OF SA'Dl jl5_

Iran; Safavid period, mid-16th c.

Manuscript, Shiraz type

Copied by Muhammad al-Qawam Shirazi of Shiraz (active ca.

1537-1585)

Illustrated double frontispieces in ink, colors, and gold on

paper

Entire H: 31.1cm. (12-1/4 in.); W: 20.6 cm. (8-1/8 in.)

Frontispiece H: 18 cm. (7-1/8 in.); W: 8.9 cm. (3-1/2 in.)

This handsome manuscript contains collected poetic

and prose writings by the celebrated Iranian author

Sa'di (d. 623/1292), who was active in the provin-

cial capital of Shiraz in southwestern Iran.' His

works, written in both Arabic and Persian, were

compiled in 726/1325 by 'All ibn Ahmad ibn Abu

Bakr ibn Bistun according to the alphabetical order

of the first letters of Sa'di's ghazals (odes) and

qasidas (elegies). Later, in 734/1333, the same scholar

prepared an index to the anthology according to the

order of the rhyming letters.^ The present volume

consists of 383 folios containing Sa'di's most fa-

mous works, the Bustan ("Orchard") and the Gulis-

fan ("Rose Garden"), plus 15 other poems, or hitahs

(books), and eight risalas (treatises), of which two

proffer advice to specific kings and governors.^

The manuscript is somewhat unusual in that it

opens with two double frontispieces, one of which, a

painting, has been chosen for exhibition. Unlike the

calligrapher, who signed his name in the manuscript,

the painter remained anonymous, as is usual in Is-

lamic manuscript art. The somewhat conventional

scene represented is an outdoor royal feast with en-

tertainment. On the left side of the composition, a

prince seated on a carpet is being served refresh-

ments, while he watches girls dancing to the music

of a six-man orchestra in the lower part of the paint-

ing. From the right there approach three rows of
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figures, the top consisting of officials, and the lower

two, servants with more food and wine. The high-

horizoned landscape setting is continuous between

the two halves of the composition, with rounded

hills and a brook winding through the flower-cov-

ered ground. The painting is surrounded by an

elaborate series of borders showing several variations

on a gold floral-arabesque motif.

The illuminations belong styhstically to the

prolific Shiraz school of painting,'' one of the most

important of the "provincial" artistic centers away

from the Safavid imperial court in the 16th century.^

Predominantly decorative in intent, Shiraz painting

emphasized rhythmic line, bright colors, and deli-

cate detail rather than bold conception. Especially

characteristic for the period are the pale muddy tones

of the ground; a color scheme that features promi-

nent blue and orange; tight clouds above the hills;

and flat heads and shaped beards on the figures. As in

most classical Persian painting, there is a tilted

ground-plane creating a generous foreground for the

figures, and spectators peer into the scene from be-

hind the flat hills. The figures are costumed in the

typical 16th-century Safavid style, with richly deco-

rated robes and white turbans wound around short

batons (qizil-kish). Unlike a text miniature, the fron-

tispiece of an Islamic manuscript is not an illustra-

tion of a particular narrative, but a more generalized

introductory scene.

The scribe, Muhammad al-Qawam, was an ex-

tremely productive Shiraz master whose work in-

cludes at least two other copies of Sa'di's Kulliyat.^

His signature appears on folio 100, following the

Bustan. The Freer KuHiyat is written in elegant msta-

'hq script, generally 17 hues and two columns per

page.

The leather binding of the manuscript is also

representative of Shiraz workmanship. It is exten-

sively decorated with stamped gold designs and

brown paper filigree, set into intaglio areas that were

cut out of the leather and covered with dark blue pa-

per. The binding has been restored and somewhat re-

arranged, for the spine is more recent than the covers

and the flap normally attached to the back cover has

been removed.

1. Jan Rypka, Hislory of Iranian Literalure (Dordrecht, Holland,

1968), pp. 250-253. Other information about Sa'di and his writings

may be found in Edward G. Browne, A Literary History oj Persia, Vol.

2 (Cambridge, England, 1928), pp. 525-539; and Charles Rieu, Cata-

logue oj the Persian Manuscripts in the British Museum, Vol.2 (London,

1881),"pp. 594-598.

2. This information appears in the compiler's preface on folios

4b-6a in the Freer manuscript.

3. The table of contents (folios lb-2a) also lists a third risala ad-

dressed to a ruler which actually does not appear in the manuscript.

4. For the characteristics of Shiraz painting in the 16th century,

see Grace Dunham Guest, Shiraz Painting in the Sixteenth Century

(Washington, 1949), especially p. 30; Basil Gray, Persian Painting

(Geneva, 1961), Ch.8; and B.W. Robinson, A Descriptive Catalogue

oj the Persian Paintings in the Bodleian Library (London, 1958), pp.88-

89.

5. Gray, op.cit., p. 151.

6. The two manuscripts belong to the Kevorkian Foundation,

New York, and the British Museum (Add. 24944), respectively. The

latter, dated 1567-1569, is published and partially reproduced in Ivan

Stchoukine, Les Peintures des Manuscrits Safavis de 1502 a 1587 (Paris

1959). mss. no, 133, p. 114 and pls.LXV and LXVIII,





A DECADE OF DISCOVERY

was set in Bembo, a typeface designed about 1495

for the Venetian printer-publisher Aldus Marmtins

by Francesco Griffo, an accomplished engraver and

goldsmith of the fifteenth century. The book was

printed by Museum Press, Inc. oj Washington, D.C.,

on Lustro Offset Enamel dull coated paper and bound

by George A. Simonds & Co., Inc., Washington, D.C.
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